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ABSTRACT

The procedure used in sequencing the peptide Dynorphin 1-17 (mass 2146.20 u)

as an unknown using a reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer is reported' Samples

(1.5 pg) of the peptide were distribuæd as unknowns to participating laboratories in

preparation for a workshop at the 1990 meeting of the American Society for Mass

Spectrometry. At the time of the workshop about half the sequence had been deærmined

correctly from the secondary ion spectrum with the aid of enzymatic digestions caried out

on the target. Subsequent measurements have defined the remainder, apart from a couple

of uncertainties.

Time-of-flight conelation methods have been used to deærmine the prima¡y structure

of the major component in a nonstandard preparation of alamethicins, and to give some

sequence information about minor components. The peptide (mw-2000 u) is blocked at

the N terminus with an acetyl group and has a primary alcohol rather tha.n a c boxyl group

at the C terminus, so the usual wet chemical sequencing methods cannot be applied' Upon

bombardment with 25 keV I- ions, the peptide, deposiæd on the surface of a solid target'

produces both molecular ions and prompt fragment ions (i.e. ions formed at or very near

the surface of the targeÐ. After acceleration, these ions may undergo metastâble decay as

they pass along the flight tube of a reflecting time-o_f-flight mass spectrometer. Measurement

of the conelations between the neutral and chæged daughters from these decompositions

determines the decay pattem ofeach ion, which, in turn, yields definitive information about

the sequence of the originat peptide. All evenß are rerorded on magnetic tape and analyzed

off-Iine, so a single run on the spectrometer provides information on the decay of every ion

produced at the tffget, i.¿. information similæ to that obtainable from a complete set of

daughter ion scans on a multiple sector or Eiple quadrupole instrument.

Langmuir-Blodgett films of deuterated and undeuterated cadmium stearate have

- iv-



been prepared and examined using the TOF SIMS conelation technique. Fragmentation

occurring on different time æales (i. e. both prompt and metasøble fragmentation) is reported.

Two distinct patterns of ion yield with respect to f,rlm thiclness were noted: metal-containing

ions and [M+HJ- ions have a maximum yield at - 1 monolayer and ions involving orùy the

fatty acid have a maximum yield at - 5 to 7 monolayers. The effect of the I- ion source on

the spectra \ryas noted as a function of time; adducts were formed in the negative mode

whereas a Cs* ion source produces no adducts in the positive mode.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Mass spectrometry (MS) has been used since the early 1900's to separate ions of

different mass to charge (m./z) values. These ions are produced in an ion source, mass

analyzed by the spectrometer, and detected. Each of these processes will be discussed.

Then their specific applications in our time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer will

be described. Finally the thesis will be outlined.

1.1 ION SOURCES

To be mass analyzed, ions must leave the ion source and enter a mass analyzer

intact. Ion sources have been reviewed recently [Tang '91, Harrision '90]. Gaseous

atoms and molecules can simply be ionized by an electron beam. Larger molecules,

however, such as peptides and proteins are difficult to volatilize and need a more gentle

ionization technique to remain intact after ionization. Ionization æchniques gentle enough

to study such læge molecules have been developed within the last two decades. Ions may

be produced so gently that even noncovalently-boond complexes remain intact, or they may

be desorbed as fragments which give extensive structural information. In some cases

energy is deposited into the ions so that they undergo metastable decay after leaving the ion

source; in other cases ions must pass through a collision chamber before chæacteristic

fragmentations are produced.

The most successful ionization techniques will be discussed in some detail with an

emphasis on their use in peptide sequencing. In one family of desorption a¡d ionization
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techniques, particle induced desorption (PID), the sample ions are formed when a beam of
particles (ions, atoms, or photons ) strike a surface (liquid or solid) coated with the

sample. Recently trvo other æchniques applicable to very large ions have been developed.

Although collisionally activaæd dissociation and metastable decay are not ion sources, they

are a source of fragment ions and will also be discussed in this section.

1,1.1 PDMS

Historically the first of the PID æchniques, plasma desorption mass spectfometry

(PDMS), was discovered by Macfarlane and Torgerson in 1974 fforgerson '74, Macfarlane

'76'1. 2s2cf fission fragments (masses -110 or -145 u [Sundqvist '85]) with 60 - 100

MeV energies strike a target on which a thin layer of sample is deposited and desorb large

intact molecules as well as their fragments. In a related æchnique, heavy ion beams with

similar energies from particle accelerators have also been used to study organic samples.

Metallic surfaces such as etched silver, aluminum and gold can be used as supports for

thick samples. For larger molecules, deposition on a nitrocellulose surface produces less

fragmentation under particle bomba¡dment and allows higher masses to be observed [Chait

'87, Roepstorff '87, Jonsson '861. In some cases anthroic acid has been shown to be

more effective as a sample substrate [Wolf '91], but it has not become widely used.

Although PDMS hæ not been widely used for peptide sequencing, molecular weight

detennination is possible even for small proæins; in fact, masses as high as -45000 u have

been observed [Jonsson '89]. Peptide mixtures can be examined but their analysis may be

complicaæd by fragmentation and it may be necessâry to examine both positive and negative

ion spectra to see all the components [Nielsen '89a]. Because of the energy deposiæd into

the ions, many fragment at the target so that seqr:ence information is available [e6. Bunk

'92, Chait '821. Examples of peptides and proæins examined range from alamethicin I
(1964 u) lchait'82] to ribonuclease A (13,682 u) and proteinase K (28,665 u) [Bunk'92];

Although PDMS has not become very popular in sequencing, it has been demonstrated to

be powerful [Texas '92, Sundqvist'85]. Metastable decay occurs in PDMS lChait'81],
but is not routinely utilized in peptide sequencing,and its effects may sometimes not be

recognized [Bunk '92].
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1.1.2 SIMS

In another PID æchnique, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), a beam of
keV ions is used to bomba¡d a solid sample target. SIMS with such high beam currents

that the entire target surface is affected (dynamic SIMS) had been used for years to

examine inorganic surfaces [Benninghoven '87], but because the intense incident beam

destroys the target surface, this method is not applicable to læge biomolecules. The much

lower total beam cunent (i.e. integrated flux) used in static SIMS (10t2 - 1013 ions/cm2 or

10e A,/cm2 for -1000 s) [Benninghoven '76] gives specrra similar ro rhose in pDMS.

Unlike in PDMS, thin samples on metal backings are effective. Nitrocellulose reduces

fragmentation [Lafortr:ne '87], but ant]roic acid does not have a significant effect in enhancing

the molecular ion yield [Poppe-Schriemer'91a].

The mass range for molecular weight deærmination is usually limiæd to about 5000

u, although masses over 10,000 u have been observed [Ens'88a]. SIMS produces many

fragment ions and metastable ions, very similar to those in PDMS. Even though peptide

mixtures can be examined, overlap of the molecular ions with the fragment ions is likely

[Poppe-Schriemer '94, '93]. Although the secondary ion current is ûoo low for convenrional

MS/À,ÍS, mixtures can be sequenced using a TOF correlation technique (91.2.4.3) if the

components are suitably metastable. Procedures such as off- and on-target enzymatic

digestions and various derivatizations, can be applied to SIMS [Poppe-schriemer '91,

Tang'911. Few SIMS sequencing studies have been published on unknown sequences

but this thesis presents two such studies (g 2.2 and 92.3).

Recent work has shown that, whereas TOF SIMS has been used to sequence a

highly basic peptide (92.2) [Poppe-Schriemer, '91], neither LSIMS (91.1.3) with high

energy collisionally activaæd dissociation (CAD, $1.1.6) in a four-sector instrument with

an a¡Íay detector, nor electrospray mass spectrometry (ESMS, 91.1.5) with low energy

collisions in a quadrupole instrument, provided adequate sequence information [Curtis

'931. Similarly for a wide range of dynorphins and other endorphins (all of which are very

basic), coherent fragment ion series permining æquence identification, were rarely observed.
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1.1.J FAB MS

In 1981 fast atom bombardment (FAB) was developed[Barber '81a, '8lb, Surman

'8 11. It uses a high flux keV atom or ion beam to stt+tke 
^ 

lìquid t¿rget in which sample ions

are dissolved and produces a particle beam intense enough that FAB sources can be

interfaced with conventional (i.e. sector or quadrupole) mass spectrometers. The

breakthrough in this æchnique which allowed inærfacing with conventional instruments

was the use of the liquid matrix; the beam's charge state was not as important. If the

primary particles are ions, the æchnique is generally called liquid SIMS (LSIMS). Because

the nature of the target affects the experimental results more than the charge of the impinging

particle, LSIMS is groupedwithFAB, notwith solid SIMS ($1.1.3). Peptide and protein

samples are often dissolved in a matrix of glycerol, but other solvents and solvent mixtures

are also common [DePauw '86].

FAB's poæntial for peptide sequencing was recognized almost immediaæly

[Williams '82]. Because the fragment ions a¡e generally of much lower inænsity than

molecular ions, sequence information is often not easy to obtain t (although it is possible

with suitable matices [eg. Przybylski '84]), but peptide mixtures such as the products of a

chemical or enzymatic digestion are often exâmined The molecular weights of the components

of such a digest may be maæhed to amino acid fragments of expected sequences, a technique

called FAB mapping. Due to suppression of the hydrophilic peptides by the hydrophobic

ones, not all components in a mixture can always be observed so that a complex mixture

may need to be separated according to hydrophobicity before FAB analysis (e.g. by reverse

phæe HPLC)'z. Also, since basic peptides tend to give positively charged ions and acidic

peptides tend to give negatively charged ones, it may sometimes be necessary to examine a

mixture by recording spectra of both polarities [ITanison '90].

Selecting and fragmenting each of the peptides in a mixture by using collisionally

activated dissociation (CAD) (S1.1.6) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/ì4S) ($1.2)

I eg., In an evaluation ofFAB peptde sequencing, 14 peptides conaining 3-13 residues (with an
average of 7) were examined No sequence ínfømation was obtained for 8 of the peptides and none of the
peptides 

',vas completely sequenced (although one was determined o within a læuIle ambiguity).
fRoepstorff'85].

2Although 
the result may still be a mixture, it will generally not be composed of hydrophobic

and hydrophilic peptides of a similar mass lBienann '92].
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often allows one to sequence peptide mixtures successfully [Biemann '92]. FAB has also

been combined with liquid chromatography to analyze mixtures, to study enzyme reaction

kinetics, and to obtain peptide sequence ladders by identifying the products of digestion

with various enzymes [Caprioli'88]. Continuous flow (CF) FAB, in which the sample is

continuously refreshed in a more aqueous matrix than is possible for ordinary FAB,

exhibits much better sensitivity, less chemical noise, less ion suppression and better salt

tolerance than standard FAB [Caprioli '92]. CF-FAB can be interfaced wit]r on-line HPLC

or capillary electrophoresis and with MS/ì4S to enhance its sequencing ability. Thioredoxin

(11750 u, >100 amino acid residues) was the first protein sequenced using only MS/lvIS

and enzymatic digestions; though 100 nmol of the protein were available, much less was

used [Johnson '87].

1.1.4 MALDI

Although photon beams have long been used to desorb ions from bulk samples

[Harrison '90, Hillenkamp '86], this technique is not very gentle; thus only small ions can

be desorbed intact. By mixing the high mass molecules in a metal powder and glycerot

matrix, Tanaka obtained ions as large as 34,000 u [Tanaka'88]. An even more gentle

technique, matrix assisted læer desorption/ionization (MALDD, which can be applied to

biomolecules as large as ld u , was later developed by Karsas and Hillenkamp [Karas '88,

'871. In MALDI, a UV læer pulse is used to desorb and ionize large molecules, such as

proteins, that have be€n incorporated into a crystal of an ultraviolet-sensitive matrix acid.

When a laser pulse of the appropriaæ wavelength is used, a volume of the matrix sublimes,

forming a gas jet that entrains the protein molecules [Zhou'92, Beavis '91]. Various

maFices have been used, all of them forming crysals composed of flat, weakly interacting

planes.

This soft ionization technique is useful in obtaining molecular weights of components

of mixtures, such as the digestion products of a proæin whose sequence is being confiÍned.

Ofæn [Beavis '90], but not always lRoepstorff '9I, Zhao'91], all of the peptides in a

mixture appear in a spectrum. It is generally unnecessary to examine a mixture by recording
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both positive and negative ion spectra, because the positive and negative ion spectra of
peptide mixtures almost always show the same components [Beavis] (see g2.3 for a rare

exception). Although, in general, MALDI produces no prompr fragment ions (recently

some prompt fragmentation dependent on laser inadimce has been observed tTalbo '931),

it does produce ions that are'metastable' [Spengler '91]. The decay is induced by

collisions, either with matrix molecules in the gas jet or with residual gas molecules in the

flight tube. Peptide fragmentation occurs with either low or high energy collision conditions

depending on the acceleration voltage and the flight tube pressure. The fragmentations,

which include abundant a-17 and b-17 ions (see 92.1, Figure 2.1for an explanation of the

nomenclature) lKaufmann], are remi¡riscent of those observed by SIMS lTang '89]. Using

a two stage minor, sequence information has been observed for peptides as large as

melittin [Kaufmann '93, Spengler '92].

Other recent studies have shown new applications of MALDI to peptide and proæin

work. ln one technique, if the surface is specific to the desired protein (âs in affînity

chromatography), then picomol amounts of this proæin can be detecæd in complex mixtures

[Hutchins '93]. In ladder æquencing [Chait'93], a new application of MALDI to peptide

and proæin sequencing, chemical means, such as the subtractive Edman æchnique in the

presence of a ûerminating agen! a¡e used to generate a mixtue of polypeptides. MALDI is

used to examine the resulting peptide mixture; the amino acid sequence can be deduced

from the mass differences between peaks. As well, MALDI may be useful in assigning

interchain disulfide bonds directly, without any chemical treatment, although assigning

intrachain bridges requires very good resolution [Zhou '93a].

1.1.5 ESMS

In electrospray mass spectromeury @SMS), the sample molecules are entrained in a

liquid spray across a high electric potential difference [Fenn'90, JASMS '93]. Some of

the spray enters a vacuum chamber, ofæn through an orifice and sometimes through a

capillary tube. The spray droplets are multiply charged by the electric field. When the

droplets evâporate, sometimes with the aid of an ai¡ flow or a heaæd capillary tube, the

isolated protein molecules retain a number of charges related to their sequence and
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conforrnation lKatta'91]. The mass spectrum shows several peaks corresponding to ions

of different charge. These multiple peaks decrease both the mass uncertainty and the

necessary mass range ofthe spectrometer used, although they do complicate deconvolution

of the spectrum of a mixture.

ESMS is such a gentle desorption technique that even noncovalendy bound

complexes may remain intact. It can also be used for molecula¡ weight deærmination of

components of mixturcs although suppression of some components may occur depending

on the volatility [Hiraoka'93], nature [Chait'92] or mass [Perkins '93] of rhe proteins.

The multiply charged peptides can be sequenced using fragmentation produced by CAD in

the source (by increasing pressure in the skimmer region), or by analyzing pârent ions by

traditional MS/IMS æchniques. Note that, because more than one chæge is involved, these

fragmentations may differ from the less-complex fragmentations of singly charged species

[Fabris '93, Tang '93]. Reactions, such as carboxypeptidæe digestions, can also be studied

as an aid for sequencing [Rosnak '92]. Because ES is compatible with both on-line

chromatography and tandem MS, very complex peptide mixtures can be separated and

sequenced. In one of the most spectacular examples in biological MS, -200 ion species

(masses ranging fuom737 u to 1370 u) were observed from a -300 pmol sarnple mixture.

Eight peptides were completely sequenced and another eleven were partially sequenced

using microcapillary high-performance liquid chromatography electospray ionization tandem

mass spectrometry [Hunt '92]. However, in general it seems that ESMS and MALDI-MS

are most informative when used together lChemushevich , Perkins 93], because they yield

complementary information.

1.1.6 Ptornpt Fragmentatíon, CAD and Metastøble Decay

Collisionally activaæd dissociation (CAD) helps to deærmine the identity or strucnue

of parent ions: the daughter ions produced are examined by tandem mass spectrometry

(MS/MS) ($1.2) fBusch '88, Mclafferty'83]. In this technique, parent ions are selected

and passed through a collision cell filled with an inert gas, and then the corresponding

daughær ions are mass analyzed. The nature of the gas, its pressure, and the energy of the

parent ions can all be adjusæd. Different fragmentation patterns of peptides are produced
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depending on the energy of the parent ions and the number of collisions they undergo. In

both high (keV) and low (eV) energy collisions the peptide backbone is susceptible to

cleavage, but in high energy collisions the amino acid side chains may also be fragmenæd.

Many peptide mixtures have been sequenced by FAB MS/lvIS. An extension of CAD is

surface induced dissociation (SID) which gives similar spectra [Despeyroux '93] and

allows greater control over the energy deposited into the ions. Amino acid side chain

fragmentations can be produced in SID using a high enough collision energy [McCormack

'931.

Bombardment of a solid target by primary ions at kev energies (SMS) yields a

variety of secondary ions at the târget surface very similar to those produced by CAD of

ions from a lþuid matrix (FAB, LSIMS) or from an ESMS source; in some cases SIMS is

the more informative technique (even surpæsing ESMS-CAD) [Curtis '93, Poppe-Schriemer

'911. The usual difference between a spectrum produced from a solid target and that

produced by FAB is presumably caused by a larger enorgy transfer to the molecules in a

solid target, although the difference in spectrometers also plays a role [Ens '93a]. Because

they often contain continuous (or semicontinuous) sequences of one or two series of

fragment ions, and are relatively free from background, SIMS and CAD spectra are more

eæily inærpreted than the spectra produced by FAB and LSMS.

In TOF SIMS metastâble decay, the parent ion decomposes in the flight tube due to

the internal energy resulting from the desorption / ionization process, with fragmentation

similar to that observed in CAD and, at very small time scales, in SIMS itself. Metastable

decay cannot be controlled as eæily as CAD; it depends largely on the nature of the peptide

involved, as will be discussed later ($2.3). Mixtures can be analyzed very well if their

components exhibit enough metastable decay ($ 1.2.4.3). Because the decay occurs at an

exponentially decreasing rate [Cooks '73], spectromeærs with only a narrow observation

time window have poor sensitivity for metastable decay.

1.2 MASS SPECTROMETERS

Once the sample is ionized and volatilized, the ions are separated in a mass
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spectrometer according to their m/z ratios (since most of the ions discussed in this thesis are

singly charged, "mlz nfio" and "mass" a¡e used inærchangeably). Various kinds of mass

spectrometers have been used in conjunction with the above sources. Because of their low

beam cunent, PDMS and static SIMS are ideally suiæd to time-of-flight (TOÐ spectrometers,

although they have also been used with Fourier transform mass spectrometry (F[MS)

lWilkins '89, Laude '86] and SIMS with quadrupole instruments [Benninghoven '87].

Because of their high bea¡n cunent, FAB and LSMS can be inærfaced with sector field

instruments and are therefore the most commercialized of the particle induced desorption

sources. MALDI has generally been inærfaced with TOF machines although it is also used

with quadrupole ion traps [Jonscher'93, L Schwartz '93], magnetic spectrometers [Annan

'931 and FTMS [Kosær '92]. ES sources have routinely been used with quadrupole

spectrometers a¡d æe also being interfaced with TOF spectrometers [Chemushevich '94,

Verentchikov '941, magnetic sector instruments [Larsen '91, Allen '89], and FTMS machines

[Beu'93, Winger'93]. Many variants and improvements in these techniques are being

developed.

The four main kinds of mass spectrometers, sector field, quadrupole, FTMS and

TOF are based on distinct physical principles and therefore have different cha¡acteristics.

These spectrometers will be described and their advantages and disadvantages for mass

specrometry of large biomolecules will be noted. All of these spectometers ca¡ be used

for tandem mass spectrometry in which ion dissociations of various kinds, including

dissociations of peptides in mixtures, can be studied. The first MS stage selects the parent

ion and the second stage analyzes the daughær ion. These two stages may or may not be

similar. Tandem mass spectrometry using each of these various machines will also be

outlined. Special emphasis will be placed on TOF systems.

1.2.1 SECTOR FIELD

Sector field instruments use specific electric and magnetic fields to examine ions of

a given mass and have been described in great detail [Duckworth'86]. The ions are

deflecæd through a curved flight tube and only those of the appropriate mass follow the
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correct path in the vacuum; the others have different radii of curvature and are lost to the
spectrometer walls. Thus the field must usually be scanned to examine the entirc mass
range. If al ion decays, its fragments will follow an inconect flight path and will be lost to
the spectrometer walls. very high resolution is possible if the ion beam collimating slits at
the entrance and exit of the spectrometer are very small. For these three reasons, i.e. the
mass scanning, the collimating slits, and the loss of metâstable ions, the sensitivity of these
instruments is low. The mass range is generaly rimited to several thousand u by the
maximum elecric and magnetic field va-lues [Jennings'90], although much higher masses

a¡e attainable. Such instruments are suited to high current ion beams of relatively low mass

such as those produced by FAB.

The possibilities for tandem mass spectrometry range from two sector machines,

i.e. magnetic sector / electrostatic sector @Æ), with a collision cell benveen sectors, or
electrostatic sector / magnetic sector machines (E/B) with a collision cell at the source slir
[Jennings '83], to four-sector specrrometers [Todd 'g3] in which borh the parent and
daughter ions are selected using double-focussing spectrometers. For MS/ì{s it is essential

to increase sensitivity with the use ofan array detector (g1.3), which is position sensitive
and therefore allows the exit slit to be widened. If the collision cells contain no collision
gas' any metastable decays occurring in them can be analyzed as well [Fraefel'g5]. All
such systems are complicated to scan flennings'g3], produce artifact peaks due to decay
before the analyztng fields [Busch '88], have low transmission and sensitivity, and are
expensive. The two sector machines produce low resolutions in MS/lvfs but are much

cheaper. ln sector fîeld MS/14S machines, the ions have high kinetic energies and undergo

one collision, on average [ø.g. Beimann '82], as they pass through the cell.

1.2.2 gUADRAPOLE

Quadrupole mass spectrometers use both RF and DC voltages between opposing
quadrupole electrodes in the spectrometer [Dawson 'g6, Duckworth'g6, Dawson ,?6].

The quadrupole fields allow only ions of a chosen mass to have stable oscillations on their
way through the spectlometer to the detector, while the others are lost to the electrodes.
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The two voltages (RF and DC) must be scanned to obøin a complete mass spectrum. The

resolution a-nd transmission depend on the size of the spectrometer, and the mass range is

usually limited to about 2000 u [Katta'91]. such insrruments have been used with FAB
sources and a¡e standa¡d for use with electrospray sources.

Quadrupole MS/lvfS is usually done using triple quadrupole insrruments lyost '7g].

The first quadrupole selects the parent ion; the second one, an RF only quadrupole, is the

collision chamber which focuses ions scattered by the collision process, and cont¿ins all
masses [Dawson '83, Yost'83a]. The third quadrupole is used to analyze the daughter

ions. Such machines are relatively small and simple [yost'83b], and have a high CAD
efficiency and adequaæ resolution. The limiæd mæs range hampers them somewhat, but
they æe commonly used to study low mlz ions, in peptide sequencing for example [eg.
Hunt'92, Henderson '921. cAD collision energies used are usually l0-l00eV in the

laboratory frame, for which the collision cross sections are high, and parent ions usually

undergo many collisions in the cell of course, if no collision gas is present in the collision
chamber, any metåstable decay occurring in this region can be observed. Hybrid instrumenæ

may involve secûor machines in place of the first quadrupole, or a FT spectrometer in place

of the third.

A special example of a quadrupole machine is the three dimensional ion trap which

has also become a popular spectrometer fDoroshenko 
,93, Mann '92, Dawson'g6, ,761.

1.23 FOARIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

The Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FTMS) [Koster
'92, Wilkins '89, Laude '86, Iohl¡nan '831 combines a homogeneous magnetic field with

a¡ electric ion trap [Duckworth'86j. Ions are eiciæd using a sweep of their cyclotron

frequencies on the plates of the trap. As they follow a circular path in the cell, they induce

an image cument in electrode plates adjacent to the cell. The entire mass spectrum can be

derived from this image cunent at one time, without mass scanning. (Mass scanning may

be used in high mass, high resolution experiments [Ijames'88] but this is æchnically not

FrMs) . Resolution varies inversely with ion mass and total pressure [Russell'g6] but if
the magnet used is strong, and the pressure is low, very good resolutions have been
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attained i. Sensitivity degrades with increasing residuat gas.

Because the ions remain in the machine, the FTMS spertrometer itself can be used

to perform MS/ì4S experiments. All ions present in the cell, except the selected parent

ions, are ejected. Ifa collision gas is present in the cell, collisionally induced dissociation

may occur when the parent ions are excited. If no collision gas is present, metåstable decay

may be observed. All daughter ions can be examined as described above for the parents.

Repeaæd MS experiments can be performed by ejecting all but one kind of daughter ion

and causing it to undergo CAD [Johlma¡r '83]. The main purpose of a quadrupole FTMS

instrument is to use the RF-only quadrupole ion guide to allow ions produced outside the

FTMS cell to be injected into the cell, thus preserving the high vacuum required for the ion

cyclotron resonance cell [Li '94, Koster '92, Laude '86]. For this same reason, laser

dissociation has been used instead of a collision gæ in a tandem quadrupole FTMS machine

[Hunt'87].

1.2.4 TIME-OF.FLIGHT

Most modem TOF machines use ståtic electric fields to accelerate packets of ions

produced by a pulsed source; the whole mass range is examined for each ion pulse and no

mass scanning is needed. Usually the mass is measured by deærmining an ion's flight time

through a field-free linear tube from the source to the detector. If an ion, of charge q and

mass m, is accelerated across a potential difference, V, all of the ions achieve the same

kinetic energy, (mv2)12 4V. The transit time, t, of an ion of velocity v, through a flight

tube of length L is given by

r=Uv=L{(m/2qv). ( 1.1)

If metastable decay occurs in the field free region, the daughter ions and neutrals

will have almost the same velocity as the parent had, except for small variations due to

energy release in the decay. Thus, they a¡e observed as a broad base at the bottom of the

paænt ion peåk Tandem TOF machines with collision cells have been constructed [Comish

3eg, 
160,000 resolution at 3200 u and 60,000 at 5900 u for nonpeptide organic molecules,

[Ijames'88J.
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'921. Laser induced dissociation after ion acceleration has also been studied, but the
experiments were not continued because of technical difficulties and poor preliminary
results [standing '89]. Metastable decay products, formed in the freld-free region, can be
separated from their parents and analyzed by deflecting them in va¡ious ways [chait,gr,
Haddon '691, but an electrostatic ion mirror (ç1.2.4.2) is especially well-suited to such
studies.

1.2.4. 1 Ele ctrosøtic lon Minor

An ion mi¡ror compensates for the initial velocity spread of the ions and so improves
the resolution. It also improves the signal to noise ratio [Tang '91]. AJthough it does

reduce the specfiometer sensitivity somewhat by doubling the ion flight path and so reducing

the solid angle acceptance of the detection system, this can be com¡ted using an ion lens to
focus the ion beam onto the detector ftang '91].

The theory of resolution enhancement by electrostatic ion minors was developed by
Mamyrin [Mamyrin '73]. The ions that have a higher velocity will penetrate farther into the
mi¡ror than the slower ones, so that the faster ions compensate for their shorær time in free
flight by their longer time in the minor. If the mirror voløge is chosen conectly, the initial
velocity spread is compensated to first order. one and two stage mirror f,relds have been

used[Spengler '91, Tang '88, '88a, Della-Negra ,86, ,g5, 'S4, Mamyrin ,73]. Most single
stage mirror fields a¡e linear, but curved fields have also been used [comish '93], although

they may reduce sensitivity by focussing or defocussing the beam.

For a simple single stage plane mirror with a linear fierd, the theory has been

described in detail [Tang '91, Tang '88]. very simply, the desorbed ion of mass m and

charge q is accelerated across a poæntial difference-v so that its kinetic energy is

mv2l2=qy. (1.z',)

In figure 1.1 the distances from the target to the minor, L, and from the mirror to
the deæctor, L, are the total free flight distance L. The speed of the ion is the same afær
reflection as before, so that the ¡otal time spent in free flight is
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Figure 1.1 Reffecting TOF spectrometer showing the path of the parent
(o), daughter ion (.) and daughter neutral (.) when the mirror voltage is on.
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\=Llv'

The ion mirror has a field E; it accelerates the ions according to

(1.3)

a=qVm

so that the total time spent in the mirror is

(t.4)

\^-2vla= 2(m/qE)v.

The total flight time then is

(1.s)

t = h+ ç= 2(m/qE)v + Uv. (1.6)

When small variations due to an initial velocity spread exist, t(v) is minimized when

2(m/qE)v"= Uv". (r.7)

This means that the times in the mirror and in free flight are equal to flrst order.

In other words, if the mi¡ror field E is set constant as above, then the optimum accelerating

voltåge,V", is chosen by satisfying

ø=QnJqL)voz - 4YolL, (l.8)

When this V" is used, the initial velocity spread has been corrected to first order and the

rcsolution is optimized.

A more complete treatment has been given by Tang tTang '911.

1.2.4.2 C o rre Inrton Technique

In the simplest mode of operation of a reflecting spectrometer, there is no f,reld in

the elecFostatic mirror, so the TOF spectrum (the "direct spectrum") is observed in detector
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1(Fig. 1.1) and the device operates as a linear TOF spectrometer. If the molecula¡ ions or
the prompt fragment ions decay as they pass along the fright tube, their neutral and charged

daughærs continue with approximately the same velocity as their respective parent ions.

Therefore, the daughters appear as a broadened peak at the same position as the parent ion
peak.

when the spectrometer is operated in the reflecting mode, the voltage on the minor
is normally set to a value that optimizes the resolution for the parent ions [Tang 'gg].
under these conditions, undecaye d ions (both the molecula¡ ions and the prompt charged

fragments) a¡e reflecæd by the mirror and observed with improved resolution in detector 2.

If an ion decays in free flight between the target and the mirror, the neutral daughær, which
is not affected by the mirror, continues to detector I where its measured flight time serves

to identify its parent. The charged daughær is reflected into deæctor 2, where its mass is
determined by the ratio of its flight rime to rhe flight time of its parent, as will be shown
below [Tang '88].

The ion mirror can be used to study the metastable or photon-induced decay of ions
passing through the first field free region, figure 1.1 as developed by the orsay group and

by ourselves ($2.3.4.3,93.4.2, Appendix 2.6) [Tang'91,'g9,'gga,'ggb, Brunelle'90,
Standing '90a, '90b, '90c, '89, '86, Della-Negra '86, '85, ,841. In TOF SIMS, rhe

primary ion cunent can be set so that for each primary ion pulse, only one or two ions are

desorbed and ionized. If a primary ion pulse produces a secondary ion which decays into a
neutral daughter and a charged daughær, the neutral will be deæcæd at detector I and the

ion at detector 2, as described above. Time windows are set for detector I corresponding

to the neutral daughter's arrival. For any primary ion pulse afær which a neutral arrives at
the det€ctor in this time window, a daughter ion arrives at detector 2 and is stored in a
conelation spectrum. of course, if a background neutral fragment arrives at detector I
during the expected time window, the spectrum at detector 2 will be saved with the

cor¡elated specEa, resulting in a false correlation. As well, if more than one ion is desorbed

in a particular pulse, there witl be false correlations. such false correlations must be

removed from the correlation spectrum before it can be analyzed.

Analysis of the correlations between charged and neutral daughters then enables one

to determine the decay of each parent ion, i.¿. the decays ofboth ttre molecular ion and the
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prompt fragment ions. Theoreti calry, any ions which decay can be examined, although
those with low decay rates may require an unreasonabry long data acquisition time. The
only exceptions would be those decaying with loss of an electron or a hydrogen ion,
because the charged particle may have too high a transverse velocity to reach the detector.

The flight time of the daughær ion is simply the sum of irs free flighr time (before

and after metastâble decay) and its time in the minor. The daughter free flight time to, is
given by

ç= Uv. (1.9)

where L is the ¡otal length of the fiee flight region and v" is the parent ion velocity, which is

approximately the same as the daughter ion's velocity. The time spent in the mi¡ror is

ç = 2(mo/qE)v"

where mo is the daughær ion mâss. The daughær ion flight time qu is then

(1.10)

!d = Ed+tmd = Uvo +2(mo/qE)v"

(1.11)

When the mirror is optimized for the parent ion mass as in 1.7 (i.e. L/v" = 21¡o¡ng¡u"¡

then

qo = (Uv")(1+moln) = (ç12) (n5+m¿lntr (1.12)

mo=(2tolÇ-l)mn (1.13)

Note that the minor is not oprimized for the daughter ions. To optimize it for a

particular daughter ion mo, its field must be reduced to allow the daughær ion to spend as

much time in the minor as in free flight. As mentioned above, after a metastable decay,

the daughter ion and neutral have essentially the same velocity as the parent ion had.
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Therefore the daughter's free flight time is the same as the parent's, and its optimum time in
the mirror must also be the same. Thus we get, similar to equation 1.7,

2(mo/qEo)v" = Uv" (1.t4)

where Eo is the optimum mirror field for the daughter ion. By comparison with equation

1.7 which holds for the parent ion, we get

mo/V* =moAy'* (1.ls)

where v'o and V*are the optimum mirror voltrges for the daughter and pareng respectively.

When daughær ion resolution is important, it may be necessary to examine the

correlation spectra at several mirror voltages. Even in such a case, however, many daughter

ions of interest will not satisfy equation 1.15. In that case, their masses can simply be

calculated as follows:

mo= (2toh, - 1) mo (V*¿/V*) (1. 16)

where Vn 
"o 

is the reduced mirror voltage (which is, of course, the optimum V,no for a

different value of mo) .

If data logging is used, all ions which decay can be examined in a single specEometer

run and no sca¡ming of the parents is necessary. only if the daughter ion resolution is very
important do spect¡a ne€d to be acquired at several mirror voltages, usually no more than

three, for a linear single stage mirror. It has been shown that a curved mirror field may

allow daughter ions of all masses to be observed with good resolution at one time lcomish
'931' although perhaps with reduced sensitivity. ToF coffelation measurements aæ thus

much more sensitive than sector fìeld or quadrupole MS/lvlS in which both the parent and

daughter spectrum need !o be scarured to obtain the same information.

unlike sector field or triple quadrupole tandem MS, which can examine both cAD
and a narrow range of metastâble ions, the ToF correlation method can examine only
metåstable ions, although these are spread over a long time (ç3.4.2). Thus in the TOF
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method, the decay cannot be controlled. Fortunately, with the sIMS desorption ionization
technique used, many molecular ions are somewhat unstabre and can easily be examined by
this method.

1.2.4. j Advantages and Disadvannges

The resolution of a ToF spectrometer, often quoted as m/Àm*." (although it is
defined as the reciprocal), is tl2Lt, for all masses. Historicâlly, due to velocity and time
spreads in the initial beam pulse and due to metast¿ble decay, the resolution was not very
good. Narrow incident beam pulses and a velocity focussing ion minor have been used to
improve the attainable resolution to 13000 [Tang'91]. The ion mirrors can also be used to
study metåstable decay in a manner analogous to the MS/l\4s perfonned in other instruments

using CAD.

ToF instruments have several advantages over other spectrometers for analyzing
biological molecules:

l)They have no theoretical mass limit, and the onry mass limitation is due to
desorption and detection capabilitiæ.

2) The resolution limited only by the metastable decay, the initial energy spread,

and the isotope distribution; this is an advantage at high mass.

3)Because of the open geometry and staight flight tube, ToF spectrometer sensitivities

are much higher than those of magnetic sector specfiometers.

4)The whole spectrum can be examined at one time because no scanning of the
spectrum is involved; this improves the sensitivity.

5)The daughærs of metastable decay are not lost in the spectrometer but continue

their flight to the detector with approximaæly the same velocity as the parent and therefore

arrive at the detector close to the time at which the undecayed particle would have arrived.

Thus the spectrum seen is essentially that occurring immediately after acceleration (i.e. <
200ns).

6)using an ion mirror allows met¿stable analysis comparable to that in MS/lr4s, but
with much better sensitivity because neither the parent nor the daughter spectra needs !o be

scanned-
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The disadvantåges ofTOF machines include the relatively low resolution, the need

for a pulsed ion source, low count rates leading to long run times, and the inability to

fragment ions controllably, as is possible in CAD. However, the resolution is usually

adequate and pulsed ion sources a¡e available. A-ll things considered, TOF machines a¡e

generally very well suiæd to the study of small amounts of high mass biological molecules.

1.3 DETECTORS

Once the ions have been mass analyzed, they must be detected and recorded.

Various different approaches can be used. In most spectrometers excluding FTMS ($1.2.3),

the ions are detected when they collide with a deæctor such as a photographic plaæ, a

Faraday cup, a scintillator, or some type of electron multiplier. When high mass ions (i.e.

with less energy/u or.less velocity) collide with a surface, more secondæy ions than

electrons are produced [Verentchikov ' 93, Kaufmann'92, Martens'92]. However, for

the masses examined in this thesis (up to -2500 u), the traditional detection æchniques

[Tang '91, Ens '84] are perfectly adequate.

Elecron multipliers, which can be used to deæct either single ions (SMS) or ion

cunents (MALDI), must produce very high secondary electron yields. Incident ions

generate electrons by impinging upon a special electron-producing surface. The electrons

which are produced are then multiplied by being accelerated to collide with more ofsuch

elecuon-emitting surfaces. Electon multipliers a¡e available in various geomefies, including

single tubes, called channel electron multipliers, which are coated inside with an electron

emitting material. Such channels, when fused together into arrays, can be used as position-

sensitive detectors, greatly increasing the sensitivity of sector field instruments. Very thin

arrays of very small, angled channels, called microchannel plat€s, a¡e often used in TOF

spectrometers (eg. Fig. 1.1). For two such plaæs in a chevron anangement, gains of 107

ate common-
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1.4 MANITOBA TOF II

The spectrometer used for this work, Manitoba ToF tr, is a reflecting rime of ftight
machine with both secondary ion and MALDI sources. Its ion sources, the spectrometer

itself, and the deæction and data acquisition systems will be outlined separaæly. Five to 35

femtomoles of peptides up to -3000 u have given well-resolved molecula¡ ions trang '911.

A resolution of 13000 has been obtained for (csl)rcs. (652.5 u), and 1-endorphin (1g59 u)

has been observed with a resolution of 7000 [Tang '91] (noæ that resolurion is defined as

ÂM/lvI' but the resolving power, lvvÅM, is usually quot€d as the resolution). operating

pressures of 0.5 to 5 x10'7 Ton were maintained using tianium sublimation and ion pumps

which have rccently been replaced by a turbomolecular pump. ToF II has been used for
analyzing peptides, proteins, and oligonucleotides as well as for fundamental sIMS, MALDI,
and measable decay studies.

1,4.1 ION SOARCES

Two different seconda¡y ion sources were used in this work. A pulsed Cs* ion gun

was used for the studies of an unknown peptide (g2.2). A dual ITcs* ion gun was used

for the monolayer work (93.3) and the alamethicin work (92.3). The MALDI source was

also used to study the alamethicins.

1.4.1.1 lon Guns

Each ion gun comprises a source of prirnary ions, a set of pulsing plat€s, and a

target (figure 1.2). Resistive heating produces a beam of ions. An einzel Iens is used to

focus the beam in the plane ofa narrow slit and deflection plates sweep the beam across it,
producing a pulsed beam. The pulsed beam reaches a sample target, often a peptide

deposited onto electrosprayed nitrocellulose, and desorbs and ionizes some sample ions

(usually one or two per pulse).

The pulses were at least 2.0 ns (sometimes as high as several ns) long for the Cs*
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Figure 1.2 s.econdary ion sources used, a) primary cs. source and ion gun, and b)
primary dual Cs'/l- source (Figures adapted from Tang ,9i and Zhou ,9"31. ' -
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ion gun, and at least 4 ns (often 8- 10 ns) long for the I- gun, as measured from the elert¡on

-peak width for electrons desorbed from the target. The repetition rate was either 2kJlz or

4kHz, and primary ion currents of several nA, measured at the slit, were routinely used.

The primary ions were extracted using a potential of -15 to 25 kV.

1.4.1.1.1 Cesium ion gun

A bead of cesium aluminosilicate siticate is coated onto a tungsten filament which,

when resistively heated, emits Cs. ions [Tang '91, Bns'84]. They are extracted from the

high voltage frlament and shield region by a grounded extraction plaæ. Positioning of the

bead with respect to the shield is crucial to maximize the ion current and the spectrum

resolution, and can be done while the ion gun is at a high voltage using insulated micrometer

adjustrnent screws. For high resolution, such fine adjustment must be repeated every time

the ion gun is turned on because the filament often shifts slightly. If the shield has a small

positive pulse applied to it with respect to the filament, the beam is first bunched inside the

shield and is pulsed out only when the beam path will pass through the slit, enhancing the

primary ion currenl The voltage (and timing) of ttre deflection plates are crucial in obtaining

good resolution in a spectrum and must be optimized every time the Cs* gun is tumed on.

Sæering deflection plates were constructed beyond the slit to steer the beam onto a

specific spot on the tffget so that the sample may be deposiæd onto just a small part of the

target, increasing the sensitivity. Using these plates to deflect the primary ion beam in

steps across a 5 mm CsI strip, vapor-deposited on the ta_rget, the diameter of the Cs'
primary ion beam was deærmined to be S 3 mm.

1.4.1.1.2 Dual cesium-iodide ion gun

The cesium part of this ion gun [Zhou '94]-is similar to the one described above but

without the pulsed extraction. The f ament camot be aligned easily because no micrometer

scrcws are available and the source is at a high voltage. As mentioned above, the optimization

adjustrnents must be repeatsd on-line every time the voltages are turned on for optimum

resolution and ion currents; with the dual source this is very diffïcult.

The iodide part of this ion gun produces I- ions when iodine vapor is passed

through a heated sintered plug of laBu, which is much larger and more robust than the
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aluminosilicate bead of the cs* gun. Because of the plug size, the beam spot size and the

resolution are never as good as for the cs * gun. However, because the iodide gun can be

aligned satisfacûorily with the voltage off a¡d need not be realigned every time the voltage is

turned on, and because it sparks less, it is much easier to use (although, of course, the

analysis is complicated due to poorer resolution). Further, it is simpler to replenish the

iodine than to coat a new cesium aluminosilicaæ bead.

The Cs* and I- guns can be exchanged without breaking the vacuum by rotating the

large flange. Each ion source itself is mounted on a rotâtable plug which can move up and

down for alignment.

1.4.1.1.3 Sample Target

The target is a circular metal (Al, Fe, Ag) surface on which nitrocellulose has been

electrosprayed from a 5gll acetone solution. The peptide sample is deposited on this

surface from solution in aqueous O.lVo TFA. It is usually air dried but can be spin dried

using a modified centrifuge [Nielsen '88]4. If the target must be rinsed to remove

impurities (e.g. alkali metal ions such as Na.) , aqueous 0.17o TFA is used and drying is

accomplished as above.

The t¿rget is introduced into the spectrometer through a vacuum interlock which

allows tffgets to be replaced and pumped down in about five minutes.

1.4.1.2 The MALDI Source

A nitrogen laser beam (Laser Science ND337, which operates at 337 nm), passing

just beneath the acceleration grid, is used to desorb ions from samples deposited on an

etched silver tårgel The laser beam position and power density are adjusted using a lens, a

beam attenuator, two wedge beam displacers and a bending prism (all of quartz) before

reaching the target. Power densities used are -106 Wcm2, which is near the threshold for
desorption. Pa¡t of the beam is reflected into a Scientech photodetector and is used as a

surt signal for the data acquisition system.

The target is usually etched silver (etched with HNO,, and rinsed well) covered with

{The spin drying system was constructed by G. Westmacott.
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a matrix solution containing -5gll protein and a large mola¡ excess of matrix. The matrix

solution used is -10 g/L matrix (sinapinic acid, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) or

a-cyano-4-hydroxyciruramic acid (CHC)) in a (1:3) acetonitrile:water mixture. Ca¡eful air

drying of the solution on the arget allows good matrix crystallization. Rinsing the ta¡get in

nanopure ice water [Beavis '90] did not seem to affect spectrum quality and therefore was

not always done.

1.4.2 SPECTROMETER

The spectromeær has been described in great detail [Tang'91]. The sample ions

are accelerated across 12-25 kV in the electric field benpeen the HV target and the grounded

acceleration grid and enter the field free region. If the mirror field is off, all ions and

neutrals a¡e observed in dotector I (figure 1.1), bu! as explained in 91.2.4.3, if the field is

on, the parent and daughær ions reach detector 2 and the neutrals reach deæctor 1

The minor field, established by 28 rings at constant poæntial differences and grids

at the entrance and exit, is long enough ûo compensate for ion velocity spreads at the trrget.

The acceptance of the spectrometer is effectively increased by an Einzel lens as mentioned

in 51.2.4.2.

1.4.3 DETECTION AND DATA SYSTEM

Chevron microchannel plates, composed of micron diameter continuous dynode

electron multipliers at a small angle, form the main detection sysæm [Tang '91]. Two

plaæs with opposing multiplier angles are mounted in succession, with a voltage of -lkV
ac¡oss each plaæ (the voltage is lower for MALDI when the signal is strong). The electron

gain of this system is -10?. To improve resolution and sensitivity, a CsI electron

converter plate with 1 kV postacceleration is used before the microchannel plaæs of detector

2. The electrons produced are bent in a semici¡cle to the microchannel plaæ by a magnetic

field, following l,orentz's force law.

The output current from the microchannel plates passes through a differentiating

cirpuit so there is a voltage pulse conesponding to each ion detected. This pulse must be
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prcâmplif,ied. If there are only a few ions æ in sIMs, they can be counted using a rime to

digital converter (TDC), but if there are many as in MALDI, the ion current with respect to

time is recorded using a transient recorder.

1.4.3,] SIMS

As described above, a tremendous amount of data is available from a typical

experiment. To record this complex array of data it is essential to have an efficient data

system [26]. For most of this work, the system was controlled by an Atari TT030

micfocomputef, which uses a 68030 microprocessor running at 32MHz. The Orsay model

crN/M2 time to digital converter (IDC) is connected to the vlvlE bus of ttre computer with

a custom inærface, designed and constructed in our laboratory. This TDC has one common

input (for the start signal) and three individually coded stop inputs, of which two are used

here. For each primary ion pulse, the TDC receives a start signal from the ion gun clock in

the common input. If events are measured in detector 1 or 2, the TDC generates an

individually coded stop signal for e¿ch evenL For each primary ion pu_lse the stop times are

grouped together with their start time in a 512 byæ buffer. The TT030 polls the TDC sixty

times a second for data from the common start and the two stops. Flight times from

detector 1 , occurring within a particula¡ time window, will trigger storage of the conesponding

flight times from detector 2 as a histogram into a reserved area of computer memory; a

correlated spectrum is then constructed from the stored information.

In some of the early correlation measurements (92.2 and some of g3.4), the spectra

were recorded in real time during the spectrometer run [Tang '91, '89, '88, Standing'90a,

'90b, '90c, '88,'861. However, this method requires a trial run to determine the time

windows for the detection of neutrals, and the measurement may have to be repeated if any

mistakes are made in setting the windows. AIso, the method requires a good deal of
memory, and several experiments may be necessary if many conelated spectra are to be

recorded. For these reasons, we have developed an alternative procedure for most of the

experiments reported here (92.3 and most of 93.3); the flight times are recorded directly

onto magnetic tape, event by event, instead of sorting them into histograms on line. Thus,

the experiment may be "replayed" later with the taped data substituting for those normally
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coming dhectly from tho spect¡ometer's detector. As many as ten conelation spectra can be

recorded simultaneously in such a "replayed" experimenl Furthermore, this can be done in

less time than the actual spectromet€r experiment because the restrictions on counting rate

imposed by the instrument and the data system no longer apply. Because multiple replays

of a run allow extraction of a daughær ion spectrum from every ion that decays, the

sensitivity of the experiments is greatly increased. AIso flexibiliry is considerably improved;

the effect of changes in the time window can be investigaæd easily by replaying the tape

with new window senings. Although a spectrometer run is typically -4 - 5 hours, the data

can be "replayed" from the tape in ^:l,Vo of the ume.

For this procedure an Exabyte EXB-8200 8 mm tape drive is connected to the

TT030 through its SCSI port. Bach 8 mm tape can store up to 2 gigabytes of data,

conesponding to about 15 hours of acquisition time. The acquisition software writes

blocks of raw neutral and ion flight times onto tape at a maximum rate of about 17000

events/second (events include both stop and start signals).

].4.3.2 MAIDI

Because MALDI produces large sample ion curÍents, a transient recorder (læcroy

TR8828D) which is sensitive to both the timing and the amplitude of a signal, was routinely

used after preamplification. The signal was recorded by an Atari MEGA ST, using a

version of the acquisition softwarc which allowed peak height selection to avoid satu¡ation

and improve resolution. The MALDI system could be used to record spectra from only one

detector at a time.

1.5 OVERVIEW OF'THESIS

The fust part of this thesis is about peptide s€quencing by SIMS. Dynorphin A
(1-17) was sequenced as an unknown peptide using SIMS, enzymatic digestions and

chemical derivatization. Several alamethicin peptides were also sequenced, and in these
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cases the ToF SIMS correlation technique and MALDI ToF were used. The fragmentations

observed will be discussed.

The second part is a study of the SIMS of Langmuir Blodgett mulrilayers. The

apparatus and procedures to make the monolayer are presenæd in enough det¡it to be used

as an instruction manual. Results of yield versus monolayer thickness studies for various

ions are reported. The differences between the prompt and the met¿stable fragments of
parent ions a¡e also discussed.

Although the link between the different topics is not obvious, it tumed out that they

arc all most easily studied by our method than by other mass spectrometric techniques.

Highlights of this work will be reviewed and future directions will be outlined in

the conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2

PEPTIDE SEQUENCING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Many biologically significant substances, such as hormones, enzymes,

neuropeptides, and immunological molecules, are peptidæ and proteins, usually consisting

of different linear sequences of the twenty most common amino acids. The sequences,

encoded by DNA in a peptide's gene, ultimaæly determine the molecule's tertiary structure.

To understand a molecule's function, i.¿. its chemical interactions, one must know its three

dimensional structure. obviously, then, it is imporant to knor¡/ these amino acid sequences.

A classical approach involving various cleavages, Edman degradation, and separations is

traditionally used. Since DNA sequencing has gained popularity, peptide sequences may

be deduced from the cDNA sequence. A third increasingly popular approach is to use mass

spectometry in conjunction with the other techniques fMcCloskey '90].

This chapter outlines these three main sequencing æchniques and describes two

TOF-SIMS sequencing projects in detail. In the one project, sequencing the highly basic

dynorphin A(l-17) as an unknown, enzymatic 
-digestions 

(on and off the target) and

chemical derivatizstions were performed. In the other project, sequencing various alamethicin

peptides, exænsive metåstâble decay allowed the TOF conelation technique to be used.

At the time these studies were begun, FAB MS/lr4S was the sequencing method of
choice; the power of MALDI and ES was not apparent. However, even now, TOF SIMS

using single ion counting has a useful role in sequencing small amounts of peptides of
masses < 2500 u. Very basic peptides are difficult to examine using the other ståndard MS
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techniques (sL.t.2,2.2) lcurtis '93, Poppe-schriemer'91]. The experience our laborarory

has gained with sIMS of these peptides may be applied to pepride and proæin studies using

ESMS and MALDI.

2, I, 1 TRADITIONAL PROTEIN SESUENCING TECHNIQU E

Once the protein has been purified, it is cleaved using fairly specific enzymes (e.g.

staphylococcus aareus V8 protease [which cleaves at Glu-X], clostripain [Arg-X],
endoproteinase Lys-C [Lys-X], trypsin [Arg-X, Lys-X]) or specifîc chemical cleavages

(e.g. cyanogen bromide [which cleaves at Met-X], o-iodobenzoic acid [Trp-X],
hydroxylamine IAsn-Gly], mild acid [Asp-Pro], 2-nitro-5-thiocyanobenzoic acid [X-Cys])

[Hermodson '90]. The resultant peptides are separated and purified using chromatography

or electrophoresis, and then subjecæd to the Edma¡ degradation either manually (for an

average of -10 residues) or auúomatically (for an average of 30-40 residues). Using one of
the other cleavage methods, another peptide mixture is produced; these peptides are sepa$ted,

purified and sequenced as before. The overlapping sequences are then used to order the

different peptides and the proæin may be cleaved again to determine the entire sequence.

Although this classical approach has provided the sequences of many proreins, it
has limit¿tions. Peptides with blocked N termini a¡e not amenable ûo the E<lman degradation.

Problems can occur with His residues, Asp-Gly bonds, GIu and s-carboxymethylcysteine

residues, Trp, Ser and Thr residues, and gþosylated Ser and Thr residues [A1len'89].
As well, post-translational modifications which add to or alter a protein can interfere with

the Edman degradation or may not be deæcted. Modified or uncommon residues are often

not detected [Yaæs '87]. Since each step of the reaction is less than l007o complete,

preceding residues as well as the residue of interest are released, and this may cause

difficulties.

2.1.2 USE OF DNA SEQUENCES IN PROTEIN SEQUENCING

Once a partial sequence of a proæin is known (and it can be determined using
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traditional and/or mass spectrometric methods), corresponding oligonucleotide probes can

be synthesized [Atlen '89]. These probes a¡e used to select cDNA clones from a genomic

library [voet '90]. The protein sequence may be deduced from the cDNA sequence using

the st¿ndard genetic code. This method is very powerful and for a time it seemed to render

protein sequencing obsoleæ.

Contrary to earlier expect¿tions, however, the cDNA sequence may not give the

mature protein primary structure. There a¡e va¡ious reasons:

1) The standard genetic code is not universal fVoet'90]. (For example, in many kinds of
systems, the usual termination codon may code for an amino acid. In some mitochondrial

syst€ms' the faditional codon meaning has been alæred [Fox '82]. In fact, more than eight

codes are presently known.)

2) Enors may have occuned in the DNA sequence determination [Allen '89, Biemann 'g9].

3) There may be errors in the reading frame, due to difficulty in identifying the conect
rcading frame, or to ribosomal frame shifting during translation [Craigen 'g6].

4) Enors due to overproduction (e.g. due to a short¿ge of amino acids, IRNA or enzymes

[Chait '93a]), may arise if the prorein is generically engineered.

5) Post-ranslational modifîcations such as acylation, glycosylation, phosphorylation [Allen
'891, removal of some N and/or C terminal residues [Biemann 

,89], or removal of an

internal section of the protein [Allen '89] may have taken place in t]re host ce [Scoble '90,

Chemushevichl.

ln fact, many genetically engineered proteins have unexpected sequences or added

groups [chait '93a]. Thus, the protein sequence deduced from the cDNA must be checked

with the protein itself. Traditional techniques a¡e often used but mass spectrometry,

combined with enzymatic digestions (especially ryptic digestions) and with cNBr cleavages,

is becoming a method of choice [Shimonishi '90, -r\llen '89, Biemann ,g9].

2.1.3 USE OF MASS SPECTROMETRY IN PROTEIN SEQUENCING

Mass spectrometry, combined with enzymatic and chemical degradations, can be

used to sequence some peptides completely, although it is most useful in conjunction with
the other two approaches to sequencing. Because it is based on entirely different physical

properties and techniquos, it is complementary to the other approaches and can be used to
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examine peptides with blocked N termini and modified or uncommon amino acids as well
as enzymatic digestion product mixtures. Mass spectrometry gives the molecular weight of
the parent ion(s), and sequence information may result from the molecular weights of
fragment ions.

Since its discovery, FAB has been the workhorse of peptide sequencing by mæs

spectrometry. Although the other particle induced deso¡ption ionization techniques, pDMS

and sIMS, can be at least as successful in sequencing, they have not been widely available

and have therefore been developed more by mass spectrometrists than by biochemists.

MALDI and ESMS are also being applied and show great promise. These techniques are

useful both for the molecular weight determination capabilities of mixtures (e.g. afær

digestions) and for the peptide fragmentation they produce.

Mass spectrometry has been used in conjunction with Edman degradation and

exopeptidase digestions (most ofæn cæboxypeptidæes, although aminopeptidæes have

been used as well) to generate peptide sequence information [e.g. chait '93, Nielsen '90,

Morris '89' Biemann '89, Hong'82, Bradley'82j. ofæn the mass spectrometry permits

less purification, and is more amenable to unusual or modifîed amino acids, than is usual.

Subtractive Edman is ofæn used and spectra are examined after each Edman cycle
using field desorption mâss specrrometry [Biemann'87], FAB [Monis'g9, Bradley'g2],
or PDMS [Nielsen '90]. The mass difference between the molecular ions, in the spectra

trken after successive cycles, gives the sequence. Edman degradation in conjunction with
mass spectrometry has many of the same difficulties as conventional Edman degradation,

but if subtractive Rlman-MS is used, unusual or modified amino acid residues which will
cleave can be observed, and the nature and location of the modification can ofæn also be

deærmined. If long coupling steps are used (e.g. 45 to 60 min at room temperature),

phenylthiocarbamoyl adducts fonn; these may be helpful in counting the number of reduced

cys and Lys residues and in differentiating Lys and Gln [Nielsen'90]. If exopeptidases

are used, different amino acids may be removed from the peptide at different rates, ofæn

rcsulting in mass differences between adjacent molecular ions corresponding ûo two amino

acid peaks.

A slightly different combination of Edman degradation and MS uses the termination

agent phenylisocyanate along with phenylisothiocyanate to generate a whole ladder of
peptides; each successive Edman cycle results in some terminated peptides tchait'931.
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After a certain number of cycles, the entire peptide mixture is examined by MALDI, and the
peptide sequence can be read directly from one spectrum. If phenylthiocarbamoyl and
phenylcarbamoyl adducts were to form at cys and Lys in this technique, the different
masses of the two adducts and the single step MS readout could be a source of great

confusion. However, under the conditions used (3 min coupling step at 50o c) úere is no

indication of such adducts forming.

2. 1.3. 1 Molecular Weight Information

The molecular weight of a protein or peptide can be used to confirm an expected

sequence. In such cases, the mæses of a chemical or enzymatic digestion product mixture
are often also examined, sometimes after chromatographic separation. If all the experimental

masses agree with what was expected, it is likely that the expected amino acid sequence is

correct. If the molecula¡ mass and/or some of the digestion product masses do not agree,

the expecæd sequence is obviously not correct, and the relevant digestion products may be

sequenced by tandem mass specEometry or purified and sequenced traditionally.

Even though the common amino acids (see appendix 2.r) have unique masses

(excepting Lys and Gln; læu and lte), molecular weight information alone gives little
information about a true unknown. I¡ fact, the molecula¡ mass of even a small peptide

cannot give its sequence and cannot even give its amino acid composition. For example

there are a total of 2669 amino acid combinations which give -695 u, and all of these fall
between 695.15 u and 695.55 u (see Appendix 2.2). For TOF-SIMS with a mirror, rhe

totål mass uncertainÍy (accuracy and precision) is normally less than - 0.2 u, but this is
clearly inadequate to determine a peptide's amino acid composition from its molecula¡

weight alone. However, knowing the numberof exchangeable hydrogens from H-D
exchange can reduce the number of possible amino acid combinations by a factor of 5 to

100 [Sepetov'93].

2.1.3.2 Use of Fragmentøion Information

To determine the sequence, fragmentation, whether prompt (i.e. at the target),

metastable, or collision-induced, is necessary. Since most fragmentation occurs along the
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peptide backbone, fragment mæs differences between adjacent peptide bonds may be used
to determine amino acid identities. Higher-energy dissociation or collisions may induce
fragmenations of the amino acid side chains as well. common positive ion fragmentation
pattems a¡d their usual nomenclatures [rohnson'gg, Roepstorff 'g4] are shown in figure
2.1. Depmtonated peptides are being examined but do not seem to give as much useful
information fWaugh'931.

The probabilities of various fragmentations occurring have been studied extensively

[Johnson '89, seki '85, westmore '82]. Because peptide fragmentation patterns occurring
in various kinds of biological mass spectrometry usually exhibit only slight differences

[Fabris'93, Kaufmann '93, Dass '92,Tang '91] these predicrions can often be applied to
most methods. (However, it is necessary to note that fragment¿tion pâtterns may depend

on the kind of decomposition and if cAD is used, the energy of decomposition is also
important [Dass '92].) Based on these studies, severar computer programs have been

written to predict fragment ions for a given peptide. Two such programs were used in this
work, MacBioSpec (from sciex, written by T. Lee and s. vermuri) and an in-house
program (by J. B. westmore) which could be modified to accommodate unusual amino
acids. coMPosr [Papayannopoulos '9r] from K. Biema¡n,s laboratory had also been

obtained, but since it required a prohibitively large amount of space (at the time) on a vAX
computer, it was never used. Programs used to sequence FAB and FAB cAD spectra have

also been written lJohnson'89j. The fragmentation principles they are based on a¡e useful
to develop sequencing protocols for these other desorption methods.

As shown in figure 2.1, several fragmentations can occur between aly two residues,

and either the c-terminal or the N-ærminal portion of the peptide may retain the charge and

be deæcted as X, Y+2, and Z ions or A, B, and c+2 ions, respectively. In such cases, one
can use the cha¡acæristic mass differences between the various peaks from each terminus to
determine from which end of the peptide the fragments were derived, as shown in figure
2.2.

Mass differences between adjacent clusters of pea}s (as in the "unknown', peptide,

section 2.2), identify the amino acid residue involved. side chain ions, such as D, v, and

w ions, include characteristic portions of amino acid æsidues and therefore their masses do
not follow a pattern independent of the residue as those for backbone fragmentation do.
This may confuse the initial understanding of the spe€trum if the peaks are large, as D ions
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occasionally can be. However, the side chain fragmentations are often invaluable to

confrm amino acid identity; D and w ions provide the only means of differentiating l-eu
ald Ile by MS. Gln and Lys, which also have the same m¿rsses, cannot be distinguished

by side chain fragmentations. Acetylation (onto Lys, not GIn), tryptic digestion (afær Lys,
not Gln), or treaEnent with phenylisothiocyanate (which combines with Lys rzø the e-amino
group) can be used to distinguish between Lys and Gln [Biemann,g9, Johnson 'g9].

If both N-terminal and c-terminal ion series are present, extra sequence information
is available, but determining the æquence of an unknown peptide may become very diffrcult
because of the læge number of peals present. In such cases, a combination of enzymatic

or chemical digestions, computer interpretation, and experienced manual interpretation may
be a necessityl.

Intemal fragment ions occur when both the N-ærminal end and the c-ærminal end

have been cleaved off. The accepted nomenclature is shown in figure 2.1. such fragments

may be formed at the tffget, but can also be metastable decay products of N- or c- ærminal

ions formed at the targeL

Individual amino acids may influence the fragmentation pattem. Basic residues,

such as Arg or Lys attract the charge, and their presence at either ærminus can drætically
affect the appearance of the specrum, giving rise to either N-ærminal or c-terminal fragments

in the spectrum. such residues seem to have the greatest influence. For this reason

trypsin, which gives peptides with basic c-ænninal residues, is used to cleave a protein or
peptide in the hope of getting a complete series of y ions from each peptide produced

[Biemann'89]. Pro, especially in a peptide without basic residues, has a great effect on

fragmentation as well and may cause laqey+2 and B ions adjacent to it [Bunk '91]. some

unexpected masses may be observed because the pro iminium structure is more stable

fwiltiams'82]. Pro also inhibits c, D, v, and w ion formation and promotes rhe occurrence

of fragment ions (92.3) [Poppe-Schriemer '95, Biemann ,89]. In negative spectra, the

effect of acidic residues is important [øg. Williams '82].

Fragmentation may be alæred by chemical modifications. For example, by fixing a

positive charge at the N-terminus, sequence-specific fragments which are normally neutral

become ions and can be observed. Increasing the basicity of Lys by guanidization also

rFor 
an example in which a sophisticated computer progrâm was not ade4uate, se€ Johnson ,g9.
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enhances prompt fragmentation [Bunk '93]. Removing the basic sites of a peptide may

both alter its prompt fragmentation patterns and render it more susceptible to metastable

decay [Bunk '93] t$2.31. Lit]riating peptides has also been proposed as a means of
controlling fragmentation tleåry'891.

2.2 SEQUENCTNG AN UNKNOWN PEPTTDE

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION

A workshop organized by the Biomedical lnterost Group at the 1990 meeting of the

American Society for Mass Spectrometry (ASMS) featured reports on the analysis of two

"unknown" peptides in order to "illuminate some of the strategies and mechanics of
characterizing peptides of unknown sequence by mass spectrometry,' [Carr '90]. The

peptides (a sample stated to contain -1.5 pg of a peptide of mass -18@ u, and a second

sample stated to contain -30 ¡rg of a peptide of mass -5000 u) had been distributed

previously to some 35 laboratories requesting them . participants were requested to

restrict their methods of analysis to mass spectrometry (i.e. no Edman degradation or

amino acid analysis). whether or not the peptide was blocked at either ûerminus was not

specified.

Three groups reported analyses of the 30 pg sample but ou.rs was the only laboratory

to submit results on the 1.5 ¡rg sample (the smallër peptide). The organizers commented

that "unfortunately there was too little time for any of the groups to discuss in sufficient

detail how they inærpreted their spectra, and the sæps involved in building a sequence that

they (or the audience) could be confident in" [Carr '90]. As pointed out by Biemann and

Martin [Biemann '87], "it is by no means as straightforward to deduce the sequence of a
peptide of unknown structure from its FAB mass spectrum as is often implied by the

successful rationalization of a spectrum of a peptide of known structure',. For these

reasons, and because of the scarcity of data in the literature on the analysis of true
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unknowns using only mass spectrometric methods, the work was published [poppe-
schriemer '91]. Moreover, the measurements included a combination of features not
nonnally found in peptide sequence determinations: production of secondary ions by kev
cs* bombardment of a solid sample film (on a nitrocellulose substrate); mass measurement

in a reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer; deduction of the sequence from observation

of fragment ions produced directly on the target without resorting ûo collisional dissociation;

enzymatic digestions of the peptide on the niuocellulose substrate.

2.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL

The -1.5 pg sample was dissolved in7.5 ¡tL 0.lvo aqueous trifluoroacetic acid in
the plastic micro tesr rube in which it was supplied. For mosr trrgers 0.5 ¡rL (-50 pmol) of
this solution was dropped from a micropipette onto a 2 mm diameter spot of nitrocellulose

that had been electrosprayed onto aluminum foil [Lafortune'g7]; in two cases twice this
amount was used. At the time of the ASMS report, nine targets had been prepared and

about 3/4 (-5.5 pL) of the sample had been consumed. After each target was prepared the

remaining sample was frozen, and laûer thawed for preparation of the next targel significant

sample deterioration was observed (a decrease in the ratio of the [M+H]* intensity to
background by a factor -2 fuon the lst to the 9th target), presumably as a result of the

many freeze-thaw cycles. [In rctrospect, it might have been better to divide the original
solution into several fractions and to thaw one at a time, even though this procedure would
in principle give more losses from adsorption onto the walls of the tubes.l

Mass measurements were ca¡ried out in the reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer

described in g 1.4. secondary ions were produced by bombardment of the target with l0
kev cs. ions. They were then accelerated to an energy of 12.5 kev (with additional
postacceleration across I kV at the detector).

2.2.3 RESULTS

2.2.3.1 Measurenent of the Molzcular Weight

An approximate mass scale for the reflecæd spectrum wæ deærmined by extrapolation
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from measurements on H* and [CrHr]-. The most prominent ion in the high mass
spectrum, assumed to be [M+Frj-, was observed at a mass greater than 2l4o u, a somewhat
surprising result in view of the stated value - 1g00 u. Because of the long extrapolation
involved in the approximate calibration, a measurement was made on a molecule of known
mass (ACTH l-17) that happened to be available in the laboratory; this gave a correction of
-0'2 u to the approximate mæs scale at -2100 u. The high mass spectrum of a mixture of
the unknown peptide and ACTFI 1-17 is shown in figure 2.3. Nore thar the isoropic peaks

are well resolved, thanks to the velocity focusing produced by the ion mirror. This
measurement yielded a monoisotopic mass of 2147.2 u for the tM+Hl" ion, a value we
reporæd at the worlchop. The [M+H]. assignment was confirmed by observation of the

[M-[IJ- ion in the negative spectrum.

2.2.j.2 Fragment lons From The lJnmodified peptide

In addition to the protonated molecule, the reflecæd time-of-flight spectrum contained

many sharp peaks resulting from production of fragment ions at the target. These were
superimposed on a continuous background resulting from unimolecular decay in the
acceleration region and in free flight. our previous peptide measurements [standing '90a ,

'90b"90c, '88, Tang '91, '89, '881 had provided a sma[ data base for interpreting the
spectra. In particular they had shown that the fragment ions observed in our æchnique
were often more similar to those observed in collisional dissociation measurements than in
FAB spectra [Martin '87], probably because of the incre¿sed energy transfer in bombardment
of a solid sample, although the differcnt spectrometers used may have had an effect [Ens
'93a1' as mentioned in 91.1.6. For example, our reflected spectrum from substance p

[standing '90b] was almost identical to the one reported by Martin a¡d Biemann from
collisional dissociation in a four-sector tandem mass spectrometer, and quiæ different from
their FAB specrrum [Martin '87].

For the present "unknown" sampre the positive fragment ion spectrum showed
many peaks between -100 u and -600 u, but none assignable, and a confusing medley of
small peaks above -1900 u, so it was not possible to start the sequence from either
terminus. However, the spectrum between 600 u and lg00 u, shown in figure 2.4,
contained some 24 major peaks together with a large number of smaller ones. Differences
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between the measured masses of the major peaks were calculated as a first step in the

analysis. This yielded a number of values conesponding to the masses of amino acid

residues, but the most definitive feature was the presence of five pairs separated by 45 u,

indicated in boldface under the spectrum. such values charac¡f,r,zþ the mass difference

between N-terminal A and C+2 ions as discussed in 92.1.3.2. Thus the assignments Au,

,t, ,\, A,o, 4,, and the corresponding C ion assignments could be made (the subscripts

were of course unknown at that stage, but we have used their correct values to avoid

cumbersome n, n+1, etc. labels). The mæs differences {-4., and A'-AB conespond to

Arg(Val+Gly) and Ile/Leu respectively (where "/" separates altematives), Iending support

to the assignment as A and C+2 ions.

Only two combinations of amino acid residues correspond to the measur€d mass

difference of253 u between,\ and A,o as assigned above: Arg+pro, or Val+Gly+pro.

Proline cannot be at the N-terminal side of the inærval because cr+2 is clearly observed.

Placing proline at the c-teÍninal side yields an assignment of three major peaks in the

interval as d, Bn and An- 17 (loss of 17 u, as observed previously in Substance p [Tang
'891); neither valine nor glycine in this position receives any support from the data. The

resulting sequence Arg/(Val+Gly)-ko is also consistent with the absence of Cr+2 ions.

The measured mass difference of 241 u between A,o and 4,, yields eight possible

combinations of amino acid residues. However, there are only wo major unassigned

peaks in this inærval; if one is assigned as 4,, (and its companion as D,r, see below), two

of the combinations are n:led out and the sequence is (Gly+Ala)/Gln/Lys-Iley'Leu, supported

by the presence of a small C,,+2 peak.

If the remaining major peaks beyond 4,, at the high mæs end are assumed to be A
ions, the sequence is tentatively defined as (Gly+Ala)/Gln/Lys-Trp/(Ala+Asp)/(Ser+Val/

(Gly+Glu)-Ala, given some support (excepr for alanine) by the presence of small C+2 ion

peaks.

The arguments above have considered only fragment ions from cleavage of the

peptide backbone. However, about five major peaks remain to be assigned, and ions

corresponding to losses from the amino acid side chains may also be important at keV

energies, as shown by Johnson et al. [Johnson'88]. In particular, these ions distinguish

between leucine and isoleucine. In our case a major peak (labelled Dr") is observed

conesponding to the loss of one branch of the isoleucine side chain, and a smaller peak
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(labelled Q6) corresponding to ross of the other branch; the gth residue is therefore
isoleucine. The major peak labelled D,, defines residue 12 as leucine.

Identification of the remaining major ions as D, and D, yierds further information.
Their presence rules out grycine as trre residue on the N-termiral side of the intervals, and
their measured masses rule out varine, so both residues 7 and 9 must be arginine. The
absence of D,o is consistent with the above assignment of proline in the 10th position.
Finally, the identification of the small peaks labelled e, and D,, as D ions eliminates both
glycine and alanine as the corresponding residue on the N-terminal side ofthe intervals,
and the small ratio of the D/A intensities favors lysine rather than glutamine in these
positions Uohnson'881.

Thus the positive ion mass spectrum of the unmodified peptide led to assignment
of the partial sequence:

-A rgr.Iler.Arg r-Proro- GlnlLys, ,-Leurr-Glnll-ys, r_

-Trp/( AIa+ As p )/( S e r+VaI) ( GIy + G Iu) t ¡Ab t ¡

where boldface type indicaæs the æsignments that appeared to be reasonably reliable,
ordinary type those less reliable, and italics those least reliable. The residue numbers were
not known' but their conect values are added, here and rater, for the convenience of the
reader' All the major peaks observed were accounted for by this sequence except the one

^t713.4 
u, believed to be an impurity. No c-t€rminal ions were identified. The negative

ion mass spectrum failed to yield useñrl sequence information.

2.2.3. 3 Enrymatic Digests

Additional sequence information was obtained from the action of va¡ious enzymes
on the sample [Lee '90, Allen '89, caprioli 'g7, Keesey 'g7]. Because of the small
amount of material available ttre reactions were canied out dfue€tly on the target fHafok-peters
'90, Chowdhury '89, Klarskov '89, Nielsen 'g9, Roepstorff 'gga, ,ggb, Craig ,g7, Chait
'86a, 86b' 851, i. e. on the thin layer of sample deposited on the nitrocellulose substrate.
we note that the [M+H]* ions of N-ærminal cleavage products have a mass only I u
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greater than the mass of the corresponding c+2 ion in the original spectrum, so it is
necessary to distinguish carefully between them, particularly if the digestion is incomplete.

Trypsin cleaves at the c-terminal side of arginine or lysine unless the next residue

is proline, so it might be expected to produce a number of cleavages if the above sequence

is correct. several tryptic digests were carried out under various conditions of time,
temperature and pH (see Appendix 2.3). Figure 2.5 shows a mass spectrum from one of
the digests. Here new peaks were observed (with masses equal to c+3 fragments) for
cleavage after residues 6,7, r1 and 13. some c+2 fragments were observed as well, but
are not resolved on the scale of the figure. Thus the new peaks confirm residue 7 as

arginine and defi¡e both residues I I and 13 as lysine rather than glutarnine. In addition, a

prominent peak at7l2.4 u (between those previously observed atill.4 u and 713.4 u)

shows that the 6th residue is arginine or lysine. The absence of an observed cleavage on

the c-terminal side of the 9th residue (arginine) is consistent with the assignment of
proline in the lOth position.

cleavage at the c-terminar side of tryptophan, phenylaranine, tyrosine, reucine or
methionine is produced by q-chymotrypsin, except for adjacent proline. The action of this

enzyme on a target (see Appendix 2.3) led to a spectrum with poorer signal to background

ratio than in the case of the tryptic digest. However a clear peak was observed at the

C,o+3 mass value, deñning the 14th residue as tryptophan. In addition, a prominent peak

was observed at L252.8 u; this was consistent $¡ith the above assignments only if residue

6 was arginine rather than lysine. It would then conespond to a double cleavage at both

the c-terminal side of tryptophan and the N+erminal side of the arginine, requiring residue

5 to be one of the five possibilities above that produce cleavage with cr-chymotrypsin.

Attempts were made to determine the sequences at the c- a¡d N-ærminal ends of
the peptide using the enzymes cæboxypeptidase y and leucine aminopeptidase, but these

were unsuccessful some correlation measufements werc carried out to look for daughter

ions from metast¿ble decay; they confirmed some of the previous assignments but did not
yield new infonnation. Thus at the workshop we reporæd the partial sequence:

-(Trp/Tyr/Phe/Leu.lÌulet) r- Argu-Argr.Iler-Argo-proro-Lysr r-

Leurr-Lysrr-Tr p, o-Ala I ¡
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where again the assignments berieved reasonabry reriabre are shown in botdface type, prain
type indicates those less certain, and italics indicate the most uncertain.

2.2.3.4 The Workshop

At the workshop the organizer (D.Hunt) announced that the "unknown', peptide
was dynorphin 1-17 (Dynorphin A) with a monoisoropic mass for the [M+H]* ion of
2147.20 u. This compound has the sequence:

Tyr, -Glyr-Glyr-Pheo-[æur-Argu-Argr-Ile, -Argn-

-Pro,o-Lys,,-[æu, r-Lys, r-Trp, o-Asp, r-Asn,u-Gln,,

our mass measurement therefore was coÍect, as were the "¡eliable,, assignments for
rcsidues 7-14 indicated above. The tentative assignment of residue 6 was also correæt, and
the correct assignment of residue 5 was one of the altematives proposed above. The
tentative assignment of alanine as residue 15 was wrong. It appears that the prominent
ion identified æ A* h figure 2.4 was in fact D,, and we were misled by the accidental
coincidence between tåeir mass values. lve were aware of this possibility but clearly did
not give it sufhcient weight.

2.2.3.5 Subsequent Measurements - C termínal end

As shown above, we werc abre to define about half the peptide sequence conectly
by the time of the workshop, but the other half remained undeærmined. More recently, in
order to investigate whether the technique used was capable of doing better, given more
time and more experience with enzymatic digestions, we carried out some additionar
measuÍements on the compound. A second 1.5 ¡rg sample was obøined from the organizers
and a much larger sample (1 mg) of Dynorphin A was purchased @achem Inc., Tonance,
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cA).

clearly the most straightforward method of defining the c-ærminal end of the
sequence is a carboxypeptidæe digestion. As remarked above, our earlier attempts to do
this were unsuccessful. However, we repeated the digestion with more careful control of
the experimental procedures (and a new lot of carboxypeptidase Ð; this gave the spectrum

shown in figure 2.6' Here two prominent creavages appear. The upper one defines the

c-ærminal residue as (Gly+Ala)/LyvGln and the lower one is a cleavage at the c-terminal
side of the previously assigned tryptophan. similar results were obtained with
carboxypeptidase P.

There are six possible combinations of common residues that correspond to the
measured mass difference of 229 u between the cleavages; two include the previously

suggested alanine. Several attempts were made to produce another cleavage in this intervâl

by varying the conditions of the digestion, but without success. The six residue combinations
give a large number of possible permutations, but only nine of these are consistent with ttre

observed major ion in the inærval (as 4,, or D,r). calculations were made of the ion
masses that might normally be expected to appear in the spectrum of figure 2.4 (A,8, c+2
and D ions) for each of the nine permutations, and compared with the small peaks in that

spectrum. A perfect score was obtained only for the sequence Asp-Asn, and no more than

607o of rhe spectrum peaks matched the calculated peaks for any of the other eight
permutations' For this sequence the major peak (4,, of figure 2.4) is or course D,r.
Attempts were made to produce a cleavage at aspartic acid with the enzyme v-g protease,

but without success.

In order to define the c-terminal residue and perhaps obtain further sequence

information, the peptide was acetylated (with methanol and rvater as solvents -- see

Appendix 2.3). The reflected spectrum after the reaction (methanol present) is shown in
frgve 2'7 ' Many sharp peaks are observed, confïrming the sequence presented at the

workshop, in particular the lysine residues. The absence of an extra acetyl addition at

residue 17 rules out lysine in that position. The peak at 14 u higher than [M+trJ* of
Eiacetylaæd Dynorphin A is ascribed to partial methylation of the c-terminal carboxyl
group. The small peak 28 u higher than [M+FI]. is consisænt with a second methylation at

the aspartic acid residue proposed above.

Prominent features of the specfum are the peats labelled C,, +17 andCrr+ 17;
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no corresponding features are observed in the spectrum with methanol absent. Their
masses differ by 114 u, the mass of the asparagine residue, so they offer support to the
sequence Asp- Asn proposed above. At present we can only speculate as to their mode of
formation. one possibility is that, during the acetylation in methanol, methanolysis has

occurred at the c-terminal side of the aspartic acid and asparagine residues, as suggested

by the early weak acid hydrolysis experiments of partridge and Davis tpa¡tidge'501. A
second possibirty is a mass spectral reanangement ar the c-teminus of the [M+t . ion of
the methylaæd peptide, analogous to the one previously observed in cationized peptides

[Grese '89, Tang '88a]. We plan to investigate the question.

2.2.3.6 Subsequent Measurencnts - N terminal end

Atæmpts were again made to define the sequence at the N-teminar end of the
peptide by digestion on and off the rarger with leucine aminopeptidase and leucine
aminopeptidase M, but again without success, suggesting that the N-terminus might be

blocked; (we have more recently been informed that on-target digestions wittr these enzymes

may require several days of incubation [Woods].)

This result suggested that chemical modification of the N-terminus be attempted;

failure would provide further evidence for blocking. Moreover, the same strategy is
appropriaæ if the N-ærminus is not blocked, since obviously much of the difficulty in
obtaining ions that characærize the N-terminal region is caused by the presence of the five
basic residues in the inærior of the sample molecule. As vath and Biemann have poinæd

out lvath '90], a possible solution to this kind of problem is addition of a quaternary

ammonium ion ûo the N-tenninus in order to place a fixed positive charge at that location; a
slightly modified version of their procedure was adbpæd. The reaction was first carried out
directly on a target, with unsatisfactory results; the reagents apparently attacked the
nit¡ocellulose substraûs. The procedure was then repeated on a glass slide and the product

transferred (Appendix 2.3). The resulting target yielded spectra in which most of the
N-ærminal fragments expected from the conect sequence could be identified (with addition

of 99 u): 4, D., 4, D,, 4., 4, (C, + 2),1and A,. This tells us that the N_ærminus was

not previously blocked. Ions defining the division between the two glycines are absent
(with the possible exception of c, + 2), so asparagine is an altemative assignment.
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However, many peptides are reluctant to cleave at glycine in any case [Vath '90], and

asparagine should produce a corresponding D ion, which is not observed, so the sequence

Gly-Gly is favored. The presence of Q and e and the absence of the other D ions a¡e

consistent with the correct sequence. Thus the measüements defme fhe following sequence

with some remaining uncertainty:

Tyr- (Gly-Gly/Asn-Phe-tæu-Arg-

A number of prominent peaks were observed in the low mass region in addition to
those mentioned above. Most were known impurity peaks (from nitrocellulose, etc.) but
there were a few that could not be identified. However, it tumed out that in this case none

of the unlnown peaks could be frtted inûo a sequence consisting of the common amino acid

residues and with an unblocked N-ærminus, whereas the above sequence is well accounted

for, so the assignment ca¡ be made with reasonable confidence.

2.2.4 DISCUSSION

As the N-ærmínus of the sample peptide was in fact not blocked, it could be

anaJyzed' by Edman degradation, so that method would normally be preferred. on the

other hand, the same peptide with the addition of a blocking group at the N-ærminus (or

ottrer modifications) camot be handled by the Rlman method, whereas our mass spectrometric

analysis would probably yield results similar to the present ones. There might, however,

be some difficulty in the final sæp described above (derivatization at the N-ærminus),

depending on the nature of the blocking group.

A similar compound that would indeed cause difüculties for the Edman degradation

is dynorphin A with p-benzoylphenytalanine replacing isoleucine in position g. This
peptide has in fact been examined by chowdhury and chait using a sample of I nmol a¡d
fission fragment bombardment [chowdhury '89]. Their measurements were made with a

linea¡ time-of-flight spectrometer, so the resolution is lower, but apart from that and the

significant absence of D, ions, their spectrum is very similar to ours in figure 2.4, consistent
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with the previously reported similarity between the results of kev and MeV bombardment

in this mass range [Ens '88].

For comparison with FAB, Dynorphin A was submitted to our chemistry Department

service laboratory. Rather large amounts of the peptide were used to prepare two targets

(-0.25 mg and -0.5 mg), which were examined in a VG 70708-HF mass specrrometer

(accelerating voløge 6 kV, 8 keV Xe atom bombardment, matrix -80Vo glycerol + -l5Vo
thiogþerol + -57o trifluoroacetic acid). with wide slits a clear [M+H]. peak (isotopes

unresolved) was observed together with a few of the expected fragment ions. However,

even with this much sample it seems doubtful that. much sequence information could be

derived from a true unknown. Meæurements on various dynorphins and other endoryhins

using LSIMS and cAD on a four-sector instrument with an array deæctor and unlimited
sample amounts, produced no extended coherent fragment series. Results using low
energy CAD of multiply-charged peptides produced by ES were similar (g1.1.3) [Curtis
'931.

On the basis of the original measurements and those subsequent to the workshop,

the sequence of the sample peptide can be defined as:

Tyr, -(Glyr-Glyr)/Asn-Pheo-Leu.-Arç-Argr-Il er-

-Argr-Proro- Lysr,-Leurr. Lysrr-Trpro-Asp, r-A sn, u-Glnl ( Gty +Ata),,

There is no evidence for division within residue 12, so the (Gly+Ala) alærnative is given

less weighg but we have left it as a possible altemative because of the previously mentioned

reluctrnce to cleave at glycine. The sequence is deærmined correctly within the uncertainties

indicated.

As mentioned above, about 3/4 of the sample had been consumed at the time of the

workshops, although much of this was used in unproductive experiments. The useful

results obtained subsequently (carboxypeptidase digestion, acetylation and N-terminat

derivatization) consumed considerably morc sample than this remainder (see Appendix

2.3)' but largely for the sake of experimental convenience. Thus it seems possible that the

above result could have been obtained with the original sample provided an appropriaæ

strategy had been followed. The ideal strategy depends on the particular peptide being

examined, so a certain amount of trial and error is inevitable. However, we believe that we
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could have carried out the operations in a more intelligent way with more experience. In
particular, acetylation and N-terminal derivatiz¿tion could have been apptied at a much

earlier stage of the analysis.

If the sample had been presenûed as one component of a mixture, the problem

would have been more difficulL Separation by liquid chromatography or perhaps capillary
electrophoresis is certainly a possibility, but might involve significant losses of material.

The alternative is analysis by tandem mass spectrometry without separation. In our cæe

similar information can be obtained by correlaæd measurements on the products of
unimolecula¡ decay in the flight tube.

As our method is almost non-destructive, some trrgets can be used for two purposes,

e.g. an ordinary spectrum followed by one or more enzymatic digestions. on the other

hand, it is considerably slower than some competing æchniques; note the measurement

times in the figure captions. At the time the factor limiting our analysis speed was the data

processing capability of the computer (Atari sr, bæed on a 68000 chip running at g MHz)

[Ens '89]. The speed has since been improved by a significant factor by subsriruting the

faster Ata¡i TT computer (based on a 68030 chip running ar 8 MHz) (g1.4.3) [poppe-
Schriemerl.

2.2.5 CONCLUSION

TOF SIMS and enzymatic digestions were used to sequence Dynorphin A as an

unknown peptide with good results. other mass spectrometric methods encountered

difficulties.
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2.3 SEQUENCING SEVERAL ALAMETHICIN PEPTIDES BY
THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT CORRELATION TECHNIQUE

2.3.1 INTRODACTION

The alamethicins, produced by the fungus Tichoderma viride- are members of the
peptaibol class of peprides, which comprises linear, amphiphilic, antibiotic polypeptides
(-2000 u) with acetylaæd N-termini and amino alcohols at rhe c-rermini. The peptaibols

contain many ø-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) residues and may contain some isovaline (Iva)
residues fBruckner'84]. Because they are all produced enzymatically (not from an RNA
template), amino acid interchanges occur, resulting in whole families of closely-related
peptides.

The alamethicins are widely used to model voltage-gaæd ion channels because,

when incorporated irito bilayer lipid membranes [cafiso '94, Tien '74] (i.e. membranes

consisting of two monolayers (see 93.2), with the hydrophitic sides facing each other),
they induce a conductance that increæes with increasing applied voltage [Eisenberg '73].
This behavior is apparently a result of the formation of pores with five discrete voltage-
dependent conductance levels [Eisenberg '73] in the membrane. Determination of the
sequence of the peptides involved is a fust step in understanding the formation a¡ld structure
of these pores.

Because the compounds are so similar, it is very difficult to separaæ ttrem completely
by HPLC [Iida'90]; in fact samples pure enough to crystallize may nor be homogenous

[Bruckner '84, Fujita '84]. Even if a sample consists of only one peptide, the nature of the
peptaibols renders sequencing quite dífficult [eg. Iida '90]. As mentioned above, the
N-terminus is acetylated, so the Edman degradation cannot be used for deærmining the
sequence of amino acids in the peptide, and the c-terminus is an alcohol (-cHroH), ruling
out the use of degradations from that end of the peptide. Additional problems are the
resistance of the compounds to proteolytic digestion, and the unusual amino acids, namely
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Aib and perhaps lva, that are present. For this reason, mass spectrometry (f,reld desorption,
electron impacE and plasma desorption mass spectrometry (pDMS)) has played an important
role in determining the primary structure of these compounds [chait 'g2, pandey '77,
Rinehart '771. other techniques have also conaibuæd [Balasubramanian 'gl, Martin '76]
and additional information has been provided by gas phase chromatography / mass
spectromeûy of a hydrolysaûe of alametbicins [Konig 'g0]. Tandem mass spectrometry has

been applied to other peptaibols, the trichosporin compounds tlida '901, for example, but
not to the alamethicins themselves.

The amino acid sequences of the two main alamethicin components (I and II)
grown under standard (Upjohn) condirions [Upjohn 

,66] (Fig. 2.gb) are known. The
sequence of alamethicin I is [pandey 

,77a,'77b]:

Ac-Aib, -Pror-Aibr-Alao-Aibr-Alau-Gln, -Aibr-Va!-Aib, 
o_

Gly,,-[æu, r-Aib, r-Pro, n-Val, r-Aib, r-Aib, r-Glu, r-GIn, n-phero_ol.

Alamethicin II differs from this only by the replacement of AIa by Aib in position 6

[Pandey '77, Rinehart '77]. As well, rhe GCÀ4s srudy indicared rhat Aib-Ala inærchanges

may occur at residues 4, 5, and 6, and that Aib-val inærchanges may occur at residues 9,
16' and 17 [Konig '80]. several different families of fungal antibiotics that are very similar
to the alamethicins have also been analyzed by mæs specEometry [eg. hda,90, Bruckner
'84, Fujita'84, Przybylski '841, with similar resulrs.

However, even mass spectrometric sequencing is not trivial. Most peptaibols
contain at least one Aib-Pro bond (usually between positions 13 and l4), which is very
easily fragmenæd in FAB MS [Iida '90, przybylski 'g4]. Fragmentation in cAD arso

occurs preferentially at Pro [Loo '93]. As a result, the mass spectrum is very complicated,
with most spectral peaks in the low mass region; generally two or three acylium ion series

are pfesent. It tums out to be relatively simple to æquence the first 13 0r so residues, but
the remainder of the peptide, from the Aib, r-pro,o bond to the c-terminus, is significantry
more difficult.

It has been noted that "...chemicar treatment, such as partiar hydrorysis, or NMR
measurements must be performed in order to confirm the peptide sequences" [Iida'g0].
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one method used involves acid hydrolysis of the Aib-pro bond. when the resulting
hydrolysis mixrure is examined by FAB using a glycerol matrix, the prolylheptapeptaibol

product gives the most abundant peak, and its sequence specific fragment ion peaks are
also abundant, allowing the remainder ofthe peptide to be determined [przybylski 'g4].

The amount of each alamethicin peptide produced by the fungus is sensitive to the

environment in which the fungus is grown [Brewer'g7]. A method for preparing the
alamethicins [Brewer '87] differing from the sta¡dard (upjohn) one has recently been

applied in one of our laboratories for preparing the alamethicins [ye¿ '92]. HpLC of the
resultant peptide mixture exhibits an abundant component (denoæd by trI in Fig. 2.ga) not
prominent in the standard preparation, as well as some others. These other components
include the two main peaks produced by the standard preparation, but there also appear to
be additional compounds, as yet uncharacterized.

our results indicate that some of the chromatographic peaks consist of more than
one component, so the situation is quite complicated. since the chromatogram contains so

many peaks, it is difficult to determine which of these a¡e due to coeluting peptides using

only HPLC. Qn the case of the peptaibols, the amino acid exchanges can affect peptide

properties so subtly that separation of different components is not trivial, although HpLC is
often successft¡l fBruckner '84, Fujita '84]. A similar situation involving other closely-relaæd
peaks has been reporæd [chou'94].) Mass spectromeÍy can not only distinguish the
different peptides in an HPLC fraction but can also give their molecular weights.

From studies of other peptaibols, it is expected that the structure of the major
component, which we call alamethicin ltr, is simitar to those of the two known components,

I and II, whose chromatogram is shown in Fig. 2.8. It has been examined by yee and

o'Neil using NMR spectrometry [Yee'92]. Their results are consistent with the same

sequence as for alamethicin I above, except for the substitution of Gln for Glu at position
18' However, the NMR measurement r€quired I ¡rmole (2 mg) of sample, and insufficient
material wæ available to make NMR measurcments on the less abundant components.

In this worþ we determine several alamethicin sequences without chemical Eeåtments

or NMR (except for læullle urd Valllva differentiation). We describe the detailed sequence

verification of the new abundant component, alamethicin III, using the conelation method

described previously (g 1.2.4.3). some results on the other alamethicins are also rcported.
Noteworthy features of the alamethicin mass spectra will be compared to the results
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Fig. 2.8 HPLC of crude alamethicin preparations. a) Yee and O'Neil preparation

[Yee'92] used here. (Peak elution t¡mes are g¡ven ¡n minutes), b) The standard

alamethicin preparation (Upjohn method [Upjohn '66]).

Samples of 100-500 pL were loaded onto a Beckman Spherisorb 5 ¡rm
C-18 reverse-phase column (10 mm i.d., 150 mm length). Solvent A is 0.05 N

acetic acid adjusted to pH 3.5 with triethylamine. Solvent B is

tetrahydrofuran/acetonitrile/solvent A (8:2:1). lsocratic elution (40% solvent B)

at 1 mUmin for 5 min, was followed by a gradient elution at 1.5 mUmin for 10

min to 49% solvent B, then by isocrat¡c elution at 1 mUmin for 15 min, and

finally by elution at lmUmin for 10 min at 100% solvent B [Yee'92]. (Note that

the elution times ditfer slightly for the two chromatograms.)
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obtained by other investigators for closely relaæd peptide antibiotics.

Our previous investigations of peptide ions which undergo decay, using this
correlation merhod [Tang '91, '89, '88, Standing'90a,,90b,,90c], dealt with fairly
simple cases, where the decays of only a few parent ions were examined. However, we

believe that the real strength of the technique lies in its ability to examine the decays of
many parent ions at the same time, and thus to examine a given daughær ion produced by
several different parents; this provides additional confidence in the deduced structure. In
addition, it may be of some interest to obtain the metastable decay pattem of a whole series

of similar ion types, such as the series of prompt alamethicin III fragment ions observed

here, corresponding to successive deletions of a single amino acid residue. Because most

of the prompt fragment ions of the alamethicins show metåstable decay and because many

of the HPLC fractions contain more than one peptide, the present work serves as a test of
the utility of the æchnique in a fairly complicated case. Moreover, the conclusions can be

tested by comparison with the result of the NMR measurement mentioned above and with
mass spectral results for closely related peptaibols.

2.3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

Alamethicin Itr was separat€d from the crude alamethicin mixture by reverse phase

HPLC, as described in the caption to Fig. 2.8. A fraction collected from the central part of
the largest peak (21.34 min, denoted by III, in Fig. 2.8a) was recrystallized ro remove

impurities, then dissolved in 0.17o trifluoroacetic acid, and deposiæd onto elecEosprayed

nitrocellulose. An estimated 5 nmol were deposited on each tårget used; the collected

fraction yielded sufficient material after recryst¡lliz¡tion that no particular effort was necessary

to conserve sample. This rather large amount was used for convenience; previous

measurements have shown that complete sequence information can be obtained with our

technique on 200 femtomoles of peptide [Tang '91, '91a, '90]. The other HpLC fracrions

examined were treaæd as alamethicin ltr, except that they were not recryst¡ ized; details are

given in Appendix 2.4.

The amounts of the alamethicins used were estimaæd visually (when they could be

seen) and an attempt was made to use a concentration of -l mg alamethicin / ml of .l%o
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TFA (see Appendix 2.4). Since the peptides were so insoluble, ultrasonic agiøtion ofæn

had to be used to dissolve them. At times there would still be a precipitaæ, but the solution

above it contained enough peptide for TOF SIMS conetation experiments. An ammonia

impurity was present in the fractions which were not recrystallized. However, a comparison

of the major component with and without recrystallization showed that this impurity did

not seem to affect the spectra at all.

The measurements were carried out on our refle¡ting TOF mass spectrometer, TOF

II ($ 1.4). Secondary ions were formed by bomba¡dment of the solid sample target by I-
primary ions at 25 keY [Zhou'93, in prep]. (Ihe I- ions were produced with an energy of
15 keV and then acceleraûed to an energy of 25 keV at the tatget by the secondary ion

accelerating voltage (+10 kV) for positive ion spectra. In the few cases where negative

ions were examined, the incident I- ions were slowed to an energy of 5 keV by the - 10 kV

accelerating voltage.) The secondary ions were then accelerated to 10 keV and they, or

their decay products, were detected at the appropriate detectors, as explained in $ 1.2. A
few MALDI measurements were also performed.

Ion bomba¡dment produces a variety of charged molecules and fragment ions from

the peptide at (or very near) the surface of the solid target. We shall refer to these

fragments âs "prompti' fragment ions. Both molecula¡ ions and prompt fragment ions are

accelerated to an energy of 10 keV and they (or their decay products, called ',metasøble',

daughær ions or neutral daughters) are deæcæd either at the end of the flight tube or afær

reflection in the mirror.

2.J.3 RESULTS

2.3.3. I Molecular weight

Many secondary ions from alamethicin trI, including the M+[Il. ions, were found

to undergo an unusual amount of decomposition atong the flight path. This facilitated the

correlation measurements, described later, but made it difficult to extract much infonnation

from the reflecæd spectrum, which is usually used to obtain the molecular weighr In the

molecular ion region (Fig. 2.9) the [M+H]* ion peat is barely visible at -1963.1 u.

Fortunaæly, the [M+Na]* ions arc more stable and give a prominent peak; the principal
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Fig. 2.9 The moleöular ion region of a reflected spectrum of alamethicin lll. The
principat mass of (M+Na)'was measured to be 1995.1 u on the basis of a
calibralion with the H- and c.H.. ions, which has been found to give masses
accurate to -0.1 u for peptides as large as 2000 u in previous measurements

[Tang '91]. A calibration using H'and [substance p+H]. gave identical results.
The small cluster of peaks at 2OO1 u corresponds to [M+KJ..

The [M+Na]. peak at 1986.1 u is larger than expected, consistent with the
presence of an impurity of that mass, probably alamethicin l. The peaks at 1999
u, interfering w¡th the [M+t(' peaks, suggest the presence of another impurity.
Rechromatographing the sample under the conditions previously used showed
that it did, in fact, contain two impurities, consistent with this ¡nterpretation.
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mass is measured as 1985.1 u on the basis of a calibration with the H* and CrHr* ions,

which has been found to give masses accurate to -0.1 u for peptides as large as 2000 u in
our previous measurements [Tang '91]. A calibration using H* and [Substance p + H].
gave identical results.

The [M+Na] 
* assignment was confirmed by observation of the [M-H]- ion in the

negative ion spectrum. A calibration on H- and CrH- gave a principal mass of 1961.3 u

for [M-tI] - and 2089.3 u for [M+I]-. In a calibration run with renin substrate there were

no molecular ions, and in one with substance P, the substance p molecular ion was

suppressed. Because the H- and CrH- calibration had not been examined extensively to

verify its accuracy, the mass value was not as reliable as in the positive mode.

Because the peak for the protonated molecule is so small, MALDI was also used

as a desorption/ionization method to verify the mass. The positive ion spectra were

calibrated using LHRH and insulin and the calibration itself was verifîed on substance p

and melittin. In this case also, the alamethicin peak was mainly a [M+Na]* ion, and

[M+K]* ions were present as well. The [M+H]* alamethicin peak was very small or

nonexistent while the calibration peaks corresponded to [M+H]* ions; no other [M+Na].
peaks were evident [compare Chait'82]. The principal mæs obtained was 1985.4 u in
one case and, in another case with worse resolution, the chemical mass was 1986.5 u. In
the negative mode, this mixture produced only the alamethicin peak, which was highly

unusual in MALDI, and no calibration was possible.

The measured mass of the peptide is then 1962.1 u, i.¿. 1.0 u less than that of
alamethicin I, consistent with the proposed replacement of Gln,, for Glu, r.

2.3.3.2 Sequence

As mentioned above, a sequence similar to one of the known alamethicins is expecæd,

and the measured molecula¡ weight supports this expectation. Therefore, mass spectral

peaks were compared with those expected for alamethicin I on the basis of the fragmentations

generally observed for collisionally induced dissociation of peptide [M+FIJ. ions produced

by FAB. As noted above, a similar positive ion spectrum is produced by SIMS. The

fragment ions a¡e denoted in the usual way [Biemann '87, Roepstorf ,84], shown in Fig.

2.1 and described in 52.1.3.2. Although Iva occurs in some peptaibols, it does not occur

in the known alamethicins and only very rarely in the closely related hypelcins, paracelsins
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and trichosporins [Iida'90, Bruckner'84, Fujita'84]. Therefore, it has been assumed to

be absent, although for other peptåibols it has been distinguished by variants of NMR
spectroscopy.

For the alamethicins it is necessary to examine the direct and correlation spectra to

obtain sequence information, because the reflected spectr4 which one would usually examine,

are too difficult to inærpret. This is because of the many "metastable" daughter ions that

appear so that in some cases, in fact, prompt fragment ions created at the target and

daughter ions created by metastable dæay form overlapping peaks (Frg. 2. i0) as explained

in Appendix 2.5. unfortunately, a direct spectrum's resolution is never as good æ that of
a reflected spectrum, due largely to metast¿ble decay of the ions and to the low resolution

inherent in the linear ToF conhguration. Although the exænsive metastable decay rendered

the reflected spectrum less useful, it generated an unusually large number of correlation

spectra which provide a wealttr of sequence information.

2.3.3.2.1 Sequence informarton ftom the direct spectrwn

The direct spectrum reveals many fragment ions (Fig. 2.11a). TheB" ion series is

prominent up to Br 3 (which gives a very læge peak) and extends, at low abundance, to 8,,
(excluding Brr). The Yr+2 ion is the only significant c-terminal ion; peaks for both it and

Yt r+2' which also occurs, a¡e much wider than the nearby peaks. The amino acid residues

Aib' Pro' Gln and Leu produce abundant immonium (or iminium) ions. A fairly strong

series of internal fragment ions beginning with Pro, (assigned as \nB"+l) a¡d a weaker

one beginning with Pro,o (assigned as YrB"+1) appear, but often their peaks coincide with
expecüed peaks from other series. Inærnal fragment ions of the form y-B"+l are more

likely than fragmenrs of the type Xo\+l or Zoc,+l ions. This is evident from their

decay, as well as from the decay of Boionsand ofy r+2 (see Table 2.1) ManyAo, Co+2,
q, Y.+2 (besides the Y,+2 ions mentioned above), Z*, V," and W. ions are observed, but

they are quite weak and peaks can often not be distinguished from each other. such

fragment ion overlap occurs both because of the many repeated amino acids and because of
the low resolution available in the direct spectrum. unexplained peaks include 426.4 u,

which is about as intense as the weak series mentioned above, and the much weaker 454.9

u' 794 u and 1071 u, all of which conespond to many possible intemal fragment ions. (It
is interesting to note that the first thre€ of these could conespond, with an enor somewhat
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larger than expected, to Yr+Na , Xr+Na, and yr+Na. Although the data a¡e far from
conclusive, this may indicate that the Na* is attracted to the c-terminus. on the other

hand,426.4 u could also relate to \eB6+1 for an impurity with 14 u extra.)

The masses of the prominent B" ion series suggests that alamethicin III has the

same sequence æ alamethicin I up to amino acid 13 within a mass uncertainty that varies

from >-0.5 u at low mass to >-2 u at higher mass. However, there could be replacements

of Gln by Lys or Glu at position 7, of VaI by pro at position 9, of Ser by Aib ar positions

10 and 13, and of Ile by Leu at position 12. The much weaker Bo ion series from B,o to
the c-terminus is consistent both with the sequence of alamethicin I and with the NMR
suggestion mentioned above in which Glu (alamethicin t) or Gln QrIMR suggestion) occupy

position 18. In this range, the mass uncertainty leads to a possible partial amino acid

sequence of -(VaUPro), o - @rolVaUThr),, -(Ser/Aib),. -(Ser/Aib),, - ( Glu/GIn /Lys),,

-(Gln/Gln/Lys)t r- . of cou¡se, the va¡ious amino acid interchanges would have to compensate

for each other so that the expected mass of subsequent fragments would still be within
experimental error.

other arguments can be applied to reduce the possibilities. within the experimental

uncertainty, the masses of B,r, 8,, and B,o permit the altemative sequence

(Aib/Ser), r-@ro/Val),0. However, ir has been shown [eg. Iida '90] thar the Aib-pro bond

cleaves preferentially under bombardment, so that the prominence of the Br3 and yr+2

ions, and the existence of a set of inærnal sequence fragments corresponding to cleavage

between amino acids 13 and 14, strongly support the assignment Aib,r-pro,o. This is
expected from the alamethicin I sequence. (Similarly, another set of intemal sequence

fragments corresponds to cleavage at the Aibr-Pro2 bond.) Because thefe is no such

cleavage observed between Aibr-(val.Pro)n, residue 9 is probably Val, as in the alamethicin

I sequence. The internal fragment peaks, and the other weaker ion series, are consistent

with this sequence but overlap too much with each other to be conclusive. If present, e
ions can be used to discriminaæ easily between Aib/ser and tæu,/Ile and ofæn also among

Pro/vavrhr. In most cases the D" ions overlapped with other expected masses and could

not be used to decide between these amino acids. However, [,eu,, is more likely because it
is present in the alamethicin I and tr s€quences. The characteristic termini of the alamethicins

and other pepaibols are consistent with the fragment masses found. However, the N-terminus

could be H-(GIn/Lys), formyl-val, or methyl-(Iæu/Ile) as well as Ac-Aib. The most likely
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choice is Ac-Aib' both because the acetyl group is characteristic of the peptaibors, and
because all the other alamethicins have an Aib residue at the N_terminus.

Thus the sequence resulting from the direct spectrum is:

Ac-Aib,-Pror-Ai b.-Al ao-Ai br-A tao-(Glnl Lys/Gtu)?_Aibs_V4

-(Aib/,Ser), o-Gly r r- (Leut I te) r r-Aib r r-p ro, o- (V dl p ro/Thr\r,

-(Aib/Sar), u-(Aib I S er) r r-(Gtnl Lys/GIu) r r-(Gln! Ly s/Gln), n-phero_ol,

where the bold face type denoæs f,'m assignments, plain type denoæs probabre assignments,

and italic type denobs less certain assignments. (The amino acids in parentheses are
either isobaric (i.e. LyvGln and læullle) or within the experimental uncertainty.)

2.3. 3.2.2 Correlation spectra ( m¿tastable decay)

Primary ion bomba¡dment produces a variety of secondary ions at the târget, both
molecula¡ ions and prompt fragment ions. If the ion su¡vives accereration but subsequently
decays before it enters the mirror, the flight time of the neutral daughter (observed in
detector 1) defines the parent ion (s 1.2.4.3). The parent ion can iself be the product of the
decay of a precursor close to the targel what the neutral spectrum actually meæures is the
parent ion distribution that exists - 100 ns after desorption, as discussed in Appendix 2.6.

on the other hand, the time of arrival of the correlated daughær ion at detector 2
measures the daughær ion spectrum at the entfance to the mirror, i.e. - 10¡rs afær the
desorption event (but only those which do not decay further inside the mirror). Thus the
technique measures decays of the parent ion that occur during the time they travel from the
acceleration grid to the minor, - 0.5 ps to - 10 ¡rs afær desorption.

The correlation spectra for the decay of the [M+H]. ion and many of the prompt
fragment ions a¡e summarized in Table 2.1, nd representative spectra are shown in Fig.
2.12 to 2.r4. The results have been used to verify and to clarify the sequence given above.

The [M+H]* ion, which decays much more than the [M+Na]* and [M+K]* ions,
produces mainly Bs, Be, Br0, 8,, and yr+2 ions as well as some weaker Bo ions (n=4_7,

I l, l2)' internal fragment ions, and co+2 ions and a few Do ions as we as A, (Fig. 2.12).
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It also has a fairly strong yr+2 daughær ion peak as well as weaker y,o+2 and \r+2 ion
peaks.

Many of the Bo ions (n=3-14 and 19) decay into lower mass B," ions by loss of one

or more residues from the c terminus, e.g. the daughters of B ,, include ions from B, to
Bt t (Table 2.1) (If the B ,, ion originated from decay of an [M+H]. ion nea¡ rhe target,
these ions would then be granddaughters of the original [M+H]. ion.) For values of m for
daughters ofa given B" ion see Table2.l. These cleavages are sometimes accompanied by
a cleavage at Aib,-Pro, (as for [M+H]t) to produce intemal fragment ions beginning with
Pror(i.e. \nB"+l). Some Bo ions (n=4-9, except 7) also decay to smaller A" and Do ions.
As representative examples, a series ofcorrelation spectra are shown in Fig. 2.13.

Most other ion series were weaker. since we did not need any more sequence

information on the first thirteen residues of the peptide, we did not examine these entire
series in detail. However, the decays of several \nB" +1 ions were examined closely.
Like the B" ions, these ions decay into series of fragment ions containing the c- or
N-ærmini of their parents, as well as intemal fragments (Table 2.1b). unfortunately, most

of the parent Y, eB"+1 ion peaks overlap with those of other expected prompt fragments, as

shown in Table 2.1, so that the spectra can be exce€dingly difficult to interpret.

The decay patterns discussed so far confirm the sequence from the N-terminus to
Btr, with discrepancies in mæs of -<0.6 u, æ determined mainly from Bo ion and intemal

fragment ion series in the conelation spectra. (These discrepancies were calculaæd by
taking the mass difference between adjacent peaks in a series and subtracting the mass of
the residue expected from previous information. Most of the discrepancies in the differences

are due to poor stâtistics and to the poor resolution of daughter peaks, both because of the

shorter times they spend in the ion mirror and because of the width of the parent ion peak.)

The At ion decays into an Aib immonium ion (m/z 58), and the B, ion into an acetyl ion
(mlz 43), the Aib immonium ion, and others. These results define the N-terminus as

Ac-Aib. Although an unusually wide or small peak in one correlation spectrum could
increase the mass uncertainty for a certain residue, in all cases except for those of Aib, and

Aibr ,, the residue could be confirmed by another correlation spectrum. In these two cases,

the correlation data support the æsignments of Aib, and Aib,, but cannot confirm them.

Residue 8 can be assigned as Aib, using data from both the direct and the correlation
spectra. As mentioned above, the high abundances of yr+2 and 8,, ions in both the
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daughter ion spectrum of [M+H]-, and in the direct spectrum, suppor¿ the assignment as

Aib, r-Pro,o.

Although they contain much information about the frst thirteen residues, only two

of the decay spectra discussed above provide any information about the sequence from
amino acid 14 to the C-ærminus. The decay of the [M+H]. ion to ay7+2 ion confirmed

that the mass is approximaæly the same as that of the Yr+2 ion of alamethicin I.

The decay of the Yr+2 ion (Fig. 2.14) gives sequence information on rhe difficult
c-terminal portion of the peptide. The correlation spect¡um shows various intemal fragments,

Y?8"+1, Y' .\+1, Y7C"+1, (, and perhaps YrD"+l ions, with uncertainties arising from

overlap of peaks conesponding to different ion types. The daughærs included yrBo+l with
n=15 to 19. From the adjacent peaks in a series, residue 16 is Aib or ser within a I u enor.

The next th¡ee residues are Aib, r-(Gln/Lys), r-(Gln/Lys),, with discrepancies up to 0.7 u.

From the absoluæ masses of the fragments, using pro,o, residue 15 is VaVThr. The C

terminus is Phe-ol. Thus, rhe sequence is (VaVThr),, - (Aib/Ser), u - Æb,' - (Gln/Lys),, -

(Gln/Lys), 
n 
- @he-ol). A second possibility for the C-ærminus, Met-OH, was discounæd

because the mass difference isjust beyond the expected maximum emor range of 2 u, and

because it does not have the c-terminal alcohol cha¡acteristic of the peptaibols. Due to the

anomalously large width of the Yr+2 parent ion peak, which ca¡ shift the enúre calibration

by a few u, there is a large error for absolute masses; however, this should not affect mass

differences between the peaks. Thus the Yr+2 decay spectrum supports the replacement of
Glu,, by GlntT-ys in alamethicin IIL

This measurement found residue 18 to be Glr/Lys, but we thought it desirable to

verify the assignments more precisely, since it is the only change expected from the

sequence of alamethicin I. In addition, there were indications of some Glu impurity (see

below). Therefore we ca¡ried out meåsurements in'which the mirror voltage was successively

optimized for the YrB,r+1 ion and the Y?Br8+1 ion, thus bracketing residue 18. This is

carried out by reducing the minor volt¿ge until the flight time of the desired daughter ion

coincides with the flight time observed previously for its parent (EL.Z. .Z). The mirror

then provides full correction for the velocity spread of the daughter, instead of the partial

conection when the mirror is optimized for the parent. Under this condition, .nffo =
m,Ay', = mrAy', where mn, m, and m, are the masses of the parent and the two daughter

ions, and \, V, and V, are the corresponding mirror voltages tTang '881. Although
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stâtistics were poor, this procedure yielded well resolved isotopic peaks for the selected

daughter and enabled residue 18 to be determined as Gln within an error -<0.1 u by

measurement of the principal masses as shown in Fig. 2.15. Resolution of the other peaks

was also improved, thus defining residue 16 as Aib and residue 15 as Val.

The Gln/Lys ambiguities are not easy to resolve by mass measurements, since the

mass difference is only -0.04 u. N-acetylation of Lys, or some other chemical method, is

often used to distinguish betwe€n the two. However, in this case the general appearance of
the spectrum is adequate ûo distinguish them; because the alamethicins a¡e nonbasic peptides,

the presence of a basic Lys residue would greatly affect the spectrum by providing a

protonation site that would promote the formation of other ion types at the expense of Bo

ions. Added confirmation is provided by the spectra of other nonbasic peptaibols, such as

the closely related hypelcins, trichosporins and paracelsins (all conøining Gln, and Glu, r-
Gln,r.)[Buko '90, Iida '90, Bruckner '84, Fujita '84], which have fearures similar to the

present spectra. Thus the upper part of the sequence is defined as Val,r-Aib,r-Aib-,r-

Gln, r-Gln, n-Phero-ol in accordance with the structure suggested by the NMR measurements.

2.3.3.3 Other alam¿thicins present in this sample

Close inspection of the isotopic peak heights of the [M+Na] 
* ion in SIMS and in

MALDI show a discrepancy from that expect€d for the proposed alamethicin III sequence:

the peak at principal mæs + I u was much larger than expected. This could correspond to

ttre presence of another peptide with a mass I u higher than that of alamethicin trI. Therc is

also a small peak, at mlz 1999, rhar inrerferes with the [M+K]* peaks (Fig. 2.9). This is a

sodiaæd species, as confirmed by two tiny peaks at rnlz l97j and 2015, which would

conespond to [M*+fil+ and [M*+K]., respectively. Thus, this peptide would have a mass

of about 1976 u, but the assignment cannot be verified from these datâ. (The negative ion

spectrum a-lso shows a peak at -1976 u, as well as very small unexplained peak s at -lgg2
u and 1948 u.)

Rechromatographing the sample under the conditions previously used showed that

it did, in fact, contain two small impurities. As the original chromatogram (Fig. 2.S)

sho\¡/s, the various peptides eluted closely together, and it is likely that both impurities

may arise from other FIPLC fracrions ($2.3.3.5).
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The data presented above indicate that the predominant amino acids at positions lg a¡d 19

a¡e both Gln. The peak height ratios of the B, ion peak correspond to theory, however,

and this suggests that the other peptide which, considering the enzymatic synthesis of the

peptides is likely to be closely related to the other alamethicins, has one more mass unit
between residue 8 and the c-ærminus tha¡ does alamethicin III. It could have the same

sequence as alamethicin III, bur with replacement of Gln by Glu at position 1g or 19. The

Yt+2 ion resolution in the direct spectrum does not permit definitive confirmation.

The conelation spectra of [M+H] 
* and yr+2 decay provide support for this: The

Yt+2 daughter ion peaks in some [M+H]* decay spectra may be doublets, although low
st¿tistics and their large width make it difficult ûo be certain. Because there are no yu+2 and

\+2 peaks, mass differences cannot be measured to identify amino acid residues, but the
Yr+2 ion mass is close to that expected from the proposed sequence. However, the par€nt

[M+FrJ. ion peak is very wide and the yr+2 daughær ion peak is also intrinsically wide
itself because daughtrer ions do not spend the optimum amount of time in the minor. As a
result, the error in the absolute mass of the y r+2 ion may be as.high as several u.

Therefore, although this result for Yr+2 ion is consistent with the direct spectrum, it does

not yield more information. More definitively, however, some daughters of parent yr+2
ions seem to include double peaks, corresponding to the masses expected when both Gln,,
and Glu,, are present. If the resolution is too poor to see a doublet, the daughær ion peaks

a¡e broad when they include residue 18. Those ions containing up to residue 17 only give

single, narrow peaks.

The reduced mi¡ror voltage experiment mentioned above provided resolution adequate

to decide the question. Tlte Yr+2 daughter of the [M+H]. ion has somewhat resolved

peaks, whose relative heights (100:-95:) differ from the expected rarios of (100:46),

confirming the presence of a peptide, similar to alamethicin III, with a I u mæs increæe in
theY r+2 fragment (Fig. 2.16).

Further infonnation is available from the reduced mirror field experiments for
daughærs of Y r+2 that bracket residue 18 (Fig. 2.15). The yrB,r+l peak heighrs agree

with the expected (100:22:3) ratios, but those of yrB, r+1 do not agree at all with the

expected (100:29:5) ratios. Thus, the peptide is like alamerhicin trI up to residue 17, and

residue 18 is anomalous, containing a mixture of Gl¡1,, and Glu, r. Because the peak height

ratios of fragments containing both residues 18 and 19 mimic those of fragments containing
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residue 18 only, residue 19 cannot consist of a mixture of Glu and Gln, but must be only
Gln,r. Thus these two peptides a¡e alamethicin trI and alamethicin I.

2.3.3.4 Interesting Deøils

The [M+Na] 
* ion observed in the reflecæd spectrum with a normar minor vortage

in the second series of experiments (i.e. those including the reduced mirror voltage
experiments) is surprising because it shows an even greater amount of alamethicin I tha¡
before. The solution had been stored for several months in an ord freezer (which was
unfortunately frost-fre€ so that the peptides underwent freeze-thaw cycles), but one or more
of the three proposed Gln residues may have changed to Glu. This may provide additional
support for choosing Gln insæad of Lys.

Another surprising fact is that the peak height ratios of the [M+Na]. ion and the
Yt+2 daughter of the [M+H]* ion do not, within experimental error, indicate the same
relative amounts of impurity; the isotope peak height ratios of yr+2 iodicate less of a
peptide 1 u heavier than those of [M+H]-. The relative abundarces of detected ions depend
upon both production and decay factors. Thus, the Gln residue that occurs at position 7
(i.a. which is present in [M+Na]* but not in yr+2) could have undergone some conversion
to Glu. The peak height ratios of some B o ions, and some internal fragment ions from
both reflected and daughter spect'a agree with this possibility, although rhe dara are
inconclusive. Another explanation may be that residue 7 is still Gl¡, but that the greater
peak height anomaly observed in the [M+Na] * ion is due to preferential cationization of the

Glu, r-containing peptide versus the Gln, ,-containing peptide. (Ihere was very little evidence

of sodiated Yr+2.) This assumes that amino acid cationization and protonation follow
similar trends, which is not always true. Also, as-discussed below, the cln,, peptide may
form Y-,+2 more readily than the Glu,, peptide because Glu competes more effectively than

Gln for H*. CIhe H . must be on the prorl amide, not on Glu or Gln, for yr+2 formation
to occur.) one could distinguish between these possib ities by examinin g the yr+2
daughter ion peak of [M+H] * before the peptide sotution was stored (i.e. before úre peptide
could have degraded). unfornrnately, however, this peak contained too few counts to give
a valid peak height ratio.

The [M+Na]. ion peak height ratios seem to indicate a larger amount of alamethicin
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I than indicaæd by the chromatogram. This could be due to preferential sodiation of the

impurity lGorman '92] or to differences in ion lifetimes of the Glu and Gln containing

peptides. The [M+H]. ion peak was not sufficiently large to determine the peak height

ratios from the signals observed.

It is inæresting to speculate that the observed suppression of the other peptides in

the negative MALDI spectrum could be due to preferential ionization of this Glu,, peptide

in the negative mode.

2. 3. 3. 5 O ther Alamzthicins

As shown in Figure 2.8, other alamethicins besides the one analyzed above are

present. Each of the peaks has been collecæd and examined using mass spectrometry, some

in more detail than others. Sequences have been determined with various degrees of

confidence by using the methods detailed above and by comparing with the known

alamethicins. Some highlights of the analysis will be given, and the sequences are pre.sented

ín'Iable2.2.

In all cases, the spectra showed similar cha¡acteristics: the first 14 amino acids

were relatively easy to determine and the remainder were more difficult; much metastable

decay occurred; the molecular ion was of low abundance; and the peak for the sodiated

peptide was usually adequaæ for molecular weight detennination (sometimes the negative

spectrum was used). In some cæes, the molecular mass uncertainty was considerable as a

result of extensive metaståble decay. The collected HPIÆ fractions all contained more ttran

one peptide, often due to contamination from neighboring fractions, and were examined as

mixtures. In the one case checked by HPLC (the 23.33 minuæ fraction), two peptides

truly did coelute; these were rechromatographed and collected under different conditions,

and analyzed by the TOF conelation æchnique to confirm the sequences determined from

the mixture.

The molecular masses were obtained from the positive reflected spectra. In all

cases the M+Nal. ion predominated, and several alamethicin peaks were always present.

Negative specra wore taken to confirm the masses using the [M-Hl - and the [M+!- ions,

but MALDI was not used as previously because it did not seem necessary. The reflecæd

spectra showed too much overlap to be useful in sequence determination.
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As was the case for the 21.34 minute fraction, extensive series of B ions were
observed in the direct spectra, with conesponding peaks in the neutral spectra. series of
intemal fragment ions with Pro2 at the N-terminus a-lso appeared. The A and D ions, which

ofúen overlapped, were less abundant and only a few c+2 ions were present. The only
C-terminal ions observed clearly were Yr+2 andY rr+2, corresponding to cleavage before

P¡o residues.

I¡ all cæes the [M+FI]* ion decayed into a partial series of B ions, the yr+2 ion and

a few inæmal fragments beginning at Pro2. The daughters of the B ions were predominantly

B ions and a series of ions with Pro, at the N-ærminus. The inærnal fragment ions

beginning at Pro, exhibiæd decay similar to the B ions. The daughærs of the yr+2 ions æe

predominantly YrBo+l fragments although the corresponding yrAo+l and yrC"+l fragments

appeared as well. A few YrDo+l ions, and some C-terminal ions were also presenl Thus

in most instances the analysis was simila¡ to that for the 21.34 minute fraction described in
detail above.

One inæresting approach that was not used for alamethicin Itr but was used in the

analysis of most of the other alamethicin fractions involves the identihcation of very closely

related peptides approximaæly fourteen mass units apart using the correlation spectra, as

occuned in the 23.33 minute HPLC fraction. The molecular ion region of this HpLC
fraction shows peaks corresponding to two molecula¡ ions with a mass difference of 13 u.

The negative reflecred spectrum, with two M-FII- and two [M+I]- peaks, confirms this.

When a correlation window was set on the envelope of the entire 8,, peak, which

contained two peptides, it was evident that an amino acid substitution had occuned at

position 6 as shown in ftgure 2.17 . The one peptide contained Alau and the other Aibu

(with a mass difference of 14 u). This is I u more than that observed for the molecular ion.

From the Yr+2 conelation spectra, it seemed likely that a partial interchange between Gln
and Glu had occurred, and from work with alamethicin III, residue 18 seemed a likely
candidaæ. The molecula¡ mass difference of 13 u suggested that this occurred in conjunction

with the first interchange at residue 6. Similar analyses were performed for some of the

other HPLC fractions, although not always with such clear results.

To test these results, the 23.33 minuæ fraction was rechromatographed with a pH

of 5.14 instead of 3.5 as had been used previously. The new chromatogram showed that

two peptides were present, one with an ionizable group. Subsequent mass spectrometry of
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the separated components confirmed the sequences suggested above, and the validity of
our method. Note that this fraction and the 21.34 minute fraction discussed above are the

only ones that were rechromatographed.

The compounds observed result from inærchange of various amino acid residues,

as expected from the measurements [Konig '80] on alamethicins prepared by tradirionat
methods. The major components arise from combinations of the variations Alâ4<+Aib4

(14 u) and/or Aibr<+Val, (14 u), Alau++Aib, (14 u), Aibl ?<+Valr ? (14 u), and Gln,,<+Glu,,
(1 u). For the 14 u interchanges, conelation spectra show both the mass change and the

location of the modification, as illustraæd in Fig. 2.L7 . For rhe Gln e+ Glu interchanges,

no specEa at reduced mirror voltages were examined, so the 1 u difference was discemible
mainly in the anomalous isotopic peak height ratios. Also, the molecular ions in the negative

ion spectra sometimes seemed to be I u higher than expected from the positive ion specûa,

perhaps due to the presence of small amounts of peptides containing Glu,, (which would
be expected to produce [M-H]- ions much more readily than a peptide containing Glnrs).
These data were sufficient !o deterrnine that both were usually presenl

using mass spectometry alone to confrnn these sequences wot¡ld have been laborious.

Because the amino acid interchanges always involved either I u or 14 u; because so many

amino acids in the peptides are repeated; and because of the poor resolution (due to
metastable decay), def,rnitive confirmation by mæs spectrometry may not even be possible

in all cæes.

Therefore we attempted to use the HpLC elution time data. various tables of
calculated HPLC retention coefficients [Guo '86, Browne '82] were used as an aid in
choosing among the different peptides suggested by mass spectral sequencing. These tables

did not include ttre Aib residue, and two different methods were used to estimate iß value.

The first, following champney' s method [champney '90] (although he made an arithmetical

enor), assumed that the effect of replacing H with a methyl group in the replacement of
Ala by Aib was the same as the replacement of Gly by Ala. In the second method, the

retention coefficient of Aib was estimated from the coeluting peptides of the 23.33 minute

fraction. No conclusive results were obtained from the retention coefficients. In fact, for
the sequences proposed from MS, the predicted HpLC elution times are inconsistenL This

is at least partially due to the different solvents involved, even though some claims are

made for the universality of the retention coefficients.
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Thus the sequences of the alamethiciru proposed in Table 2.2 a¡e somewhat tentative.
The assignments of the first 14 residues are quite definite for the boldface a.lamethicins, but
the remainder of the peptides are less certain. The proposed sequences show some agrcement

with previous GC/MS dat¿ [Konig '80] for alamethicins prepared by other methods, as

expected. The various alamethicins have previously been separated by HplÆ [Brewer
'87' Balasubramania¡ '81, Bruckner'841, and in one case twelve components werc deæcæd

[Balasubramanian '81]. Therefore it is not unreasonable to conclude that we have observed

11 to 14 alamethicins (see Table 2.2).

2.3.4 DISCUSSION

2.3.4. l. Sequence Determination from the Correlntion Spectra

observation of the daughter ions from decay of the [M+H]. ion is sufficient in
principle to define the sequence, provided that ttre peak assignments are correcl In practice,

however, some of the daughær ions may be absent, or of too low intensity, or may have
poor resolution. rn Fig.2.12 the only B ions strong enough to give good measurements

are B, to Br3. It is therefore necessary to observe also the decay of a number of prompt
fragments. The Yr+2 ion is particularly important in this cæe, since it is the only intense
parent (besides [M+fl*) covering the C-ærminal region of the peptide.

A unique assignment for a daughter is not always possible in a given specrum so it
is helpful to have variow daughter ion spectra available. This is especially true in alamethicin

because of the large number of identical residues; ambiguous peaks are marked with
âsterisks in Table 2.2. These overlaps are often between the B ions a¡d va¡ious unusual
internal fragments (see footnote to the table), which usually depend on the parent ion.
Thereforc different parents tend to have different overlaps occurring in their daughær ion
spectra' so that there is usually at least one conelation spectrum in which a particular ion
peak is unambiguous. This increases our confidence in the interpretation even when, as is

often the case, the alternative assignments seem quite unlikely. For example, the B,
daughter ion appears in 8 different conelation spectra. It overlaps with other ions in the
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daughter spectra of B' (X,uBr+l), Bn (y,oBn+l), and B,r(V,rB,r+l). Although some of
these altemative assignments may be unlikely, it is reassuring to have five other spectra
where B, is clearly assigned. Another example is the B5 daughter which appears in nine
different correlation spectra, in four of them as the major peak. In six cases there is some

ambiguity, but in three the daughter B, is clearly æsigned. As well d and D" ions, and
(, V," and \ ions, often have identical, or very similar, masses.

Ambiguities may also arise in parent ion assignment. For example, Bó and the
intemal fragment YleB?+l differ in mass by only I u, so both a¡e incruded in the same peak

in the neutral spectrum. Most of the -20 daughær ion peaks could originate from either
parent' but three can only come from B, and a different three only from y,rBr+r. Therefore
both parent ions must be present. In such cases it is difficult fo derive any sequence

infonnation from the data unless the one parent is much more likely than the other. Because

the neutral peak, which is used for the correlations (see Appendix 2.6), is broadened in
time due to kinetic energy releæed during met¿stable decay, the peaks of overlapping
parent ions of low mass may be several u apart. For higher mass parent ions, which have
poor signal to noise ratios, the neutral specfum peaks are very wide and overlapping parent

ions may be as much as 15 -20 u apart. Such overlap is usually a disadvantage, as

mentioned. However, if the overlap is between two similar peptides with an amino acid
interchange, it can provide an extremely simple and effective way of determining the nature

and location of the inrerchange, as explained in $2.3.3.5 andEig.2.l7.
The redundancy provided by measuremenæ of daughær ion from a large set of

parents' as in Table 2.1, thus leads to more accurate mass measurements and increased

confidence in the assignments. The usual measurements may leave some unceriainty where
possible residues differ by only one or two u, but such problems can be solved by
bracketing the uncertain residue, as seen for the Glu,r/Gln,, case above, and impurity
leveis may sometimes be estimated, even for mæs differences of one u. on the other hand,

the ambiguity in the intemal fragment parent ion identities renders most of ttreir decay data

useless for sequencing.

Although some peptide antibiotic series containing both charged and uncharged
peptides have linear sequences for the neutral components and a cyclic structure for the

charged ones flang '92], this is obviously not the case for the alamethicins observed.
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2.3.4.2. Decay pattem

As pointed our previously (S1.1.6, 92.2.3.2), bombædment of a solid rarger by
primary ions at kev energies yields a variety of secondary ions at the tårget surface very
similar to those produced by co isional activation of ions in a gas cell at similar energies.
In particular, side chain fragmentations [Martin 'g7] are ofûen observed, enabling leucine
and isoleucine to be distinguished. In both methods continuous (or semicontinuous)
sequences ofone or more fragment ion species are normally produced, but in some cases
our technique appears to be even more infonnative. For exampre, we were abre to obtain
considerable sequence information on the peptide dynorphin A, which has a large number
of basic residues (five) in the centrâr region of the molecule (sr.1.2). By comparison, an
extensive investigation of the compound by trndem mass specrometry, using both high
energy cID of ions produced by LSMS and low energy cID of electrosprayed ions, failed
to yield any coherent series of fragments [Curtis 

,92].

Not only was sequence information gathered, but much fragmentation information
was also obtained. The correlation technique uniquely allows one to acquire information
on the decay of all metastable fragments, on all the neutral fragments, and on the prompt
fragments simultaneously. This can be used to study both prompt and metastable
fragmentation patterns.

A major part of the direct and correlated spectra consists of Bo ions, along with
some of the complementary Y,n+2 ions, particularly the complementary pair Br/yr+2. B,
ions are commonly found in N-acetylated peptides without basic residues, such as alamethicin
III, in which the charge is delocalized [ohnson'88]. Formation ofBo and y.+2 ions for
such peptides may be initiaæd by protonation at the amide nitrogens [Hunt 'g6], which
have a competitively high proton affinity in a nonbasic peptide or by a delocalized proton

[Kenny '92, Mueller '84].

It is clear that cleavage at Aib-pro is favored in the alamethicins, especially from the

intensity of the B, ,/Yr+2 pair of ions. The abundant intemal fragment series \ nB"+ 1 and
YrBo+l also conespond to cleavage at Pro, and pro,o, respectively. Similar behavior is
observed in studies of other peptides containing Aib-pro bonds [Iida ,90, Bruckner ,g4],

and analogous effects are observed in some charged peptides [Martin 'g7, Hunt 'g6] and in
nonbasic bradykinin derivatives [Bunk '91].
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Measurcments have shown that the proton affinity of pro is exceeded only by Arg,
Lys, and Glu [Gorman '92], and perhaps Gln tWu '921. (There is some disagreemenr

between Amster's proton affinity results using the thermodynamic equilibria of isolated

amino acids [Gorman'92] and other results using the less precise [Gorman '92, Wu'92]
kinetic medrod for protonated peptides twu '921. The latter measurements suggest Gln has

a higher proton affînity than Pro, but the alamethicins show no evidence of this.) None of
the frst three residues mentioned is represented in alamethicin Itr. Neglecting the uncertain

Gln, and because acetylation hæ reduced the proton affinity of the N-terminus, it might be

argued that the charge is quite likely to reside on the amide nitrogen of pro, leading to a
preferred formation of the corresponding 8,, and yr+2 ions, as observed in both prompt

fragmentation and unimolecular decay. As mentioned above, however, basic peptides

(i.e. those containing Arg and Lys) may also exhibit large amounts of cleavage at pro, so

proton affinities cannot be the only explanation for the lability of the bond. (For example,

dynorphin A ($2.2) has no big peak at Pro,o, perhaps because the spectrum contains

mostly A and c+2 ions and very few B ions, due to the large number of basic residues. As

mentioned, however, this is an unusually basic peptide which does not behave as most

peptides do (eg. see $1.1.2).) As discussed by Loo et al. tl,oo'931, rhe behavior seems ro

be relaæd to the great stability of peptide fragments containing pro at the N-ærminus. It
may also be related to conformational changes induced by pro [Loo'93]; such changes

have been observed in the alamethicins [Fox '82] and are common.

For alamethicin III, this cleavage was observed for both metast¿ble and prompt

fragmentation. In both cases, the charge could be on either side of the broken bond, to

give either 8,, or Yr+2 ions and either B, or y,r+2 ions. B ,, ions a¡e favored over y7+2

ions in both prompt and metastable decay. Because \n+2 and B, are in different mæs

ranges, it is misleading to compare their peak inænsities. However, the B, daughter ion

spectrum shows that the Pro iminium ion is very strongly favored over the Aib iminium

ion; these two ion peaks arc the only significant ones present in this spectrum (see Table

2.1). It is not clear why the charge prefers to be on the pro side of the bond in the one case

(8, decay) and on the Aib side in the other case (cleavage of Aib, r-pro,o bond), but this is

undoubtedly due to the rest of the peptide in the latter cæe, and may be more directly

relaæd to the location of the proton and the nature of the cleavage in the former case. The

X-ray crystal structure of alamethicin I shows that pro introduces a bend in the helix [Fox
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'821' and it is known that this is common. perhaps such bends, which disrupt the stable
helix form, also provide partial reason why the pro bond is so labile. such a dependence

of fragmentation on secondary structure has been observed in FAB of peptaibols in organic

solutions [Przybylski'85].

A relaæd observation is the abundance of inæmal fragments series y,rBo+ l, and

YrB"+l ions, corresponding to cleavage at pro, and pro,o respectively.

The wealth of data accumulated allows some observations regæding the merastabie

decay of alamethicin and its prompt fragments. It is interesting to note that the direct
spectrum peaks in Fig. 2.1 la represent the total amount of each fragment io n produced (i.e.

both the metastable decay products and the ions that rcach the detector intact), alttrough the
peak intensities may also reflect some mass dependence of the detector efficiency of the
microchannel plate deæctors. The neuEal pea}s shown in Fig.2.1lb represent the amount

of each prompt parent ion decaying, since they represent neural daughters reaching

detector 1 when the ion mirror field is on (g 1.2.4.3). As is evident from Fig. 2. I 1, A, and

Br exhibit less decay than average (probably because they contain no peptide bonds), and

B, and Yr+2 show more metastable decay than the rest of the fragments. The unusual

susceptibility of 82 to metastable decay confirms that the Aib-pro bond is labile in the gas

phase ion as well as during desorption/ionization and in solution chemistry. This is also

shown by the inærnal fragment daughter ion series appearing in many of the correlation

spectra. The slightly above average decay of the yr+2 ion is not understood.

The peptide maps shown in Table 2.1 arso provide information regarding the decay

of closely relaæd ions. The uncertainties in the daughær ion assignments, as discussed in
$2'3.4.1, are not a serious problem because the unusual daughter ions are less likely.
Therefore, the intensity data for the Bo ions is expected to be valid in such cases. (on the

other hand, ambiguities in the parent ion identiry make it difficult to extract any meaningful

fragmentation information from the decay data, so again the decay of the y,nB"+l inæmal

fragment ions (Iable 2.1b) does not provide any conclusive data.)

Electron ionization (EI) stability data obtâined many years ago [Biemann '62, see

also Prrybylski '841 indicate that fragments with c-terminal Aib residues a¡e more stable

than those with c-terminat Ala residues, and that peptides ending with Gln are much less

stable. It is inæresting to note that the amounts of prompt fragment ions produced do not
seem to correspond to the ståbility considerations for EI gas phase dissociations, although
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there is a low abundance of B, ions. However, the meøstabl¿ fragments (as defined
above, those arising from metastable decay) showed a correspondence with the EI gas

phase stability data, suggesting that these data also apply to metastable decay. As can be

seen in Table 2.1a, the daughær ions with Aib end groups åre generally most abundant,
and the daughter ions ending in Gln, are the least abundant. This is especially obvious
when comparing the correlation spectra of the various different alamethicins (data not
shown). Although these stâbility considerations do not seem to be valid for prompt ion
formation in sIMS , they do seem to be valid in the FAB spectra of the paracelsins, which
are similar to the alamethicins [przybylski '84]. However, it is important ûo note that in the

experiment with the paracelsins, a double focussing specEometer was used; of course only
the stable ions survived the flight through the spectrometer. on the other hand, in the direct
ToF spectra examined for the alamethicins, a/l of the ions formed at the target a¡e observed

at the detector, not only the stable ones. Thus in the direct spectra, the amounts of
fragment ions formed at the target are represented, not the gas phase stability. In the

correlation spectra the gas phase stability is measured, however, and the data agrees with
what is expected.

I¡ the series of Bo ions, resulting from both prompt formation (direct and reflected

spectra) and metastable decay (corretated spectra), B, has a very low abunda¡ce. This is
not due to the metastable decay (r. e. the gas phæe ståbility) of the B, ion, because its peak

is small in both the neutral and the direct spectra; the probability ror its formation is
therefore low. The reason for this is not clear, but perhaps the amide group of Gln.,

reduces the proton affinity of the peptide bond nitrogen of residue g by non-bonding
interactions, thus lowering the population of ttris form of decomposing ions.

As mentioned, the alamethicins have an anomalously large extent of metastable

decay. we also observed such decay for a synthetic alamethicin in which Ala replaces all
of the Aib residues and a carboxylic acid at the c-ærminus replaces the alcohol. Data,

simila¡ to that described above for alamettricin ltr, were obtained for ttris synthetic alamethicin.

They demonstrate thæ neither the Aib residues nor the terminal alcohol seems to be responsible

for the tremendous amount of metastable decay. From previous work on alamethicin I and

II [chait '82, Pandey '77], it seems that rhe peprides containing Glu instead of Gln also

undergo much decay. Thus the neutrality of the peptide does not seem to have an effect.
However, the lack of basic residues in the peptide and of a basic NH, at the N-terminus
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seem to be significa¡L

The fact that the peptide is not basic may arso be rerated to the unusual intensities of
sodiaæd molecular ion peaks in sIMS of all of the alamethicins, although it is just as likely
to be relaæd to the fact that the alamethicins form ion channels and therefore must have
some special affinity for ions. The [M+Na]. and the [M+K]- ions are much more stable
than the M+FIJ- ions, but even so, the inænsity of the cationized peaks is unusually high in
comparison to the protonaæd peak, as the linea¡ ToF data show As pointed out in $2.3.3.1,
the MALDI experiments on a mixhre containing alamethicin Itr show explicitly that alamet¡icin
III has a much higher affinity for Na* and K* than four other common peptides; only the
alamettricin peak is cationized with almost no molecular ion present (even afær rinsing in
ice .' ater as recommended by Beavis and chait [Beavis'90]), and the other pea]s are
protonated and not cationized at all. Because alamethicins form ion channels, it is not
unlikely that they would have a special affiniry for ions such as Na* and K* and that these

ions might stabilize the molecule in the gas phase. The resulrs mentioned in g2.3.3.2.1

indicate that the cation may reside on one of the th¡ee c terminat residues, although the data

is fa¡ from conclusive. A fragmentation process observed in FAB MS/lvfs of cationized
peptides, in which the c-terminal rcsidue is lost [Kulik'g9], was not observed, presumably

because this reaction is not favored for amino alcohols.

varying degrees of cationization were arso observed for alamethicin I [chait'g2],
trichosporin-B [Iida '90], trichoroxin A-50 (although in this series of experiments the
paracelsins showed no cationizarion at all) [Bruckner'g4, przybylski'g4], the hypelcins

[Fujita'84], and trichor¿ianine [Bodo'85]. No sodiarion occurre/ in the synthetic alamethicin

in which all of the Aib residues were converted to Ala residues, but because there was no

sodium present in the sample at all, this is not signif,rcant. similar effects were observed

for nonbæic bradykinin derivatives tBunk '911. (The bradykinin showed M'* ions rarher
than [M+H]. ions, but the alamethicins and other peptaibols show no evidence of this.)

As mentioned in 91.2, the flight time of a neutral daughter serves to identify its
parent, i.e. a molecular ion or a "prompt fragment". The peaks in the neutral spectra are

quiæ broad, e.g. -190 ns for the (M+H)* ion conesponding to a mæs resolution lvllalr4*r*
-75, consistent with previous results lstånding '8g]. The peak widrh is determined mainly

by the spread in velocity of the daughters produced by metastable decay; this results from
the finiæ energy release in the disinægration. A "prompt fragment" can of course be
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produced directly at the target by the primary ion impact. In addition, however, the
fragment may itself be a product of the decay of a larger ion close to the ta¡get, as discussed
in Appendix 2.6. For example, the 8,, "prompt fragment" peak in the neutrar spectrum
defures B,, ions that are produced within -100 ns afær impac! and that subsequently decay

in free fiight. The low intensity of the B! series ions beyond 8,. indicaæs that any such
ions produced at the target have lifetimes < 100 ns.

2. 3.4. 3. Corr e lntion Te chniqu e

The principal advantage of the present method is seen in the large amount of datâ -all of the correlation specra as well as the neutral and dircct spectra - produced in a single
experimental run. since all daughter ions are produced at the same time, problems of
normalization are minimized and the overall decay pattem shows up clearly. The redundancy
provided is a considerable help in æquence determination.

A related advantage is the increased sensitivity inherent in the ToF correlation
æchnique. unlike in other spectrometers, ions are not lost when they decay, but can be
used to obtain sequence information. The only scanning ever needed involves reducing the
rnirror voltage, and this is not often needed. Although -5 nmol of sample were used on a
target puely for convenience, we have previously reported [Tang '91, '90j that this technique

is capable of giving almost complete daughter ion spectm from samples of -200 femtomoles.
However, if the smaller sample reduced the number of ions produced, we would have had

o increase the primary ion cunent or else take data for a longer time.

A disadvantage is the limited resolution (lvf/ÂM < 100 here) obtained for the neutral
daughters which represent the parent ions; this is probably due partly to metastable decay

both in and after the accelerarion region ($1.2.4.3,93.4.2 and appendix 2.6), aswell asto
the pulse widths of the I- ion source (g L4.1.1). This resolution is considerably lower rhan

the resolution of MS-l in most tandem spectrometers. similar values to ours have been

reported for ToF instruments where the parent ions are selected by opening a gate between

the acceleration region and the mirror [Hoyes '94, Kaufmann '93], so the limit is not
irnposed by the correlation method; rather it is a result of selecting the parent in a linear
ToF spectrometer. It may be possible to do better in a tandem ToF instrument where
paænt ions a¡e selecæd afær reflection lcomish'93, seeterlin'93], but at the cost of lower
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sensitivity.

A second disadvantage is the rarge amount of time required for a run-severar
hours in general. Here there is an intrinsic limitation specific to the correlation technique;
the overall counting rate must be limited to less than one conelated pair per pulse in order to
denine the correlated particle uniquely. However, the practical limitation at present is the
speed of the data system, which restricts the counting rate to < 4000 eventvs. consequently,
the pulse repetition rate is limited to 4 kHz. In principle, this repetition rate is limiæd only
by the longest flight time of interesl Recent improvements allow accelerating voltages up
to 30 kv, and therefore shorter flight time, permitting a pulse repetition rate of 20 kHz.
Thus an improvement in counting rate by a factor - 5 is expecæd with a faster data system,
now under development; further improvements may be possible.

2.3.4.4. Comparison with other peptaibols

various different families of fungal antibiotics, very similar to the alamethicins,
have been analyzed by mass spectromefy and some results will be compa¡ed to the alamettricin

results. The spectra observed by FAB MS and MS/lvfs techniques are similar to those
obtained by ToF sMS. For example, the hypelcins and the alamerhicins which both
contain Pro, give very similar spectra. The trichosporin-B's and the paracelsins contain
AIa, in place of Pro2, but are very similar to the alamethicins in other respects. strong
metåstable decay, which can be exploited only by the ToF sIMs conelation method or
theoretically by FIMS (but see the FTMS results below), is observed. A few primary
sequences are shown in Table 2.3, and, some of the mass spectrometry results will be

discussed and compared to alamethicin results.

Alamethicin I, studied by ToF pDMs tchait'g2i, also shows grear affiniry for Na,
and even contains a substantial [M+2Na-H]- peak. A and D ion variants containing Na, B
ions (except 8-,) and c+2 ions occurred. Metastable decay occurred, as evidenced by the
peak widths, but some daughter neutrals were probably lost due to the extrcmely long
flight tube (3 m long, with an electrostatic particle guide). However, this could explain the

absence of the metastable [M+I!. ion, which was present in our ToF SIMS results;
perhaps excess Na was present in these experiments. The metastable B ,, ion, which is very
abundant in the ToF sIMS spectra, is also absent in these specaa. The [M+H]. ion does
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Table 2.3 Sequences of some related pepta¡bols

Alamethicins and related pepta¡bots
The 

-sequences are given in the usual single letter amino acid code: Ac=ãcetyl; ol=alcohol; A=Ala;
B=Aib; E=Glu; F=Phe; G=Gly; l=lle; J=lva-=isovaline; L=Leu; p=pro; e=Gln: S=Se¡; V=Val

alameth¡cins
Ac-8,-P¡8.á¡!r-4.!¡9cV;B"cri-Le-8a-Ps-Vrs-B'u-Bn-Eß-Qie-Fæ-ol (1, 23.33a m¡n fraction)
Ac-Br-prBs-A1-ps-!;oip"-v,-Blc,i_1"_a"-el-vl_ai-si,_ei_oi_rlor (r,¡
Ac-B,-P¿B¡A.-9ç$or!rv"-a"c,,-t_"-e"-el-v"-ai-a"ai-o"_f]_otitii, 21.g4 min fEcr¡on)
Ac-8,-P¡8.-4.-B¡86-0r86-ViB;€;i-t_"-a"-el-vi-ei-er_oici-r"_ot i23.33b min fracrion)

f*pr-!t!.'f.-!r f".!z.BeV;BoG,r-L!2-Bs-Ps-Vrs-Bß-B,r-E'"-e.-Fro{ {alam l}
Ac-B¡P¡8.€çAç85-Or-Bs-Be-BrcCr-1"-Al-el-V,,-V"l¿"girO"-fl-l (a rhe different
substitut¡ons that have been observed so far, eanaeyãnc- nn-ineñart] Bruòkner et al, and Konig
and Ayden. Note that this ¡s nol a sequence, b't meiery shows which amino acids have been 

"
¡nterchanged, and at which locâtions- Compare table ã.2)

hypelcins [Fujita '8a]
Ac-8¡P¡B¡Ao-!¡B;!r!e Ç-p"C,r-Bt2-BÉ-pt.-Vrs-B'"-8r?-O€-O€-Ç-ol (A-l(t ))Ac-8,-p¿8.-A¡!¡1.!¡9eÇ-8"c,,-s"-al-el-v,ial_ai,o"o i_Çd ial (zj¡
fc-!i!*!. {,,:$-86-0rBs-l-i-8rc€,.4"-s"-el-v,ia"-ei-o"-oi1õ¡*ño¡àí'1a-rrr1s¡Ac-8,-p¿B¡A.-9¡!.-!re,- rea 

"c,.a"-e"-el-vi,-al_e i,_oioi_Çoi 1e_iv1+¡)Ac-B,-p¡8.-A¡B¡86-ert_s-Bo€o-Br,-e"-sl-el-v,i_a"-s"o,r_oi-Ç-ot 
1À 1s¡j 

"

paracelsins [Bruckner'84]

fc'prft-!. f.-!r-46-9rPs-Vo-B,o€rr-B,,-Bß-Pr¡-Vr5-B$-Bo-Q*Q"-Frot (A)
Ac-8,-4"-8.-Ao-!r-1.!¡9¡Ç-g"Crr-8,2-BÉ-p,.-V,s-8"-e"O"-O,n-f"ot 

@i
1c-!r.!-!. f.-p,-P"!i!,-v,!"c,,-e"-al-el-vl-ai-s,oi-o"-rla þ)
Ac-Bf-ArB3-41-85-BdQrBs-l-g-B'ocr,-B!2-BÉ-p;_vrs_B16-_e,roo_o,r-rþt 

1oj

trichospor¡n-Bs fl ida'9Ol

1c-!rþ-f. {.-!r-!".!i!rÇ-p"cir-L!2-BÉ-P11-vrs-B16-B17-o€-Qß-Fæ{l ffs-B-ta)
Ac-tsf-ArArA1-!ts-86-Qr88-l_r-Bþcí-L,?_Bs_ps_vr;_B;_a,ro,r_ol-rra fls.sllla)Ac-B¡Ár-A¡A¡8,-!;!i!e | ;!"c,,-1"-a"-el_vji-ai_a,,_oi-oi_r,a 6sc-rttuj
fc'piAz'As Aifs-!.-!,.!,-l;8"c,,-t-"-al-el-v,ial-eiro;-oii-r].t trs€-ltrciAc-B¡Ar-A¡A¡!¡!e.!i!rv,-8"c,,-t_"-al_el-v,,_a"_a"o"-oi_r]or þs_+rrrj¡Ac-8,-A¡A¡A¡pr-9.!¡9eÇ-9"C,¡Lo-Bo-p,"-Vo--8"--.1"_Oi-oi_rlol 

çrS_e-rVd¡
îc-tsiA?-83-A.gs-8"-Or-Br-V¡Bo€,r_L,2_Bt3_pi¡_v;_B;_af-ol-o"_r,a tfs_B-lvciAc'piAiAr Ai!s-p"-!i!,-v,-8"c,,-t-"-s"-e"-v*-ei-.ti,-oi-oi,-rlor çrs-e-tva¡Ac-Br-42-43-A.ps-!;!i!r:ln-BoG,r-Lir-Bß-ps_V!s-B;-So-Oo:O,i-_rþt 

CfS-B_v) 
'

Ac'ts,-&-BrA.Ps:!..!i!e le B"G',-Le-BÉ-P;-v,íB;-ai,-o"-ol-r"ol tts-B-vía)
Ac-8,-A¡4.-A.-B5-86-0rBs-le- Btoc,i-t_,.-a,.-el-v,r_ei._1,,_o"-oir-rlot þs_e_vru¡
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not appear in spectra of âIamethicins I and tr using pD FrMs [Loo 'g7] either, presumably

because of the time berween ion formation and detection (1-2 min collection time, during
which any metastable decay results in fragment ions in the spectrum; 6 ms rf excitation
pulse; 65 ms detection time). There are very few fragment ions in this spectrum compared

to the ToF PDMS spectra, however, and the authors suggest that is due to the time
differences involved. on the other hand, it is remoæly possible that the excess Na present

in the ToF study and the K added in the FTMS experimenrs may have inhibiæd the

formation of the [M+F{. ion. ln comparison, ToF sIMS results in the direct spectra show

the [M+H]- and other ion peaks clearly, and in the correlation spectra they provide
sequence information; thus nzcå less information is lost in our æchnique.

Hypelcin A, which is crystalline and uniform in thin layer chromatography (i.¿. it
seems pure), has been shown to be a mixturc of peptides using FAB MS, NMR, HPLC

and amino acid analysis [Fujita '84]. The hypelcins differ from the alamethicins at essentially

three positions, residues 9, 12 and 20 (except for hypelcin A5 in which several pairs of
adjacent amino acids are reversed), as shown in Table 2.3. None of these residues is

expected to influence the mass spectmm very much. FAB-MS of each of the peptides

showed the [M+Na]. and [M+K]. ions and three series of fragment peaks: the B ions up to
B,r; a series of YrB.+1 ions (m=15-19) ending with y r+2, and a series of \rB.+l ions
(m=3-8, sometimes 9,10,11,12; if m=7, the peak is \nBr+O). læucine and isoleucine
were distinguished by amino acid analysis. The metastable [M+t . was not observed and

many of the fragments were of low inænsity, presumably due to decay in the spectrometer.

Leu-paracelsin, which differs from the alamethicins at residues 2, 9 and 12, has

been examined using ToF PDMS and shows mmy similar spectral features [Buko '90]. of
course, since Pro, is not present, the internal fragment series \rB,+l is not expected,

although the Y?8,+1 series is expected because pro,o is present. The direct spectrum

contains predominantly B ions up to B,r, excepting Br. Although the published spectrum

contains many other pealc, these are not identified. I¡ fhe moleculæ ion region only the

[M+Na]* peak was identilied in the spectrum, although its shoulder suggesrs a [M+H]*
peak [Noæ: the BIoIoN 20 ToF MS used has a shorr flighr tube length (only 14 cm) and

an acceleration voltage of 19 kv, which could explain such poor resolution to some extenll
It is interesting to note that the non-peptaibol peptides in this study exhibited only the

[M+H]. ion and no cationized species. AII of the B ions up to position 13 are noted, and
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Yr+2 can be seen as well; very few other peaks seem to occur, suggesting that the y7B.+1

series may decay more easily than the B ion series. strong metastable decay was evidenced

by the comparatively wide peaks. In another study of paracelsin using HpLC and FAB on
a double focussing spectrometer, however, the [M+H]. ion is observed but no sodium
adduct is seen, perhaps due to redistilling the HpLC eluents (although the similar peptaibol

trichotoxin, which was also studied in these experiments using redistilled eluents, did
contain a [M+Na]. peak) [Bruckner '84].

The trichosporin-Bs differ from the alamethicins at positions 2, 3, 9, and 17 and a¡e

otherwise quite similar [Iida '90]. The AIa, which replaces pro, does not encourage

internal sequence formation. Thus, in comparison with alamethicin III, the spectrum is
simplified and contains less sequence information, but only due to the nature of the peptide,
nor due to the capabilities of the ûechnique. It is instructive to compare the FAB MS and

FAB Ms/l4s resulrs reporred for trichosporin-B-vlb with the ToF sIMS and roF SIMS
conelation results obtained for alamethicin IrL Note that in the comparison (Table 2.4)
peaks due !o intemal cleavage at Pro, in alamethicin are ignored because no such peaks are

expecæd for the trichosporins.

It is evident from Table 2.4 that more information is available from ToF sIMs than
from FAB MS, as has been reported previousry. This is probabry due to the larger energy
transfer in a solid target compared to a liquid one, which leads to more sequence-specific
fragmentation, although a difference in spectrometers also plays a role [Ens '93]. The
extensive Bo ion data present in the ToF sIMS results provided a significant advantâge in
sequencing and reduced the need for extensive amounts of correlation data, although these

data were obviously still necessary to refine and confirm the sequence. In FAB, sequence

i¡formation on residues 7 to 20 could onty be obtained from MS/r4s experiments.

In the daughter ion spectra a larger amount of data is reported for alamethicin Itr
compared to that reported for the trichosporin-B-Mb rhis is probably due to loss of
metastable decay ions in the FAB MSÆr,IS study. on the other ha¡d, we can expect that the

ToF sIMs correlation results, especially those with just one mirror voltage, have much
worse resolution, leading to some difficulties in sequence determination æ repeaædly noted

above. Note that in FAB MS/Ids, even when using a triple quadrupole spectrometer, itis
possible to choose only the parent ion, whereas in the TOF-sIMS conelation method one
must set a window on a broad neutral peak, which may include more than one parent
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Tat le 2.4 FAB MS and MS/MS. of a Tr¡chosporin [lida .90] compared to SIMS(direct and correlated spectra) ot an AtamJthicìn'"--

Entire spectrum
FAB MS: 8n, n=1-6,8,1o,13; y7+2; [M+Na]r: some unidentifed row mass and morecurar ionreg¡on peaks

Loi^",.'IÌ 
o]!*t *ectrum'l Bn, n=1-14; Y7+2; [M+Na]'; [M+H]'; [M+Kj';Aib, pro, Gfn and Leutmmrnrum rons; rrrìny snnll B_. yp.+1, A., C"+2, D., y_+â 

1òesidàs ihe y.+e ions mentionJabove), Z-' V..ard w- ions aie ooserve¿ì¡tü ttr"y'å.J"tt 
"nratt"nd 

exhibit much overrap and arelherefore considered to be unreliable.

fM+Hl' daughters
FAB MS/MS: *no acceptable resulls,'
corr-TOF SIMS": Bn, n=B-13; A1 i ,D9à, yz+z

813 daughters
FAB MS/MS: Bn, n=8-13 andA12orDl?ithe spectrum was shown from 600u lo1177ucorr-TOF SIMS.': gn, n=4-12; AB, CB+2. or Dg??

B8 daughters
FAB M9MS: Bn, n=l-B; ¿156 5qme unlabelled peaks
corr-TOF SIMS": Bn, n=3-Z; An, n=3S; C6+2;äfso some unidentified peaks

Y7+2 daughters
FABI\¡IS/MS: yTBn+1, n=i5-i9; yZAf s+1, yZ+2
co_rr-TOF SIMS: YTBn+', n=iS-19; y7|1i+1or y7Dt6+1;y7A1B+l; y7.t7+t; 23: yg+2;
YzD19+1 ; other smarr YTAI s+i, n=15-18; note that rhe resorution of it u"" p""k"ìå" ;;it; p*.
Y7815+1 daughters
FAB MS/MS: Pro immonium; yZB14+i; yTAiS+1
con-ToF slMS: the parent peak overraps with A f , and the daughters present are diagnostic of A1

. 
I "Note: These rists ¡gnore rhe ¡nternar fragm€nt peaks due to aramethic¡n creavage at pro2 whichare irrelevant in the comparison, because no such cleavage is expected at trichosporin,s Ala2.
2'this ion coincided with another peak expected due to creavage at pro2, so ¡ts assignment is notcertain.
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(ç2.4.2). Although rhis may not always be a disadvanrage (g2.3.3.5), it usually is. A
comparison of the Yr+2 peaks for the two peptaibols highlights the advanrages of having a

collision cell, good resolution throughout the mass range, and a large beam cunent. The

daughær ion spectrum is very clear and infonnative for the trichosporins, whereas the ToF
shlS spectrum is obviously less informative (Fig. z.l4). Nore rhar rhis is the among the

worst spectra analyzed in these experiments. However, as mentioned, the ToF sIMS
æchnique is more sensitive, because the metasøble decay ions a¡e not lost, because mass

scanning is not necessary, and because of the dat¿ logging technique which allows decay

information to be obtained on every decaying ion in the spectrum rvithout repeating an

experiment. FAB was no more successful at differentiating Leu and Ile than ToF sIMS
was; these were differentiated by variurts of NMR spectroscopy. Iva and val were also

explicitly differentiaæd by these techniques [Iida 90], unlike in the alamethicin work where

this was not done.

2.3.5 CONCLUSION

Alamethicin III, like the two alamethicins known previously, has eight a-
aminoisobutyric acid residues, ân acetyl group at the N-terminus, and a phenylalaninol at

the c-ærminus. It has neither acidic nor basic residues, unlike alamethicins I and II which
have an acidic residue. Its sequence, from mass spectrometry alone, is

Ac-Aibr-Pror-Ai br-Atao-Aibr-AIa.. Gl nr.Ai br-Valr-Ai bro-

Gly,r.(tæu/I/e),r-Aibr.-Proro-Valrr-Äib,o-Aib,r-Gln,r-Gtnrr-phero-ol

This sequence agrees with the NMR data, which reveal that residue 12 is tæu and confirm
that val is present instead of lva. Sequences are proposed for a number of the minor
components of the mixture produced by the fungus. ln addition, the data yielded by the

ToF correlation æchnique have given an improved understanding of the fragmentation
processes taking place in these compounds.
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CHAPTER 3

SIMS OF LANGMUIR BLODGETT FILMS

3.1 FUNDAMENTALS

In ion bombardment as used in SMS, a primary paÍicle (ion or neutral) strikes a
surface with several kev energy, disrupts the surface, and produces neutral and ionized

secondary species. How this process can result in the desorption and ionization of large,

labile biomolecules has not yet been elucidated, although many experimental investigations

have been performed [Ens'93]. Much progress has, however, been made in the closely
related sputæring theory of inorganic species from a solid target

3.1.1 PRODUCNON OF SECONDARY IONS

The collision cascade model [Sigmund '72,'77 ,'811, which is rhe besr_supporred

description of the sputtering process, explains the interactions of an incident particle and a

monoelemental target madrematically. In this model, the incident particle undergoes elastic,

binary collisions with target atoms until it comes to rest. Because the velocity of the

incident ion is considerably less than that of the tffget electrons (the Bohr velocity), the

incident particle interacts with the target atom æ a whole (i.e. with its center of mæs). In
fact, because neither momentum nor energy is t¡ansferred from the incident ion to the

lstger electrons (i. ¿. atoms are neither excited nor ionized), the collisions are considered to

be elastic. The target atoms are considered to be free and at rest, because their binding and

initial kinetic energies are small compared to the kinetic energy of the incident particle.
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Target atoms which are set in modon by the incident particle colide with orher
molecules and generate a "collision cascade", In the case of a "spike", all (not just a small
fraction) of the atoms within a certain volume a¡e in motion; much energy is dissipaæd in a

smaller volume than occurs in a spike, and the ions all share a high level of energy. By
some def,rnitions, the disturbance is a spike if the average energy in this volume is greater

than the minimum energy necessary for a sputæring event. when the excitation (í.e. the

cæcade or the spike) inærsecs the surface with enough energy, sputtering (which refers to

removal of mass from the target) of target atoms occurs.

The most successful description of ttre origin of the charge of large organic molecules

is the qualiøtive precursor model [Benninghoven '83] which staæs that a precursor is
formed at the tårget surface and is desorbed in a very short period of time (<i0'e s) by a
very fast (<10-12 s) transfer of small amounts of kinetic energy. (Larger amounts of kinetic
energy transferred to the molecule cause fragmentation.) The precursor tends to conserve

is charge sign. Precursor formation is strongly influenced by the chemical composition of
the surface' which in turn is determined by the substrate, by its pretreatment, and by

sample deposition conditions. Noble metals, especially Ag, provide betær [M+H]r yield
than the reactive metals which often bind to organic molecules. (As mentioned, nitrocellulose

is an even more favorable substrate, probably because it affects desorption.)

The bombarding particle properties, such as mass, energy, and charge have less

pronounced effects on the nature of the spectrum than the t¿rget surface does [Ens '93]. hr

fact, a comparison of specra resulting from particle induced desorption methods at kev and

MeV energies led to the conclusion that desorption / ionization ß an indirect result of the

excit¿tion induced by the primary ions, such as spikes and collision cascades. other data

suggest that thermal spikes are more likely than linear collision cæcades to cause desorption.

secondary ion yields and mass range do increase for primary ions with increased energy,

higher mass [Zhou '93, Benninghoven '87] and a more glancing incident angle [Ens '93].

It is inæresting that the chemical reactivity ofthe primary ions can influence the spectrum

($3.+¡.

Primary ion-induced emission of secondary ions is the basis for SMS. Because

each incident particle damages an area of the target as well as causing desorption, the

primary ion cunent must be very low when examining targets of large fragile molecules in
order to prcvent unnecessary damage. under these conditions (static sIMS) the primary ion
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current density is < 10'' A"/cm', with a toÞl primary ion dose of < 10rz to 10,, /cmz

[Benninghoven '76].

3.2 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LANGMUIR.BLODGETT FILM
STUDIES

A promising way to study the desorption/ionization of organic morecures by kev
ion bombardment is to use sIMS on a molecularly organized system. such systems exist
and can be prepared as SIMS targets using the Langmuir Blodgett (LB) technique described

below. The resulting targets have a definite number of monomolecular layers of vertically-
aligned fatty acids, fatty acid salts, or other amphiphilic molecules.

In this work we made LB films of different thicknesses of stearic acid / Cd stearate

(as well as the deuteraæd fìlms) to study prompt and metastable fragmentation and the yield
versus thickness of molecular ions and prompt fragments. The goal of the experiments,

studying energy deposition at different depths, was not achieved but much preliminary
information was obtained.

The integrity of LB films depends strongly on the conditions of their preparation

[Peærson'90, Veale '85, Hasmonay'80, Kuhn'72, Spink'67, Gaines '66, Gaines ,60],

and unfortunately not all sIMs-LB experiments meet the stringent recommendations of
those most successful in the fîeld [Kuhn '72].

3.2. I t A,NGMU I R- B LO DGETT M Il LTI LAZERS : AN r NTRO DU CTr ON

oil films can be spread very easily on water as has been known for many centuries.

To produce a higtrly ordered layer of aligned molecules, however, requires careful attention

to detail and cleanliness [Peterson'90, Agarwal'88, Tredgold'g7, Hasmonay ,g0, Kuhn
'72, Gaines '66, Btodgett '34,'35, '37a,'37b1. Many kinds of molecules can be used to
produce monolayer films: fatty acids, fatty acid salts, polymers, proteins, dyes, porphyrins,
phthalocyanines and a¡omatic molecules lpeterson '90, Hann '90]. Monolayers, which are
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like 2-dimensional analogues of 3-dimensional materials, exhibit 'solid', 'riquid, and ,gas,_

like phases as evident in Fig. 3.1, where the sùeepest srope represents a ,sorid,phase 
and

the less steep slopes a 'liquid' and 'gas' phase. Other phases have been identified (often
involving titting of the hydrocæbon chains, stripe structu¡es and buckling) [Bourdieu 

,94a,

Bourdieu '94b, D. Schwarrz ,94a, D. Schwarrz ,94b, Bourdieu ,93, Ruiz_Garcia ,93,

Henon '91, Qiu '91, Lin '90, Neuman 'g4r but we will only discuss the three main phases,
realizing ttrat they are idearizations and may, depending on experimentar conditions, contain
domains of other, morc subtle, phæes [peterson '90]. Discontinuities and differences in
orientation of the hydrocarbon ta s are common, and it tums out that monolayers are quite
simila¡ to smectic liquid crystals [peærson '90].

In the 'sorid' phase, the morecures are aligned peqpendicular to the water surface
with the carboxylic 'heads' in the water and the hydrocarbon ,tails, above it often in a
hexagonal close packing configuration [eg. Lin '90, Kuhn ,72]. -fhe averâge morecula¡
a¡ea in the plane of the water is -0.205 nm2 and is similar to the morecurar cross section
which is -0.185 nm2 [shaw'70]. Recently it has been shown [D. schwa¡tz ,93] rhar rhe
area per morecule is primar y controled by the counter ion, added to the subphase, which
becomes associated with the film itself. The lattice dimensions and the symmetry are
influenced by alkane chain close packing.

In the 'liquid' or expanded phase, the surface area occupied by each morecule is
several times larger than the morecurar cross section but the firm is stin coherent and
homogenous. Physically, the morecule's head is in the waær, and its tail is randomly
intertwined with those of its neighbors. r¡wer temperanres may 'freeze, a liquid, monorayer
into a'solid'one. some suggest that the f'm is not homogenous but that hydrogen
bonding between the head groups, or va¡r derwa¡rs'or dipore-dipore forces (also known
as dispersion forces [Barker'91]) between the hydrocarbon chains keeps small islands of
film together [eg' schlossman '9r, Ries '55]. some such resurts may occur near phase
transitions, and some have been at*ibuted to experimentar anifacts [Ferestehkhou ,g6,

Sheppard '64, Ries '551.

In the 'gas' phæe, the molecules are independent; their heads are in the water a¡d
thei¡ tails may lie nearly frat. Thus they each take up a larger surface a¡ea of -r-2 nmz
lGaines '66]' Their behavior approaches that of a two dimensionar analogue of the three
dimensionar ideal gas law at morecula¡ a¡eæ of -50 nm2 (if the intefaction with the aqueous
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subphase is ignored). such a huge area is necessary for this approximarion because the

ideal gas law requi¡es that the molecules must be of negligible size.

A monolayer in the 'solid' phæe can be buitt up onto a slide using the Langmuir-

Blodgett dipping technique shown in Fig. 3.2. While the surface pressure ($3.3.3.2.2) is

kept constant ($3.3.3.2) a clean slide is dipped inro the water. Depending on its surface

properties it will attract its first layer when it is dipped into the subphase (hydrophobic

slide) or when it is pulled from the subphase (hydrophilic slide) Once the first monolayer

has been deposited, the slide gains another monolayer each time it passes through the

surface, and a multilayer filrn of well-organized, ordered monomolecular layers is produced.

Such films are called Y multilayers; those which are coated only on immersion are X layer

filrns, and those coated only on emersion are Z-layer films [Peterson '90, Popowitz-Biro

'88, Gaines '661.

The X, Y, or Z nature of f m deposition depends saongly on the aqueous subphase,

especia[y its pH and the concentration of any counter ions present [Hasmonay '80]. To

deærmine this experimenally, the transfer ratio r

r = area of ML removed from the subphase

coated substrate a¡ea

(3.1)

is deærmined by measuring the change of monolayer area at constânt surface pressure. In
pure Y films îup+ao*o=l. XY films æe defined by fuocroo*o=1; it seems that many fatty

acid salts gradually develop some X type characteristics after many layers of the LB frlm

have been deposiæd [Honig '74]. The value of r is also affected by the LB substrate.

Obviously, coating films one molecule thick is a delicaæ procedure. The aqueous

subphase, the monolayer itself, and the substraæ to be coated must be as clean as possible.

This requires a dust free working a¡ea. As well it requires careful cleaning of equipment

subphase and substrate. Vibrations must be avoided to prevent breakage of the monolayer

during coating; otherwise the coated film will have striations of thicker and thinner films

than expected. The choice of counûer ion, subphase pH, surface pressure during coating,

dipping speed md film substrate a]l influence the resulting multilayer structure [¿g. peterson

'90, Bolbach '88a, Hasmonay '80, Spink'67, Gaines '661. Even though films have been

sho\ryn to be quiæ stable oußide vacuum [Peterson'90], they should be stored carefully in
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a clean environment, ard used as soon as possible.

3.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SIMS OF LBML'S

The tacit assumption in SIMS of LB films has always been that the film structure

has few imperfections and can be used as a model surface. This has been tesæd, with
varying degrees of rigor, by many investigators using a variety of methods: the value of the

transfer ratio r ($3.2.l)[eg. Spink '67, Gaines '66], rhe value of rhe conracr angle 0

($3.3.3.2.2) throughout monolayer coaring lHasmonay '80], radiography [Spink'6?,
Gaines '601, ellipsomeuy [Henon'91], energy transfers across LB layers using dyes and

fluorescence [Kuhn'72], fluorescence microscopy [eg. Meller'88], x-ray diffraction fDutta
'871, electron microscopy [Ferestehkou '86, Neuman '84, Spink,6?, Sheppard '64],

electron diffraction [Peterson'83, Kuhn'72], LB frlm capacitance and conductivity (which

are very sensitive to defects and inhomogeneities) [Peærson '90, Kuhn ,72], atomic force

microscopy [Florsheimer '93, D. Schwa¡tz'93a, D.schwartz'93b, Ulma¡'91, Burnham

901, and other more specialized æchniques [Hickel '89].

Some recent work using atomic force microscopy (noæ that the scanning tip affects

the film [Florsheimer '93]) and fluorescence microscopy (noæ that the fluorescent material

added may affect the monolayer behavior) shows defect structures (hotes in a bilayer,

dislocations) [Bourdieu '91]. stripe textures, film buckling and other larger scale film
textures have been reported and it is uncertain whether they represent new phases or are

unexplained defects [Bourdieu '94a, Bourdieu '94b, D.schwartz ,94a, D.Schwartz ,94b,

Zasadzinski'94, Bourdieu '93, Ruiz-Ga¡cia '931. significant substrate effects have also

been reporæd [D. Schwartz '93], although repoß of filrn disorder do not aìways take this

into account [eg. Kinzler'94]. Evidence of subtle phæe changes on the water teiu '91,

Schlossman'91, Seul'901 and even in the meniscus during LBML coaring lRiegler'88]
have also been found. One study [Bourdieu'91] of arachidic acid / barium arachidaæ (the

experimental conditions suggest a mixture [Hæmonay '80]) showed that pm defecß occürcd

in this bilayer and also clearly showed dislocation pairs, characteristic of 2D solids and

related to melting. UnfortunaæIy, since many of the ML characterization papers do not

report the recommended [Kuhn '72] extreme care in LB film preparation, some of the
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reported results may have been influenced by the film preparation conditions, and it is
difficult to judge their validity. (The characærization methods a¡e discussed in mosr LB
film reviews as well as elsewhere [eg. McConnell '91, Mohwald '90, and many of those

mentioned etsewhere in this chapærl)

3.2.2.1 Mohwald, Lathuber and Coworkers

Mohwald, Laxhuber et al have used LB films in several dynamic SIMS studies

[Laxhuber'83] and determined the SIMS deprh resolution ro be -1 nm ll-axhuber,g4].
Evidence of the primary ion backcattering off the LB film substrate was observed l\vinmaack
'871. They also concluded .that the ion escape depth in an organic matrix is below 2.5 nm,

and that the amount of subshate sputtercd within a given time depends on the thickness of
the LBML on it. For normal incident Ar* (2.5 kev), the damage cross section for organic

molecules is -1.25 nm2; in the dynamic SIMS mode, the decay of the organic ion signal is

due to damage, not to sputtering.

3.2.2.2 Bolbach and Cowork¿rs

Bolbach and various coworkers have cont¡ibuted extensively to this field with
carefully controlled and performed static sIMS experiments. In an early paper [Bolbach
'851, they noted that the [M-tIl'ion is very unstable, even for a 9 layer frlm on Ag. The Ag
substrate ions ejected from a ML-covered surface have a different angular distribution
from' and slightly less energy than, those ejected from ur uncovered surface. This suggesæd

that substrate ions may channel through the LB fîlm in the space between the carbon

chains. Laær studies [Bolbach '88] of cd stearate LB films on various surfaces in sIMS
lead to the following conclusions: the [M-H]'yield decreases with increæing ML coverage

for noble metals and approaches a plaæau at > 8 ML coverage. (The noble metals are most

suitable for studying the thickness effect in sIMS because, for reactive substrates, chemical

effects may dominaæ.) Here kev experiments were compared to similar experiments rsing

Mev incident ions in which the yield of [M-H]- increases with filrn thickness. The

difference in behaviors was attributed to the presence of collision cascades in the metal
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substrate under kev bombardment and their absence under Mev bombardment" although

this interpretâtion has been disputed [Galera'91]. The dependence of yield on sample

thickness is valid for otìer organic samples examined by SIMS and pDMS, and is why

SIMS samples are thin and PDMS samples are thich

In another set of experiments [Galera '91, Bolbach '89] multilayer LB films were

made under very carefully controlled conditions, and analyzed at several angles and 2

energies, with known primary ion beam spot sizes. The data for primary ions impacting

the target at a 20o angle of incidence suggest that the ejection and damage volume associated

with primary ion impact is a cylinder (-1.9 nm radius, 10-15 nm depth for Cs* ions at 5

kev), with sputtering dominating at the surface and damage dominating at larger depths.

At a higher angle of incidence (76o), much of the sputtering is essentially due to recoils

from the side of the cylinder. Differences in the monolayer response to the excitation

travelling along two different directions (along the hydroca¡bon chains and perpendicular

to the chains) may also be important fBolbach '89].

For keV ions, the maximum depth of ejection is -15 nm (from studies of LB films

composed of layers of different fatty acids, and assuming, with some experirnental evidence,

that significant numbers of pinholes are not present) [Galera '90]. This result is simla¡ to

that for Mev ions which showed conclusively that ions are ejected from well below the

surface [Save '87]. Both primary ion energy and adsorption energy between molecule and

substrate may affect the internal energy trmsferred to quasimolecular ions, although if the

primary ion's linear energy loss exceeds a certain threshold, the secondary ions' internal

energies seem to be independent of energy deposited in the frlm. The authors conclude that

a fraction of the deposiæd energy seems to be redistributed in a microvolume inside which

the molecules are vibrationally exciæd, a phase which precedes molecular ion emission in

both kev and Mev particle induced desorption. In other words, ion ejection does not seem

to be directly induced by collision cascades in the ML film. This is because most of a
cascade is at half the primary ion range into the trIget (i.e. at -8.5 nm for 5 keV cs* ions at

20o), and collisions direcæd backwards, to the surface, are essentially produced beyond

even this depth. collision cæcades seem to tr¿msport the energy in the fîlm and ejection

seems to be controlled by other processes. Furthermore, for a monomolecular film on Au
the cross section of sputtering and damage for a¡ incident ion va¡ies linearly with the

energy lost in the morclayer; the energy lost in the substrate does not contribute directly
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[Galera '91]. For a surface LB film on a substrate composed of a different LB film,
however, the cross-section does not seem to depend only on energy lost in the surface LB
film [Galera '91]. In earlier work [Botbach '88] in which the yield of [M-H]- was highest

for the thinnest films it was suggested that this might be due to the high nuclear stopping

power of the substrate.

This group hæ also studied SIMS of barium arachidate films and noticed that as Ba

concent¡ations in the film increased, fewer M-tIl-and [M+H]. ions were ejecæd [Bolbach

'89]' and only a small increase in Ba cationized molecules was observed. on the other

hand, in similar experiments in which cd is used insæad of Ba, cd salts show an increæe

in the spectra; this may be related to the polymeric structure which Ba stearate films have

lBolbach '88a]. Also, it had previously been shown that cd steårate films have a monoclinic

structure and that Ba films have a riclinic structure [Hasmonay 
,80].

Another study [Bolbach '88a] showed that the [M-H]' yield of LB films of stearic

acid and Cd stearate deposited on Au and Ag at 3 different pH values, seems to be

independent of the molecular environment, suggesting that the ion is preformed on the

surface. Metal-containing secondary ions depend strongly on the environment, and do not

seem to be ejecæd as preformed ions, but instead seem due to metal species, ejecæd from

the subsrate, inæracting with the monolayers they pass through (noæ that these results are

for both cu a¡d Au substraæs). [M+H]* emission is only observed for LB f,rlms containing

more than one monolayer; this seems to be relaæd to interactions between the carboxylic

acid groups in multilayer structures. In fact, it se¿ms plausible that for LB films, [M-H]'
ejection is attributed to chemisorbed molecules in the monolayer range, and [M+H]. ion

ejection is attributed to physisorbed molecules in the multilayer range; similar behavior

seems to occur for amino acids.

3.2.2.3 Gardella and Coworkers

Gardella et al have also studied the static SIMS of LB films. Thei¡ e¿rly experimental

methods did not show the care often recommended for monolayers (g3.3) r. Later

rFor 
exarnple, the trough was housed in a plywood box; it was often cleaned only by rubbing it

with paper towels (detergent washing occufied only after protein monolâyers bad b€en used or if the Eough
had stood unused for a long f.ime); the LBMl-covered slides were sto¡ed in kimwipes and plastic bags
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experiments show a more rigorous approach, but even the ea¡ly ones gave useful results,

indicating that perfect film preparation conditions are not always necessary if the data a¡e

interpreted carefully and if no conclusions are drawn about the fundamental nature of the

films.

In a study of 5 fatty acids on Ag [Wandass '36, 85], Ag* was observed from a
depth of 37.5 nm, at an intensiry three orders of magnitude less than from a depth of 2.5

nm. For various reasons the authors concluded that [M+Ag]* was not ejected as a preformed

ion; later experiments by Bolbach and Blais [Bolbach '88a] confirmed this conclusion.

These conclusions were dramatically confirmed in experiments with alæmating ML films:

[M+Ag]* ions were observed only if M was the outermost monolayer, and not if it was the

hrst monolayer deposiæd on Ag [Cornelio-Clark '9 l ].
Barium stea¡ate was found to attenuate the substrate signal more than stea¡ic acid

for frlms from one to fifteen monolayers thick, consistent with Bolbach's results [Bolbach
'891. The sæaric acid molecules seemed to be somewhat unstable on the surface, and after

desorption the monolayers decomposed easily fWandass '86].

SIMS and ESCA @lectron Spectroscopy for Chemicat Analysis) results [Comelio-
Clark '911 of 1 ML a¡achidic acid on Ag suggesr rhar for this case the [M-H]- ion in the

spectmm is not preformed on the surface (although ML's formed on a basic subphase are

expected to be deproûonated). As mentioned, Bolbach and Blais [Bolbach 'gga] found no

inænsity difference between the ions deposiæd at different pH values for single monolayers

of stearic acidl cd stearate and therefore concluded that the ion was "preformed on the

surface whatever the substrate and the impurities adsorbed during tLB fil¡nl tra¡sfer,'. The

ESCA experiments seem to involve less interpretation, and may therefore be more reliable.

It seems that the orientation of fatty acid LB frlrns is important in [M+FrJ 
* emission,

because only LB multilayers (not fatty acids deposiæd from solution) form [M+FIJ*; on Ag
surfaces monolayers do not form protonated molecula¡ ions either, although they have been

observed for Au and Ge substrates [comelio '90]. since primary ion damage affects the

order of the films, it has been suggested that the amount of damage affects [M+H]*
emission because the film order is affecæd as well as because the molecules themselves aæ

destroyed.

Results with alternating ML's [Cornelio-Clark 
,91] indicate that the [M+H]* ion

during transportation o another søte lWandass '86].
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comes from only the first three layers of the LB film and show that the [M+H]. behenic

acid ion is at 56vo of its original intensiry afær 20 minutes. on the orher hand, the tM-Hl-
ion can originate from deeper than 5 ML and after 20 minutes of the same 4 kev Xe* ion

beam bombardment, the [M-H];o signal was 79vo oÍ the original signal. (Note that a

negative acceleration voltage would increase the incident Xe* impact energy, so the signal
might be expected to decrease even sooner than that for the positive molecula¡ ion.) These

results suggest that quasimolecular ions of opposite polarity have differing desorption /
ionization mecha¡risms (compare B olbach' s work, ç3.2.2.2).

The main conclusions of this group's studies are that the sampling depth (depth

from which ions can be observed) of molecula¡ ions depends on the nature of the matrix,
varies from ion to ion, is relaúed to secondary ion stability, and depends on the substrate

[Johnson'92].

3.2.2.4 Benninghoven and Coworkers

Benninghoven and coworkers studied LB films using ion-imaging TOF SIMS and

came to the unexpected conclusion that monomeric molecules are not suitably stâbte, defect-

free structures for studying sIMS desorption from different depths [Hagenhoff '92].
Polymeric molecule LBML filrns were shown to be more stable than stearic acid LB frlms.

In these experiments, static sIMS conditions were maintained. The stearic acid was

coatßd. ar 20-25 mN/m, at a t¡ansfer rate of l0 mm/min. The transfer ratio was 1.0 f .1,

and ellipsometry, traditionally relied on to verify ML quality, showed good quality f,rlms.

unfortunaæly, no information was given about the salt content of the water or about the

pH, both of which need to be optimized for high quality monolayers [Hasmonay 
,g0,

Gaines'661, as the authors themselves not€d. shipping conditions between the LB lab and

the sIMS lab were not mentioned, and ttre time elapsed before the LB films were examined

by SIMS was nor given.

Ag* was observed up to 9 ML of stearic acid and even at 7 ML coverage, it was the

base peak; the intensities of the Ag* and [M-H+2Ag]* peaks were found to vary strongly

with the position probed by the primary ion beam. This is indicative of some defects, due

either to poor LB film deposition and to contamination [pitt '77), to the structure and

st¿bility of stearic acid specifically, or to the nature of monomeric ML's, which often show
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variations in the orientation of the hydrocarbon tails lpeterson '90]. (Note that holes have

been observed after several weeks in ai¡ for cd arachidate/ arachidic acid filrns lKuhn ,72],

and that, whereas cd salt films are quiæ stable with time, other f,rlms seem to show less

st¿bility [Peterson '90].) The authors do not deal with the rrsr rwo possibilities, and for the
third possibility they discuss only pinholes and not such observed ML phenomena as twin
bounda¡ies, dislocations or disclinations. Furthermore, they do not discuss the possibility
of ion channelling [Bolbach '85]. They also do not address the probability thar the Ag
surface, which was not ståted to have been plasma or rf oxidized (as is ofæn done to
provide a controlled hydrophilic surface [Bolbach'gg, wandass'g5]), was very reactive

and had contacæd different surface contaminants at different positions, influencing local
Ag* desorption. It has been said that, "...gross inhomogeneities can occur in LB films if
the substrate surface properties a¡e not unifonn..." lpeterson 

,90]. These considerations

are especially important in light of the fact that a c/¿ø, freshly evaporated Ag surface coats

an even number of LB monolayers (i. e. it is oleophilic; there is some disagreement whether
it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic [Peterson '90, Kuhn '72]), whereas the monolayer coating

showed that in this work the Ag coabd at odd number of LB monolayers.

In contrast, the polymethyl acrylate LB spectra show no Ag. peak beyond 5 or
more layers, and signal inænsities are independent of the primary ion beam impact point.
This indicaæs either a defect-free fîlrn through which no channelling can occur, or a great

affinity for Ag* in the layers, so that it is absorbed by the layers. The first option is more
plausible, even though it has been shown for monomers that Ag adducts form at the
outefmost parts of the LB film (s3.2.2.3). It is true that polymethyl acrylaæ films are

remarkably stable (9 months in air, 15 minuæs at high (boiìing) temperarures in warer), as

checked by SIMS, a¡rd that they may be good candidates for detailed studies of sIMS
mechanisms.

ln the same work, experiments suggesting that monomers in a monomer/polymer

LB layer may diffuse through overlayers, were performed. No information was given
about precautions or fests to prove that this was not due to a difficulty with coating (e.g. it
is quiæ possible that some of the al¡e¿dy-coated monolayers slipped off the slide during the

coating of the overlayers and so were incorporated into these overlayers). Furthermore, in
comparison to these results, Kuhn repon "no diffusion of cyanine dyes in the layer spectra',,

with a technique far more sensitive to molecula¡ order than sIMS [Kuhn 
,72]. (Kuhn and
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coworkers have long been associated with extremely precise work with LB films [Kuhn
'711; in fact, one reviewer has stated that "...the films of Kuhn et al had much betrer
orientational alignments than those produced in other laboratories....', [peterson '90], a¡rd

sometimes LB films are referred to as Langmuir-Blodgett-Kuhn films.)
In a 125pm x 125pm ion image of 6 layers of stearic acid on Au, va¡ious ion

inænsities increased or decreased in streaks along the target, suggesting folds in the LBML's.
Although it was not stated whether this image was taken at the center of the slide to
eliminate edge effects [Hasmonay'80], the striations are too close to assign them to edge

effects without any further evidence. Monolayer vibrations during coating, which werc not
addressed, could have caused such striations. lntermittent coating, with the smooth meniscus

rising in tiny jerks, as has been observed for stearate films might also give rise to such

effects. There has been some evidence that slow dipping (<24 mm/min) gives striations

due to insabitities in the meniscus lPeterson '83] for hlms contaminated with small amounts

of cations leached from ttre trough [veale'85]. Similar stripe pattems have been observed

by others in both polymeric and monomeric films, usually on surfaces such as mica [D.
schwartz '94, Zasadzinski '94, Ruiz-Ga¡cia '931, and have been auributed to the conflicr
of ideal a¡ea / molecule be¡ven the head group and the hydrocarbon tail; in these studies the

effects of substrate, dipping speed and contaminants were not usually addressed. unlike
other methods, sIMS imaging gives chemical information about the stripes and can therefore
provide new information, but this group has not published any work exploring the possiblity.

It seems that the general concrusion of pinholes in monomer monorayers may be

valid for the monolayers produced in this work; it is not clear that monolayers prepared

with the rigor suggested by Kuhn would show the same defect density. on the other hand,

since many investigators are not this rigorous, some of these results may apply to other

work. For example, overlayer thickness versus yield data may overestimate the yield for a
certain depth of emission, but the general trends of the data are expected to be valid. In
relation to other workers who had difficulty with electron tunneling LB filrn experiments,

with which Kuhn's group was quite successful, Kuhn et al stated that" "the difficulties they

faced indicate that the preparation of ... [LB fîlms] ... is a critical æst of rhe quality of
equipment and monolayer æchnique" [Kuhn '72]. Their statement may apply to these

experiments as well. Furthermore, discoveries of unusual levels of disorder have been

made in the past and were later shown to be due to artifacts [Feresûehkhou 'g6]. Therefore
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the data obtained previously on monomeric ML's is not invalidated by these experiments;
on the contrary, questions about the validity and relevance of this work remain. Arthough
some experimental issues need to be addressed, the evidence for stripe structures seems

valid and SIMS imaging could be a powerful probe of such stripes.

3.3 PRODUCING LANGMUIR BLODGETT FILMS

This section of the thesis is meant to be a practical guide for anyone wishing to
make monolayers. General outlines have been written [peterson '90, Agarwal 'gg, Blinov
'88, Tredgold '87, Roberts '85, Hasmonay '80, Kuhn,72, Gaines '66, Blodgett '37a,
'37b' '35, '341 and a helpful video exits of Langmuir and Blodgett themselves, making LB
films [General Electric company, schenectady, Ny]. since many details which can cost
weeks or months of work are assumed in the literature, this description will be very
detailed and some specific instructions will be included in the appendices. ln all experiments,

it is crucial to remember that "scrupulous cleanliness is one of the most important requfuements

in handling monolayers and producing monolayer assemblies" [Kuhn '22]. For most
monolayer work it is important to follow the recommendations of Kuhn et al [Kuhn ,72],

unless there are clea¡ reasons not to, or unless the highest film quality is not necessa¡y.

For example, many groups use fatty acids without recrystallizing them; for fundamental

studies characterizing ML's this may not be wise, but for studies such as ours the extra
effort may not be worthwhile.

3.3.1 APPARATUS

To coat LB films one needs a trough in which to spread the firm on a subphase, a

compression/feedback system to keep the film at the required surface pressure and a slide
dipping system. The whole âpparatus must be set up in a dust and vibration free area.

Many such systems have been described in the literature [eg. crunfeld '93, Bohanon '92,
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Armen '87, Miyano '87, Gaines'66,'631 and some are commercially available although

very expensive. The system described below is simple, inexpensive, and relatively easy to

make and is adequaæ for some LB film work. some experimental parameters are given in
Appendix 3.1.

3.3.1.1 Trough

The trough (-530 mm x 120 mm x 14 mm) was made of a solid block of teflon

bolted onto a stainless sæel base. A groove which had been cut into one comer was filled
with a matching piece of æflon screwed into place. This corner of the trough was always

cleaned ca¡efully and no contamination has been noticed from the crack. Even so, it was

always kept far from the slide dipping region. The top edges of the trough are smooth and

flat so that the æflon barriers used to clean the subphase surface and to compress the

monolayers can glide easily across it. A millimeær scale on the side of the trough allows

accurate measurements of barrier positions !o be made.

3.3.1.2 Compression and Feedback Systent

Originally a piston oil system [Gaines '66] was used to compress the monolayer to

a constant value, but it has been replaced by an electronic sysæm. This electronic system

can compress a monolayer and allow examination of its pressure area characteristics, or it
cím compress the monolayer to a specified surface pressure and keep it at this pressure. It
is composed of a surface tensiometer, a barrier and barrier drive, and a feedback circuit,
Fig. 3.3.

3.3.1.2.1 Piston oil system

The original feedback mechanism to keep a constant surface pressure used the

special qualities of the piston oil oleic acid [Gaines'66]. when spread in excess onto a

clean water surface, the oleic acid maintains a constant surface pressure by forming lenses

of the excess oil on the water surface. After being cleaned, a fresh water surface was

divided into two sections with a waxed silk thread (black silk sewing thread rubbed along a

clean block of household parafhn). sæaric acid was deposited on one side of the string,
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and a drop of oleic acid on the other side; the waxed silk thread floated on the water
between the two monolayers. such a "molecular feedback system" is, of course, very
sensitive. The monolayers were usually prepared in large glass petri dishes set on graph
paper (1mm/division) and placed under a plexiglass cover. The string position on the
graph paper was traced after each passage of the dipping slide through the monolayer. At
times the dish was set on a transparent lmrn/division grid on a minor to reduce parallax

errors in locating the string. The a¡ea the string moved was obtained using a planimeter.

Because of the difficulties of tracing the string position, this system was abandoned in
favor of the automated system.

3. 3. 1.2.2 Surface tensiometer

Two general ways of measuring the surface pressure, fi, of a monolayer frlm exisL

one, used in Langmuir-Adam bala¡ces, involves directly measuring the pressure of the
monolayer exerted against a barrier. The water surface on the other side of the barrier must

be perfectly clean, so that no surface pressure is exerted on the barrier from that side. The
other kind of measurement of surface pressure uses a wilhelmy balance and involves
measuring the reduction of surface tension of the liquid beneath the film. (Recall that
surfactants reduce the surface tension lShaw 

,70].)

In a lvilhelrny balance, a plate is suspended in a liquid and the forces exerted on

the plate are measured. These consist of the gravitational force and the suface tension

downward as well as the buoyant force and the pull of the tensiometer upward. In the

stationary plate mode of operation, the torsion balance is adjusted to counteract âny changes

in surface tension; the gravitrtional and buoyant forces do not change. The surface pressure,

n, which is simply the difference in surface tension, 1, benveen a clean surface (1") and the

one being measured, becomes simply

æ = % - y= -ÁF/[2 cosO (t+w)] (3.2)

where F is the force on the plaæ as measured by the tensiometer, t and w are the plaæ

thickness and width and 0 is the conr¿cr angle of the liquid and the plaæ, which will be

discussed below. Note that the force exerted by the tensiometer to keep the plaæ stationary
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Fig. 3.3 Schemat¡c of monofayer compression and feedback system
with a detail of the barrier and barrier drive.

1 trough
2 tensiometer schematic
3 feedback system
4 motor
5 barrier and barrier drive (see detail below)
6 vibration isofation
7 sweeping barriers

Barrier:

NSI connect¡on to barrier holder

held in place using screws Øat the ends of the barrier

ffi barrier

n poinrer

Barrier drive:

ffi barrier holder

Ø driveshaft

N thumbscrew
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is greater when the surface þnsion is high; this explains the negative sign.
The contact angle, 6 , is the angre benveen the wat"r meniscus surface and the prate,

Fig. 3.4. It applies all around the slide, hence the factor of 2(t+w). Since liquid surface
tension is due to a tendency to draw the surface molecules into the bulk phase (i.e. the force
is perpendicular to the surface), the force on the plate depends on the meniscus shape at the
plaæ and is largest when the plaæ is compleæly wet and the contact angle is zero.

obviously it is importånt to keep 0 constant and to be able to measure it, which is
difficult uniess 0 = 0o, so the usuar procedure is to ensure that the w herrny piate is
uniformly wetted to fulfill this condition. usually wilhelrny plates are glass, quartz, mica
or platinum, cleaned a¡d treated to be hydrophilic. However, if the liquid surface rhrough
which the slide moves is covered with a monolayer, the slide very easily becomes partially
coat€d lGaines '60] so thar ia surface becomes partially hydrophobic because of the cH,
groups of the monolayer; then 0 is no longer constant- This can cause large errors in the

measured surface pressure. To overcome this problem, a filter paper was used in place of a
t¡aditional wilhelrny plare lPeterson '83, Kuhn '72]. The paper is wet and its contact angle
has never been obsewed to vary from 0o over hundreds of hours of measurement. Although
filter paper may bend, so that it enters the water as a curve insæad of a st¡aight line, this has

no effect on the measured su¡face tension.

Figure 3.4 Definition of the contact angle 0.
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In this work surface pressure was meæured using a modified wilhelrny balance consisting

of a cenco Du Nuouy interfacial tensiometer and a filter paper wilhelmy plate. The
tensiometer was calibraæd with small weights and found to be linea¡.

If a careful measurement of surface pressure changes is necessary, as for a ¡_A
plot, the tensiometer slide position can be kept constant manually by checking a pointer's

position in a small mirror. If feedback will be needed during the experimen¡ however, the

feedback system (see ç 3.3.3.2.4) must be installed. In this case, the tensiomerer can be

kept stationary manually with respect to two reference points on the light shield.

3.3.1.2.3 Barrier and moørizedbarrier drive

The monolayer is comprused by using a motor-driven barrier, as shown schematically

in Fig' 3.3. The barrier, b a¡rier holder, and motorized drive were designed to work with
fatty acid monolayers and the trough described above.

Several ba¡riers have been used. The optimum design (Fig 3.3, detail) allows a
final sweeping of the water surface before connecting the barrier to the drive via the barrier

holder. The barrier is a simple æflon bar r.vith two adjustable stainless steel screws at

either end. A poinær at one end allows one to measure the barrier's location using the

scale on the side of the trough. The ba¡rier is laid onto the surface as close to the wilhelrny
balance filter paper as possible and is swept to the banier holder. when it is properly

aligned' a piece of plexiglass is inserted into the u's of the barrier holder and between the

screws of the barrier itself. It is fastened to the ba¡rier holder with thumb screws adjustable

from the 'dirty' side of the banier. Even though the barrier drive, and hence also the

holder, show some slow vertical wobble, this has no effect on the barrier itself. No effects

of the wobble could be observed on tle water or monolayer surface.

The position of the barrier on the trough could be measured manually. However, a

computer inteface which connected the rotating barrier drive to the mouse control of an

Atari Mega was also constructed. Although it was not compleæly linear, it allowed the

barder position to be meæured adequaæly and simplified experimental work.

The barrier holder \tr'as fastened üo the ba¡rier driveshaft with foam to damp vibrations.

The two æflon u's were fastened to the rest of the barrier holder using the same foam.

vibration isolation was so good that tuming the barrier drive motor on produced no

noticeable vibrations on the water or monolayer surface.
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The threaded driveshaft was tumed by a reversible stepping motor (a camera rewind

motor) via a reduction gear set. The barrier velocities used ranged from stationary to

-lcm/min forward and backwa¡ds, and were controlled by a feedback system.

3. 3. 1.2.4 Feedbac k circuitry

To keep the monolayer surface pressure constant, a feedback circuit connected the

tensiometer and the barrier drive. A small light and a photoresistor were mount€d on the

tensiometer frame, underneath a matt black shield. The tensiometer balance arm, which

swings between the two, hâs attached to it a piece of dull black ca¡dboard with a V-shaped

hole to regulaæ the amount of light reaching the photoresistor. If the film pressure is too

high' the tensiometer arm rises and allows less light to reach the photoresistor and so

adjusts the motor's speed. Feedback sensitivity depends on the light's brightness, which

can be adjusæd. The system was able to keep the surface pressure const¿nt, even during

monolayer transfer. (Note that, due to frlm viscosity and to the time it takes the barrier to

move, the surface pressure is not completely constant nea¡ the LB dipping slide lpitt '77].)

3.3.1.3 Slide Dippíng System

To coat monolayers onto a surface, a clean slide must be dipped smoothly into and

out of the subphase with as few vibrations æ possible. A very simple system which
proved vibration free and versatile was used in the single substance multilayer experiments,

Fig. 3.5a. It did, however, require considerable ca¡e and dexærity to operate successfully

so an altemative system has been designed, Fig. 3.5b.

A low vibration reversible motor drives a microscope raising and lowering system

by means of a thread gear. A nylon monofilament fishing line is connecæd to the bonom of
the microscope focus and passes under one pulley and over another, as described below.

The slide can be positioned at the end of this monofiIament thread. The pulleys are on

square rods which do not transmit vibrations or transfer them to the pulleys as easily as

round ones do. To set the starting height of the slide, pulley A (see Fig. 3.5a) can be

adjusted. The slides are clipped using alligator clips with stainless steel plates ât the end;

these are hung onto the nylon string so that the slides enter the waær approximately

vertically (with an error less than 5o). The string on which the slide is hung is put over
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Dipping system 1

1 dipping motor
2 reduction gear
3 microscope focusing svstem
4 pulfey A '
5 pulley B (this one is mov
o ir¡pí¡t¡, ;ìää;;ï#:,T over the monoraver)

Dipping system 2
1 original dipping system
2 pulleys
3 curtain rod which is moveable along the length of the plexiglass box4 sfide' which can be moved across tñe *¡oir' åiì¡," Lox, atong the curtain rod5 plexiglass box which houses the monofayer u*p"r¡"."n,,

Fig.3.5 Schematic of the two dipping systems used
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pulley B in front of the trough. Pulley rod B is then moved over the monolayer-covered

trough while pulley rod A is moved ro adjust the height of the slide. Dipping speed is very
slightly adjustable (2 to 4.5 mm/min), and is usually - 4 mm/min. Ideal dipping speeds

have been discussed [Peterson '90, '83, Veale '85, Hasmonay ,80], but may depend on

contaminants present; in general, the first layer needs to be dipped more slowly than

subsequent layers.

3.3.1.4 General Precautions Taken to Produce Good Monolayers

Some of the precautions needed to produce good monolayers have already been

outlined while describing the monolayer apparatus. others will be described in the section

on making monolayers. Here the general methods used to reduce dust (which physically

disrupts a monolayer and may ofæn carry contaminants as well), vibrations, and contaminants

will be outlined. The temperature was not controlled, but was fairly steady at. room

tomperature; the water used was at room temperature.

3.3.1.4.1 Dust and airbome contaminants

To reduce the amount of dust falling onto the apparatus and the monolayer a
plexiglass box was constructed. The front panel swings up for large scale adjustments of
the apparatus and for cleaning. It had mounts for gloves but these a¡e awkwa¡d to use and

not necessary. Now it has a small horizont¿l sliding door at one side and a large vertical

one in the center. These sliding doors are used during monolayer preparation since

swinging the front panel open and closed introduces a large movement of air which can

reduce cleanliness. Holes of adjustable sizes were drilled in the sides of the box for wires

to pass through.

It seemed important to have a clean airflow from the back of the box to the front to

ensure that only clean air surrounded the apparatus. New, clean poly-flo tubing, with
holes punched along its length and a srainless steel stopper at its end, was clipped in a
ngzag pattem along the back wall. Dry air was pæsed through this at a constant rate as

checked with a flowmeter. Later it was found that by leaving the box closed, except when

removing the trough, and by keeping it scrupulously dusted, this extra air flow was not

necessary. In fact, it could stir up any small bits of dust that still remained in the clean box.
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3. 3. 1.4.2 Vibration control

The whole plexiglass box was set on a counter top attached to a cinderblock wall.
The box was set on a double layer of bubble camping mattress. Inside, the trough was
positioned on semicircles of sorbothane polymer (Edmund scientific) shock absorbent
plastic resting on four homemade vibration isolation mounts. The tensiometer was also on

the homemade antivibration mounts. Bumping the counter caus€d only slight vibrations on

t¡e water surface. Door slamming, which occuned infrequently, caused strong vibrations
which could not be filæred out

Any remaining vibrations could be monitored by looking at the reflections of the
room lights on the water surface using a mirror set up behind the trough. rvhen the
monolayer was spread and compressed, however, the vibrations largely disappeared due to

the monolayer's vibration damping ability. This damping persisæd during Langmuir Blodgett

film deposition and no vibrations were noticed.

3.3. 1.4.3 Contamination

contamination of the monolayer was reduced by scrupuìous attention to cleanliness

and by careful handling of solutions. clean gloves (freshly washed pvc or latex gloves;

disposable were preferred because they cannot pick up contaminants from repeated use)

wefe worn, care was taken not to breathe or cough over the LB trough, and the box was

opened as little as possible. Anything teflon that contacted the subphase was freshly
washed with detergent, rinsed thoroughly with hot t¿p water (afær allowing water which
may have been standing in the tåps to drain away) and rerinsed with the cleanest water
available. Glass was cleaned in chromic acid and rinsed as above or treated as described in
Appendix 3.2. '|he fîlær paper cleaning is described in Appendix 3.3. The substrates

were cleaned with a glow discharge [Bolbach 
,88].

water was filæred through a nanopure purification sysæm and stored only if absolutely

necessary and for very short periods of time, because ultra pure water can leach impurities
from any container fMillipore Company].

All solutions were stored well-sealed to prevent evaporation, in quartz or glass

containers cle¿ned as described above, and were prepared with great attention to cleanliness.

The spreading solutions (without the fatty acids) were checked for contamination using
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blank spreading experiments to test that they produced no change in the surface tension.
small amounts of the solutions were periodically poured into vials to be used in the
experiments. All pipette tips, which were either disposable or dedicated to a particular

solution, were rinsed well before inserting into the vials. Such precautions måy seem

excessive, but they consumed very little time. They are important since a contaminated

solution may inhibit monolayer formation or it may affect monolayer structure subtly so

that the effects are not noticed until the experiments are being analyzed.

3.3.2 MATERIALS

The stearic acid (>99vo) was from Aldrich chemical co., Inc.; the rzo impurities
seemed to cause no problems in previous experiments lBolbach 'gg]. If surfactrnt impurities
exist which spread more easily than the film molecules or if the impurities act like counter
ions' poor film spreading on the water and poor LB film deposition may occur. In other
cases the films may behave quiæ normally, except that the detailed transitions between
phases are not observable in the æ-A diagrams; this would not affect multilayer quality for
our experiments. The heavy stearic acid (d35,98vo deuærated ) was from cambridge
Isotope Laboratories. cadmium chloride and n-hexa¡e from Fisher scientific company
werc 80Vo (as CdCl2. 2rl2HrO) and 99 moIVo pure, respectively; again, the impurities
seemed to cause no problems in previous experiments [Bolbach 'gg].

water was puri-fied in a nanopure system (chemistry, Dr. A chow' s lab), transported

in the plastic boxes in which Fisher scientific sells distilled water, and afær purification it
was used within one day (for LB fihn deposition) or a few days (for pressure area

experiments). The filær paper used (589 black ¿ind 5g9 blue) was a gifr from Schleicher

and schuell. Glass slides were 12 mm diameter microscope slides from calbiochem. The
silver (99.99857o) was from Johnson Mauhey. The detergent used for cleaning was rTvo

Extran 300 in water.

Noæ that Kuhn et at lKuhn '72] recommend recrysralliz¡tion md fractional distillation

of the fatty acids and spreading solvents respectively, but very few groups are so carcful.
For our experiments, it did not seem necessary since previous experiments using the same

chemicals had produced good results, and because we did not need totally defect-free
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structures for our work.

3.3.i METHODS: SPREADING FIIÀ45 ON WATER

The step by step procedures used to spread monolayer films on water are noted in
Appendix 3.4 and experimental parameters are trbulaæd in Appendix 3.1 Here the procedure

will be outlined generally.

3. 3. 3. I Subphas e Preparation

First of all, the teflon trough was washed with hot tap water and l07o Ext¡an 300

detergent and scrubbed with a bottle brush. It was then rinsed with copious amounts of
this water so that the trough edges were also rinsed well. Finally, it was rinsed with several

liters of nanopure water.

Enough water was added to the trough that the water surface formed a meniscus

several mm high. (If it is much higher it will creep onto the trough edges after the

monolayer has reduced the surface ænsion. If it is much lower there will be an air gap

between the trough ba¡rier and water surface, and the surface films can pass beneath the

barrier. This can be checked by spreading talc on the surface where leakage is suspected

and watching its movement.) If a counter ion was needed in the subphase, it was added

when about one third of the water had been added to ensure proper mixing. usually a

concentration of l0'4 M CdCl, was used. The pH wæ -5.5 due to the effect of CO, in the

atmosphere; since this was the desired pH range [Hasmonay'80] no additional buffers

were used.

The subphæe was always covered with surfact¿nts which needed to be removed

before a monolayer could be spread. Teflon rods, cleaned as the trough was, were placed

on the edge of the trough and swept along its length with a simple stainless steel rack.

(sliding the rod along by hand can cause contamination and also easily leads to bumping it
so ttrat the compressed surfactants slip undemeath it into the cleaned area.) The rods were

left lying across the rough after sweeping; once a few ba¡riers were lying across the trough
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the fi¡st ones were removed, washed carefully, and reused. Four sweeps generally produced

a fairly clean surface, and after this the tensiometer with its filær paper slide was set up.

The subphæe was swept another time to remove any contâmination arising from the filær
paper' and then its tensiometer reading was noted. Afær this, the teflon barrier was swept
back to the filær paper to check that the surface was free of surfactants: if so, the
tensiometer reading for a stationary plate remained the sane whether the barrier was close

or far, showing that no surfactånts were present to exert a force on the filter paper. If,
however, it was not clean, this barrier was swept back to the far end of the trough and
remained there. other barriers were used to sweep the surface until it was clean (i.ø. the

tensiometer rcadings for the banier at the fæ and the ne¿r end of the trough were identical.

surface cleanliness can be checked qualitatively by sprinkling on talcum powder

and blowing gently by mouth. If the talcum powder can be blown ro one end of the trough

and will stay there, the water was clean before the talcum powder was spread. If it can be

blown to one end, but drifts back when the blowing is stopped, some surfactants were
present in a 'gas' phæe before the talcum powder was added. If it cannot be blown to one

end of the trough at all, the surfactants are in an incompressible phase, either 'liquid' or
'solid'. A 'liquid' phase will flow when blown upon, but a 'solid' phase is rigid unril the

blowing becomes so vigorous that the surface fractures. This can also be used to check the

phases of a monolayer once it is spread. Note that the talcum powder must be swept away

to obtain a clean surface again and that any monolayer covered with talcum powder is not
suitable for further experiments.

3.3.3.2 Spreading the Monolayer

once the subphase is clean the monolayer can be spread. since a monolayer will
reduce the surface tension, the filær paper slide may leave the water as the monolayer is
spread, causing strong surface vibrations which could lead to local monolayer collapse.

Also, when the filter paper is reinserted it will most likely have a different orientation (i.e.

'w' will change, see Eqn. 3.2) which will invalidate all the surface pressure measurements

since they depend on the surface tension without a film. Therefore the tensiometer must be

adjusted to a low value before spreading the monolayer so that it cannot leave the water

once the monolayer is spread.
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A 100 ¡rl metâl syringe, devoted to spreading monorayers, was first rinsed using
pure hexane and then used to deposit the stearic acid / hexane solution (-5 x 10'a M) onto
the surface, drop by drop. In all cases the first few drops spread across the surface
immediately. Generally, later drops break into li$le droplets which spread apart and
disappear more slowly. If any more drops are added, they may not spread at afl, but may
become whitish spots on the subphase. These spots are due to increased surface pressure

of the stea¡ic acid and the unevaporaæd hexane which inhibits the spreading of any additional

surface active ma@rial. The spots' appearance corresponded to a linear plot of amount of
solution deposited versus monolayer area. Although the required amount of stearic acid
solution was estimated from this plot, droplet behavior on the water surface was used to

determine the amount of solution actually deposiæd. The sæaric acid / hexane droplets
were deposited all over the monolayer area to promote good spreading, but the last drops

were deposited near the barrier in case any whitish spots appeared. Some time was allowed
for the spreading (approx 2 or 3 minutes) so that the hexane could begin to evaporate.

once the solution had been put on the water, the hexane was allowed to evaporate and
stabilize for about twenty minut€s before film compression began. (some recent work
suggests that several hours may be necessary to reach equilibrium [schlossman '91], some

work suggests that aging may cause poor films [peterson 'g3] ifcations are present lveale
'851, and some work shows that bacterial growth can be a problem in an aged film
[Tredgold '87]).

3. 3. 3. 3 Checking Monolay er Quality

If there were no noticeable imperfections (e.g. a whiæ drop of dried up sæaric acid /
hexane, or a dust particle), and there was no bumping, jarring or other accident during the

spreading, then the monolayer's quality was verif,red more precisely. with the feedback off
and the compression barrier moving at a constant velocity of - 2.2 mml mn, the barrier
position was noüed either manually or using the computer inærface, and the tensiometer

was manually zeroed approximately once every minute. when the film reached the 'solid'
phase ($3.2.1), the surface pressure changed very rapidly and measurements were taken

twice æ often. The data were ploned (e.g. Fig. 3.6) and the area/molecule and compression
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behaviors were noted. If the shapes of the æ-A curves were as expected, the monolayers

were considered to be satisfactory. Problems with pressure area curyes have been associated

with a contaminated sheet of filter paper, with improper trough meniscus, with the slide
'jumping' out of water, with dust, contaminated water or solutions, and with mistakes like
dropping water from gloves onto the subphase or bumping the barrier during sweeping.

Therefore, beforc commencing LB coating, at least one good n-A curve was obtained after

any change in solvents, equipment or procedure.

since the pressure vs area curve is sensitive to subphase pH and to temperature as

well as to contaminants, the water used was always at room temperature. The pH was

meæured to be -5.5 with an Accumet (915) pH mete¡ using a combination glass AglAgcl
electrode, after any significant changes in procedure or solutions. Because the subphæe

was so pure, the electrode itself would contaminate it; therefore pH was usually measured

after an experiment. For the same reason the measured pH value changes in such a pure

unbuffered system [Fisher scientific], and is therefore impossible to determine with great

accuracy.

3.i.4 METHODS: L,ANGMUIR BLODGETT FILM COATING

To transfer the monolayer film from the water subphase to a solid substrate (i.e. the

spectrometer târget), it is necessâry to prepare the substrate, to do the actual dipping and to

verify that a monolayer was indeed t¡ansfeffed. The detailed procedure is given in Appendix

3.4 and the experimental parameters in Appendix 3.1.

3.3.4. I S ubstrate P reparation

The substrates used in this work were 12 mm diameter glass microscope slides,

vapor-coated with silver which was oxidized using a glow discharge in air. The glass was

cleaned as described in detail in Appendix 3.2, and were clipped onto a holder which fits

into the vacuum evaporator ( Edwards High vacuum coating unit, 12EAl620). Two strips
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( 20 mg each) of silver were used to coat the glass slides on both sides; both sides needed

silver coating to ensure good LB deposition. First the grass srides were creaned by 2-3
minutes of ionic bombardment using a glow discharge of I lA. At a pressure of -3 x l0-5
Torr, the silver was evaporated onto one side of the slides. The slides were rotated lg0o in
atmosphere to coat the other side. Afærwards another shoft glow discharge in air was
performed to oxidize the silver surface so that it would be hydrophilic. (If the glow
discharge lasts too long, the surface becomes pitæd and rough [Bolbach], which hampers

monolayer deposition.)

3.3.4.2 Monol.ayer Deposition

The subphase zurd monolayer were prepared exactly like those which had, immediately

previously, given good n-A diagrams. The feedback system was used to conEol ba¡rier
motion and in this case anomalies in the ML were detected by unusual barrier motion,
which was always recorded, insæad of by an unusual n-A diagram. If there were absolutely

no indications to the contrary (e.g. poor ML spreading, dust on the surface, unusual
vibrations, etc.) the monolayer was assumed to be of good quatity. If there was any doubt
about a spread monolaye¡ however, it was not uæd to coat slides; it could be tested to

obtain a pressure area curve, or to study monolayer compression/decompression in order to
gain more data and experience regarding sources of bad monolayers. If the cause of the

inferior monolayer quality was not apparcnt, no coating would be atæmpæd until a monolayer

with a good n-A curve had been obtained, proving that the problem had been overcome.

otherwise, depending on the nature of the problem, a good pressure area curve was not
always needed before LB filrn deposition.

The deposition set up was described in $3.3.3.3. If any problems arose in attaching

the slides to the setup (e.g. dust, drop of water, vibrations) the slide was carefully stored

away and a new monolayer was spread on the water. usually the first slide was set up

before compressing the monolayer.

After the spread ML had equilibrated (-20 min), the tensiometer value was set to the

dipping value of -30 mN/m. The feedbackl/compression system was tumed on and barrier
position vs time were recorded. The feedback was inactive until the actual surface prcssure

approached the dipping pressure, and the tensiometer afm rose (93.3.1.2.4), reducing the
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light reaching the photoresistor. At this time, the barrier would slow down, and become
stationary, a signal that the deshed surface pressure had been attained.

Then the dipping system was activated, and the slide enæred the water. when it had

entered as far as possible without wetting the clip, the direction of motion was reversed,

and it rose out of the water with a ML coating which gave a hydrophobic surface.

The meniscus on both sides of the slide was recorded throughout each dipping; a

mi¡ror was set up behind the trough for this puqpose. The meniscus of the ML on the slide
showed clearly whether or not ML deposition was occurring. If for immersion the contact

angle 0 ($3.3.1.2.2) was 0o, as occurred for the first immersion, no coating occur¡Ed. ff
the contact angle on emersion was 0o, the hydrophilic part of ttre ML contâcted the slide and

could adhere to it, and coating occuned. on a subsequent immersion, the hydrophobic pan

of the previous monolayer caused a contact angle of l80o as the monolayer was transfened

to the slide. If the contact angles were as expected and the meniscus was smooth, good

coating was assumed. For good f,rlms the plaæ emerged from the trough dry after all but
the f,rnt dipping; if it had more than a drop of water at the bottom of the slide, the film was

obviously of inferior quality. In all cases, drops of water were allowed to evaporate before

the next ML was coated. At times the meniscus was uneven; such slides were of poor
quality, and the side of the slide with the best quality meniscus throughout dipping was

examined by SMS.

The time ttre slide entered the water was recorded, along with the barrier position at

-20 s intervaIs. This banier position information was later converted to monolayer area vs
time plots. If coating occuned, the monolayer area was observed to decrease as shown in
Fig. 3.6. For each dipping the value h, which is the distance from the meniscus at its
highest point to the top of the slide, was estimated so the approximate coated area could be

calculaæd. Then r (see Eqn. 3.1) was calculared; the films exhibited y-type deposition
($3.2.1). If the r values are not approximately r, the ML film is unlikely to be of good

quality. If t - I , then the meniscus behavior is used to deænnine ML quality.

Many studies of ML's have shown that if coating occurs in the solid region of the

n-A diagram, if the substraæ is smooth, if the usual ML quality is such thât the æ-A

diagrams are normal and reproducible, and if the ML's are carefully made, the ML srucure
is relatively good although, as mentioned, some studies suggest pinholes exist. (For our
work, which is concemed with thickness effects and fragmentåtion pattems, the occasional
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defect is not crucial; however for most ML work it is and more careful methods are
required.)

After each slide was dipped the desired number of times, the coated slide would be

moved away from the trough, ard be returned to its spot on the holder. The next slide
would be set up, and the whole dipping procedure would be repeated. At the end of each

dipping run, the pH was measured.

3.4 SIMS EXPERIMENTS ON LB F'ILMS

3.4.1 METHOD

Films l, 3,5,7,9, 11, and 13 layers thick of stea¡ic acid / cadmium stearare and

deuærated stearic acid / cadmium stearate were coated onto silver-covered glass slides as

described in the previous section [poppe-Schriemer '92].

As soon as possible afær being coated, the srides were examined by SIMS on thei¡
best side, as determined from the meniscus dat¿ and from the appearance of each side.

slides were examined in the order of decreasing quality, deærmined by the same criteria.

@ecause the calculation of t was too time consuming to do before the SIMS experiments, r
values were not used to deænnine slide quality.) If the slides needed temporary storage,

they were either put in petri dishes or hung in a clean area as before coating.

The spectrometer was optimized using a peptide sample to prevent unnecessary

radiation damage to the LB films. Pumping down the spectrometer took less than half an

hour, a¡d any film in vacuum was examined immediaæly, since there a¡e some indications
of yield variations from LB fìlms left under vacuum for more than a few hours [Bolbach
'881.

During the experiments the primary ion charge was measured at the slit of the ion
gun pulser ($ I .4. I ). ln other words, we measured the current that d id not reach the target.

From a consideration ofthe pulsing mechanism [Ens '84], it is evident that this slit current
is greater than the cunent actually reaching the tffget (the primary ion beam which hit the
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target had a width of -4 to 10 ns and a pulse frequency of either 2 or 4 kHz; rhe rest of the

beam hit the slit plates and was measured as the slit current (g1.4.1.1)). Therefore, even

though the recorded slit cunent and total charge barely satisfied static SIMS conditions
(3.1.1)' these conditions were easily maintained at the target. This means that most ions

were recorded from previously undamaged portions of the target. The measured slit
cuflent was used to normalize peak intensities.

Both positive and negative spectra were examined, each with the minor off (direct

spectra) and with the mirror on (reflected, neutral and conelation spectra). often the

negative spectra were examined before the positive spectra because the negative incident I-
ions were slowed down by the negative acceleration voltage, reducing the sample damage.

For both polarities all the ions formed in the spectromeær could be identihed, except for the

ones which decayed in rhe first - 45 ns (Appendix2.6 and 93.4.2), and their desorption,

stability, prompt fragmentation and metast¿ble decay could be examined. Such a wealth of
information could be obtained while satisfying static SIMS criæria because of the very high

sensitivity of the TOF correlation æchnique with daølogging.

Correlation windows were ser on [M-17]., tM+Hl-, [M+Ag]-, [M_H+2Ag].,
[2M+H]-, t2(M-H) +Ag+Cdl. and [3(M-H)+2Cd]* in the positive mode and on [M_H]-,
[2(M-H)+Ag?]- 'z, ¡:lfrA-H¡+Ca¡-, and two unassigned peaks, which will be refened to

as unassigned 1 and unassigned 2, in the negative mode.

The data taken before the data logging system was developed suffer because the

correlation time windows were set using the direct spectra. Because the direct a¡d neutral

specual peaks often have different peak shapes, setting windows on the direct peaks is not

totally accurate. The usual procedure is to acquire a neutral spectrum, then set the correlation

windows based on it, and then acquire the correlation data. However, for fragile LB film
targets, such a procedure would have caused unproductive radiation damage before the

important measurcments. Due to experimental diffìculties, the data for these correlation

windows was not actually acquired for all of the LB films in the early work without
datalogging.

\ote that tbis assignment is not certain; although the nass of the peak (-74g.5 u) corresponds
more closely to a cd adduct, this does not easily give a negative ion. Also, the peak is quie wide and may
be a nixture of different compounds including Ag and cd, both of $,hich have more tlran one abundant
isotope.
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To verify and extend the data obtained with Cd sæa¡ate, we repeated the experiments

with better LB fiIms using deuteraæd Cd stearate / deuterated stearic acid, datalogging, and

better spectrometer resolution. Data taken with the datalogging system allow correlation

time windows to be set during the read back, which can, of course, be repeaæd without

damaging the target. Datalogging also can allow the time evolution of various ion peaks to

be observed in the direct and reflected specta- However, most of the correlation spectra do

not have sufficiently high count raæs to examine the time evolution of the daughær peak

inænsities and of the decay rate.

Prompt and metastable decay patfems were compared for both positive and negative

spectra, with the assignments based on the undeuterated films being confirmed by the

deuterated films. Peak heights were normalized to the slit current and plotted as a function

of the number of monolayers involved. The spectra taken after different amounts of
primary ion bomba¡dment were also compared.

3.4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

As has been mentioned (S1.2.4.3, 92.3.4.2 and Appendix 2.6), the essential

difference beween the coñelation, reflected and direct spectra is one of molecula¡ stabilities

on diffe¡ent time scales. The d¡i¿ø specrn¡m (minor off, detecror 1, see 91.2.4, Fig. 1.1)

records the ions present at approximaæly 45 ns. (For a resolution giving - 
^lt = .01, the

time is 55 ns if the precursor decays into an ion of 2/3 its mass, and 39 ns if it decays into

an ion 1/3 of its mass (Appendix 2.6); note that all ions produced before this time are

defined as prompt fragment ions.) Any ion that decays after 225 ns (í.e. afær the

acceleration grid) is detected at or very near its expecæd position; the main effect of the

decay is a widened peak due to releæe of internal kinetic energy. The reflected spectrum

(minor on, detector 2) records the ions present at approximately 6ps (j. e. at the start of the

minor; the time value is for the molecular mass of - 300 u); the products of any decay in

the mirror are lost, and any decay in the second leg of the flight tube, i. ¿. after the miror,
merely widens the peaks. However, any decay in the frst leg of the flight tube (225 ns to

6 ps) causes the resultant daughær ions !o be detected earlier than the pa¡ent in the reflecæd

spectrum (Appendix 2.5). Such peaks can be analyzed in the conelation spectra (miûor

on, detector 2). The rcutral spectrum (minor on, detector 1) records the neutral daughters
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of any decay occurring in the first leg of the flight tube. They appear at or very near the

expected position for their parent ion, and can therefore be used to correlate daughær ions

with specific parents. Note that not all deÆays can be observed [Bolbach '88], although our

sensitivity allows previously undetected daughters to be recorded ($3.4.2.1). Comparisons

between the neutral and direct spectrum can be used to determine the amount of ions

produced promptly and their stability between the acceleration grid and the minor entrance

(225 ts to 6 ps). Ions decaying in the minor are not recorded at all, but this is not

expected to be a problem unless the entrance and exit grids of the minor affect the decay;

otherwise the usual exponential decay law is expected to hold and all of the fragmentation

information should still be available.

3.4.2.1 Negative ions

Although the relative inænsities of the peals vary with the number of layers in the

LB film ($3.4.2.3), several features of the direct, reflected and neutral spectra remain

constanL In general, the major peaks include [M-H]-, t2M-Hl-, [2(M-H)+Ag?]-, t3(M-
H)+Cdl-, and unassigned peaks I and 2, shown in Fig. 3.2 for deuærated sæaric acid /
cadmium stearate. "M" refers to deuærated stearic acid.

Noæ that the direct specrra (Fig 3.7a) are dominated by the [M-H]- ion. A series

of moderate intensity fragment ions separated by a CH, or a CD, unit lead up to it. FAB

MS, without collisional activation, of fatty acids in a triethanolamine marix does not show

such a series of ions [Tomer'83], atthough they are seen in t¿ndem MS [Wysocki 
,88,

Tomer '831. This is most likely due to the sofrer ionization produced by FAB MS than by

desorption from a solid ML although, as Fig. 3.7c shows, there is some decay of these

ions which would lead to a reduced inænsity in a magnetic sector machine. High mass

clusters a¡e more significant in direct spectra than in the reflected spectra, indicating that

they decay more tha¡ the smaller ions. This information is confrmed by the neural spectra

which show that the decay of tM-Hl- is very large, the higher mass clusters decay

substantially, and the fragment ion series also decay.

In the reflected spectra the thrce adjacent fragment ion series (spaced 4 u apart) are

similar to those in the direct spectra, with each group of three peaks spaced by the mass of
a CH, or CD, unit, as shown in Fig. 3.7a. Some higher mass clusters appear, as well as
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a large [M-H]- ion.

In the daughær ion spectra of [M-H]-, there are two fragment ion series spaced 6 u

apaft as shown in Fig 3.8a. This is noteworthy because earlier metastable investigations of
LB film fatty acids revealed no charged daughters of tM-Hl- although the ion itself was

very unstable [Bolbach '88]. Low energy cAD and sID of fatty acids not in a LB film
configuration also resulæd in a loss of tM-Hl- but no fragment ion series [wysocki 'gg]

although high energy CAD did give a fragment ion series [Wysocki'gg, Tomer'g3]. The

negative LB film and low energy results lead to ttre conclusion that, in these experiments at

least, both dissociation and electron detachment were occurring [Bolbach'gg, wysocki
'881. Our tM-Hl- correlation specrrum shown (Fig. 3.8a) has low stâtistics, and it is
possible that the processes postulated above could account for the low daughter ion intensity.

The prompt and metaståble decay pattems are compared in Fig. 3.9. Daughter spectra of

t2M-fil-, [2(M-H)+Ag?]-, and [3(M-H)+Cd]- conrain only the tM-Hl- peak, as

shown in Fig. 3.8b. The two unassigned ion peaks also decayed to a single peak,

M-HJ-, indicating that they contain at least one stearate anion; even so, we have not found

a reasonable assignment for these peaks.

3.4.2.2 Positive ions

Although again the relative inænsities of the peaks vary with the number of layers in
the LB film ($3.4.2.3), several general features of the spectra are constant. As shown in
Fig. 3.10a and b, the major peaks in the direct and reflected spectra include Ag. (which is

ofæn the base peak, especially in films with few ML's and in films with poor quality, but

which is not shown), [M-17]., [M+H]., [M+Agj-, [2M+H]-. Smaller peaks include

[M-H+2Ag]*, [2M+Ag]., [2(M-H)+Ag+Cd]. and t3(M-H)+2Cdl.. Atthough the posirive

reflected spectra show no series of fragment ions, the conelation spectra do.

The daughter ion spectra of the [M-1?]- and [M+H]. ions, which contain four

different series of fragments, are shown in Fig. 3.1 la and b. The decay pattems are given

in Fig. 3.12. The base peak in the M+Agl. daughter ion specrrum is Ag*, and some

[M-17]- and [M+FI]. are pres€nt, although the statistics are poor (Fig.3.13a). The closely

related [M-H+2Ag]* decays into a relatively larye 2Ag* ion peak and into Ag-, [M+Ag]-
and [M+FI].. The statistics were inadequate to deærmine whether or not [M-17]* was also
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Fig. 3.7c

Fig 3.7 Negative ion spectra of a I ML LB film of deuterated stearic acid / Cd
stearate; a) direct spectrum, b) reflected spectrum, and ò) neutral spectrum.
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present. [2M+H]t decays mainly into tM-l?l-, wirh some tM+Hl. and a tiny peak at a

mass of -M-2 0r M4 (for a deuterared LB film) (Fig 3.13b). As expected, the two closely

related clusters, [2(M-H)+Ag+cd]- and I3(M-H)+2cdl- both decay mainly into I M+metal]*

peaks; the former shows some hints of Ag- or cd*, but the statistics of the latær are too low
to tell whether or not those ions are present (Fig. 3.13c).

i.4.2.3 Yield vs Thiclorcss for various bn species

The yield of various ions, normalized to the integraæd ion cunent, has been measured

as a function of multilayer thickness in both the direct and reflected spectra. Two very

different behaviors werc apparent in both the positive and negative ion data (Fig. 3.14 and

3.15), with some ions producing a maximum yield at I monolayer, and some at S or 7
monolayers. The direct and reflecæd spectra give similar plots as had been expected.

Because of the monolayer imperfections, the dat¿ do not give detailed information about

the actual emission depths in sIMS, but they do represent the relative trends of yields

versus thickness for the different molecules. Some effects of the sample are observed in
the values for the 9 layer film, but they have not been explained. (Not€ that all of the data

presented in the other sections of the results, which are mostly for a 9 layer fîlm, were

taken using a different flJrm.)

The ions whose yields peaked at one monolayer and then decreased with film
thickness were Ag., [M+Ag]., fM-H+2Agl-, t2(M-H)+Ag+Cdl., t3(M-H)+2Cdl., tAel-,
tM-FIl-, [2(M-H)+Ag?]-, [3(M-H)+Cd]-. In atl cæes (except [M-FII] these ions include

either the substrate (Ag), or the counter ion (cd'z.) which is expected to be on the substrate

for the frrst monolayer and between the head groups of adjacent layers for subsequent pairs

of monolayers. Although other experiments have shown that Ag complexes only with the

outennost layer of the ML film (ç3.2.2.3), these data suggest thar it may do so most

efficiently if the outer layer is also the only layer. The data also imply that cd2* complexes

either form more easily or are mo¡e stable when only one monolayer is present. This is a

surprising result for the [3(M-H)+2cd]* molecule which is not be expected to form easily

from the first monolayer where the cd2* ion has been observed to bind lightly to the polar

group [Laxhuber '83]. Either the three deprotonated molecules' carboxylic acid groups are

arranged to maximize their attraction for each otirer and for the two Cd2* ions, or the
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complex cannot be fonned as easily when cd'?. is bound strongly between two layers as

occurs when more layers are present [Laxhuber '83].

Previously the M-Hl- ion was shown to have a maximum yield at 1 monolayer

for Cd stearaæ on Ag [Botbach'88], which was confirmed in these experiments. This has

been attributed to chemical adsorption of the preformed ion to the metâl substrate lBolbach
'88a1, which is supporæd by the observation that rhe inrensity depends strongly on the

nature of the metal substrate fBolbach '88]. This behavior is like that of the metal-containing

complexes and unlike that of the other ions involving only the fatty acid, indicating that

these ions may arise from unståble metal-containing clusters. However, others have noted

that the spectra of [M-H]- and metal-containing ions depend differently on the pH at which

the monolayer was coated [Botbach '88a], so their mechanism of formation is expecæd to

be different. In PDMS as well, the yield versus thickness curves for tM-Hl- and [3(M-
H)+Cdl- are like each other, although they are different than the results for SIMS [Bolbach
'881.

Ion yields peak at a fìlm thickness of 5-7 monolayers for ions involving only the

fatty acid (i.e. [M-17]., [M+H]*, [2M+H]*, and [2M-f{- ). This undoubædly reflects the

increase in the available amount of these species with increasing frlm thickness, and may

also reflect the previously observed phenomenon that some of these ions have a very low
yield at small coverages. The decrease in intensity after this maximum yield may reflect a
decrease in the effect of the substrate, although this effect has been debated (93.2.2.2).

Others have observed no [M+H]* emission for 1 ML LB films [Cornelio ,90,

Bolbach '88a1 which we observed in both the direct and reflected modes. It is ex[Emoly

unlikely that our hlm quality was so poor that the I ML hlms contained some 3 ML frlm or

molecular solid, for which the protonated ion has been observed. The reasons for this

discrepancy are not known. Itis interesting that the [M-17]- yield is low for l and 3 ML's
for the deuterated films, but is similar to that of [M+H]- for the undeuærated films; this

might imply the presence of some impurity or film defect

3.4.2.4 Time Evolution of Various lons, Including I- Adducß

Datalogging allows the time evolution of the ion peals to be examined to determine

whether there is any change with time under st¿tic SIMS conditions; by definition this is
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not expected. However, there is one very unusual set of changes, observed also in the

work with the alamethicins: the negative spectrum shows I- adducts after a considerable
primary ion flux (note that these conditions may still fulfill the static SIMS current and

charge conditions (93.1.1) although we a¡e not cerrain). Afær a very small primary ion

flux, there are no I- adducts, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.7. After 3 hours of primary ion
bombardment ar 15 and 25 kev impact energy, a strong I- peak appeared in the direct

spectrum, as well as clusrers such as t3l+Cdl-, [(M-H)+2I+Cd]-, and t2(M-H)+I+Cdl-.
In the datalogging readback, spectra were taken after 0-10 min and 50-60 min. The Iater

reflected spectra show a much larger I- peak, a less intense IM-HI-, and less intense

fragment ions, as well as the same thrce new peaks as in the direct spectrum. In contrast

the neutral spectra before and afær bomba¡dment were very similar with only one new

peak, corresponding to decay of [2(M-H)+I+cd]-. It is interesting that no Ag-containing

ions were formed although cd was present in the new ions. This could be because the cd
is present in the filrn itself, whereas the Ag is only underneath the film. Even more cu¡ious

is the complete lack of [M+I]- in these spectra (compare the negative alamethicin specfa

which all showed peaks conesponding to the molecular ions with an I- ). Another study

of sæaric acid with ci-, Br-, and I- present showed no evidence of anionization fwandass
'851' perhaps because the concentrations of these molecules were low, but if HCI had been

added to the subphase, Cl- adducts were present in the spectra fBolbach 'gga].

The positive spectra do not seem to be greatly affecæd by long I- ion bomba¡dmenl

For example, the ions tM-171-, [M+H]-, [M+Ag]-, [M-H+2Ag]-, [2M+H]., and [3(M-
H)+2cdl-, are still present in the dircct spectrum after 3 hours of primary ion bombædment.

Some effects of primary ion-induced damage are expected to be evident, but may be

mæked by the fact that the 1.5 hour negative ion experiment was performed first and had

already damaged the target before this 1.5 hour experiment was performed. comparing

this bomba¡ded tffget with another fresh one shows no great difference in the direct spec[a

with and without the extended bombardment except that the bombarded sample has a

relatively lower yield of Ag* and higher yield of [M+Ag] 
* (although this is likely an artifact

because different LB films were used in the comparison ). The reflecæd spectra taken in
the first 10 min and from 50 to 60 min are very similar; the latter had higher relative

inænsities of Ag., [M+Ag]*, [M+2Ag]*, and [2(lr4-H)+Ag+Cd].. The conesponding neural

spectra showed that the data taken from 50 to 60 min had slightly lower intensities of
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[M+Ag]., [M+2Ag]-, and [2(M-H)+Ag+Cd]*. Unforrunarrely we did not record rhe

corresponding direct spectrum, but it se€ms possibie that the same amount of ions were

desorbed but with different stabilities. This would correspond to the results obtained for
a¡other LB film before and afær a long primary ion bombardment time; in that case the

direct spectra showed no significant change.

cs* adducts a'e not seen in the positive ion spectra, and it is obvious that the

chemical properties of the I- ions must influence the negative spectra for I- adducts to

occur. chemically reactive ion beams can introduce large modifications into the sample

surface even at a low flux, and can strongly affect secondary ion emission [Benninghoven
'871. Because secondary ion emission depends very strongly on the chemical composition

of the surface layer of the target [Benninghoven '83], any implanæd I- ions, even under

conditions which are usually refened to as static SIMS , may have a considerable effect on

the mass spectrum. These results suggest that for a reactive incident beam like I- the

charge and cunent requirements of static sIMS may not be quite stringent enough to ensure

fhat most of the secondary ions a¡ise from a sample spot unaffecæd by the ion beam. It
does, however, seem reæonable ûo æsume that for the short data acquisition times normally

used, when static sIMs conditions were more than fulfilled and when no I- adducts were

observed, the LB films were not significantly affected by the primary ion beam. Also, it
seems obvious that the cross sections for I- and Cs* are different.

The presence of adducts after a considerable data acquisition time can be useful a¡d
can cause difficulties. If it causes overlapping peaks or if too many clusters are present it
can significantly complicate a spectrum, as it did for the negative spectn¡m discussed

above. on the other hand, in some cases it may contribute an extra peak to assist in
molecular weight determination, as in the alamethicin work. Here only the deprotonated

molecule showed adducts, and one check on the number of molecular ions present in the

spectra was the number of I- adducts. It is conceivable that the I- source may also be used

to study on-target iodine reactions under controlled conditions.

3.4.2.5 Discussion

As explained (93.2.2 and 93.3), unless the chemicar purity and coating conditions

meet very high standards, the resultant LB films are not perfect but may contain pinholes
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and other imperfections such as striations due to meniscus instabilities (Appendix 3.1) or
vibrations. Although some of the films reported in the literature do seem to be of high
quality ($3.2), many have not be€n prepared rigorously enough for fundamental studies.
This can be a problem when film preparation conditions are not given in adequate detair to
assess the frlm quality so that the validity of the results cannot bejudged, or when possible
problems are not acknowledged and fundamental conclusions are drawn from possibly

defective data (93.2.2.4). on rhe orher hand, as rhe work of Ga¡della's group (3.2.2.3)

shows, i¡teresting and useful results can be obt¿ined from films prepared with less than
optimum rigor; in fact, in some cases, the effort and expense necessary to produce near-perfect

films is not justified. Therefore, although our LB films are by no means perfect, the results

obøined in this work are valid as presented above.

For our pH and cd2* concentration, the multilayers were composed of microdomains

of both sæaric acid and cd sæarab [Hæmonay '80] (similarly for rhe deuterared films).
Although this could cause difficulties for any study at the molecular level, it did not affect
our results because our primary ion beam spot was significantly more than 3 mm in
diameter (91.4.1), allowing detection ofan average surface composition.

Although it is not t¡ue for all LB fil¡ns that the structu¡e of the deposited monolayer

is identical to that on \4,ater, it has been shown for cd fatty acid satts that the molecules a¡e

perpendicular to the surface both before and afær deposition [peterson '90]. All carboxyl
groups except those in the first layer face another layer of carboxyl groups. Ir is also not
true that most LB films, even of fatty acids and fatty acid salts, are stable, but cd soap

fil¡ns are strble even at somewhat elevated æmperatures lpeterson '90j.

our fìIms can be expected to give reliable information about the general trends in
yield versus LB film thickness, although not about the actual thickness at which the yield
has decreased by a certain percentåge. The fragmentation pattems are expected to be

independent of the film quality as long as it is reasonable. The time evolution of the yield
of va¡ious ions is also expected to be largely independent of filrn quality.

Fragmentation pattems at different times are of interest in that they may give some

i¡formation about the energy required for different decay channels [van Veelen '91, wysocki
'91, '881. often one can say that the rcactions occurring early are due to large amounts of
internal energy deposited into the molecules, and that those occurring later seem to require

less energy. The simple view is complicated by the possibility of a kinetic shift occurring,
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in which the average energy required for decomposition increases as the observation time
decreases. As explained above, our method allows examination of two time windows

simultaneously (i. e. both prompt and metastable fragmenøtion).

The fragmentation information we obtained could be useful to any workers who
had the capabilities of preparing high quality LB fitms of altemating layers and were

interesæd in studying the energy deposited by primary ions at various depths in LB films.
A comparison of the fragmentation of ions from different depths in the films could give

some information about the inæmal energy at different depths. This could be inærpreted in
terms of energy distriburion in the LB film immediately preceding and during
desorption/ionization. The greatost amount of data could, of course, be obtained if the

spectrometry were done using ToF-MS with the correlation technique and datalogging,

although other techniques could give the same information using several LB film argets for
each data sel

3.4.3 CONCLUSIONS

Sæa¡ic acid / cadmium stearate LB films were examined by TOF-SMS to acquire

data about prompt and metâstable fragmentation pattems, about the yield of various ions

versus fìlm thickness, and about the time evolution of ion intensities under I- ion
bombardment. we were able to obtain such a wealth of fragmentation information while
meeting static sIMs requirements because of the very sensitive ToF SIMS correlation

technique with datalogging.
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CONCLUSION

TOF SIMS was used ro sequence Dyno{phin A (1-17) as an unknown peptide. The
sequencing procedure and the enzymatic and chemical treaûrients were described in detail.
This and similar peptides have proven difficult to sequence by other mass spectrometric
methods. Directly related future work includes determining the mode of formation of the
unusual c,r+17 and c,r+17 ions observed in the dynorphin spectrum after acetylation in
methanol ($2.2.3.5).

The ToF sIMS correlation technique with datalogging was used to verify an
alamethicin sequence and !o obtain sequence information for several more. These peptides

are extemely unstable and are therefore well suited to analysis by the conelation technique.

In other mass spectrometric methods, much of the information we obtained would have
been lost. Much of the fragmentation information obtained has not yet been analyzed in
detail to study ion stabilities and fragmentation energies of closely relaæd peptides in the

two different time scales observe d (ç2.3.4.2). simple model peprides could also be useful
in such work.

Langmuir-Blodgett film preparation was described in enough detail to guide anyone

wishing to preparc reasonable quality films at a minimum cost. ToF sIMS was used to
acquire secondary ion yield versus film thickness data for various ions. prompt and
metastable fragmentation (representing decay in different time windows, hence with different
inæmal energies) were compared. The bombarding I- ions affected the negative spectra

over time, but did not seem to influence the positive spectra. In these experiments, the
sensitivity of our technique was crucial to obtain the data without unduly disrupting the
fragile LB filrns. LB film studies could be extended to alæmating ML's. The reasons for
different series of cHr l úr loss in the prompt and metastable rcgimes should be elucidated
($3.4.2.1, ç3.4.2.2).

ToF sMS' with or without the exta sensitivity provided by the conelation æchnique

and datalogging, proved to be uniquely suited to each of these experiments, providing
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significant advantages over other mass spectrometric methods. This work represents thre€
classes of experiments which are uniquely suited to our method: sequencing of very basic
peptides, sequencing of very unstable peptides, and studying very fragile films.
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2.L Table of Amino
Fragments

Symbol

APPENDICES

Acid Masses and Associated Mass Spectral

Mass in u Related [¡w Mass Ions and
Principal (Average) Neutal Insses from IM+H| *

Alanine Ala A 71.04 (71.08)
Arginine Arg R 156.10(156.19)
Asparagine Asn N 114.04 (114.10)
Aspartic Acid Asp D 115.03 (115.09)
Cysæine Cys C 103.01(103.14)
GlutamicAcid Glu E 129.04(129.12)
Glutamine Gln Q 128.06(128.13)

Glycine Gly G 57.02 (57.05)
Histidine His H 137.06(137.14)
Isoleucine tre I 113.08 (113.16)
L.eucine tæu L 113.08(113.16)
Lysine Lys K 128.09 (128.17)

Methionine Met M 131.04 (131.19)
Phenylalanine Phe F 147.07(147.18)
Proline Pro P 97 .05 (97.12)
Serine Ser S 87.03 (87.08)
Threonine Thr T 101.05(101.11)
Tryptophan Trp W 186.08 (186.21)
Tyrosine Tyr Y 163.06(163.18)
Valine Vat V 99.07 (99.13)

o-Aminoisobutyric acid

44.r.** 15
129.1. 59,7 0,87,100,7t2, t 00
87 .1,70, 58
88.0, 59
'16.0,47
102.1,84,91, 3 6,4 5,60,62,7 3
10 1. 1, 30,56,84,128,129,t30,

45,59,72
30.0.** 1

i10.1,82,81
86.1, 44,44,57
86.t,44,44,57
101. 1, 30,56,84,t28,t29,130,

45,59,72
104.t, 56,6t,48,75
t20.1, 91,103, 9r,92
70.r,4I
60.0.3/
'74.1.45
t59.t, 77,lr7,130,132, t 30
136.1,91,107, r07, r08
72.1,4t,55,69, 31,43

85.0s (85.11) sg.r.???

*monisotopic masses a¡e used for the immonium ions (underlined); nominal masses are
used for the other ions and for the neutral losses (italics) [Papayannopoulos '91, Iohnson
'89, Leel.
**note, these masses ca¡ also be formed by reanangements from other aliphatic amino
acids [Johnson '89], so they cannot be used æ indióations of these amino-acids.

Aib B
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2.2 Number of Amino Acid Combinations Near 695 u.

Mass Range Number of Amino Acid
Combinations

694.55-694.65 0
694.65-694.75 0
694.75-694.85 0
694.85-694.95 0
694.95-695.0s 0
695.05-695.15 0
695.15-695.25 221
695.2s-695.35 tz$
695.35-69s.45 1079
695.45-695.55 125

Since these combinations are composed of the same elements, H, C, N, O, and S, their

mass excesses are expected !o fall within a nafiow mass range, as shown above.

Calculations were done using a VAX computer. A similar patæm occurs at other masses.

(Note that for each of the amino acid combinations mentioned above, ma¡y permutations of
the amino acids are possible, so the number of sequences is much larger than the number of
combinations.)

2.3 Enzymatic Digestions Used in Dynorphin Sequencing

Trypsin (T), o-chymotrypsin (CT), carboxypepridase y (CpD-y),

carboxypeptidæe P (CPD-P), staphylococcus aureus V8 protease (V8) and leucine

aminopeptidase (LAP) were purchased from Sigma (Sr Louis, MO), and leucine

aminopeptidase M (LAP-M) from Boehringer Muurheim (Monteal, Canada).

The following aqueous buffer solutions were used: A = 0.05 M ammonium

bicarbonaæ (pH 7.8); B = 0.10 M ammonium acetaæ adjusted to pH 6.0; C = 0.08 M

ammonium acet¿te adjusted to pH 6.0; D = 0.10 M ammonium acetate adjusæd to pH 4.5;

E = 0.001 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.9; ÇHPOo:KHrpO4 = 3.9:1)

Enzymatic digestions were performed according to two general procedures:
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(a) On arger Approximaæly l-5 ¡rL of the buffered enzyme solution was
deposited on -0.1 ¡rg of the substrate on nitrocerlurose that had been erectrosprayed onto
aluminum foil or etched silver. This was covered with a glass microscope slide during the
course of the digestion; altematively it was left uncovered, and buffer was added if
evaporation was more rapid than expected.

(b) In solution. Approximaæly 2 lrg of the substrâte was dissolved in 30 pL of the
buffered enzyme solution in a small cavity drilled in a teflon block.

specific conditions for the digestions are given in Table 1. while T, cr, cpD-y
and GPD-P gave the expected cleavages, the other digestions were not successfur.

Digestions attempæd with LAp and LAp-M under a variety of conditions, including the
presence of Mgcl, for LAP, both on tãget and in solution, did not yield any useful mass

spectra.

Chemical Derivatizations

Conversion of the N-ænninal -NH2 group to -NHCOCHTN(CH'),* was based on
the method of Vath and Biemann [vath'90]. Dyno¡phin A, deposiûed on a glass slide by
evaporation of its 0.17o aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) solution, was reacted with
gaseous chloroacetyl chloride at 45oc for I hour. The reaction product was then reåcted

with the vapor in equilibrium with 25zo aqueous trimethylamine at 45oc for 2 hours. The
product on the glass slide was dissolved in 0.12o aqueous TFA and frozen until used.

About 0.5 ¡rg of the derivatized peptide was then deposited on a nitrocellulose targel
Acetylation of amino groups (N-terminal + lysine) of Dynorphin A was performed

by two procedures, based on methods described in the riterature [Gaskell 
,gga, 'ggb,

Iævine '87, Morris '74, Hunt '731: (a) 0.15 pg in t 1 p.L of methanol was reacted with 11

¡tL of acetic anhydride for 70 min at room remperafure; (b)7 ¡tgin2} pJ, of O.IVo

aqueous TFA was reacted with 20 pL acetic anhydride for 15 hours at room t€mperature.

(Note that to avoid incomplete acetylation and methyl ester formation, acetylation could be

done using acetic anhydride/water (l:1, v/v) for l/2 hour at room temperature fwiltiams
'821.) From both products, the solvents were evaporated in vacuo and stored frozen. For
use, each was dissolved in 0.17o aqueous TFA, and about 1 ¡rg wæ deposited on
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nitrocellulose.

TABLE 42.1. Summa¡y of the Enzymatic Digestions

Substrate Enzyme Buffer Procedure Temp oC Time(min)
=0.2p9* 1 pL of A a 39 24
"unknown" 3.3 pM T

=0.1 pg* 1-1.5 ¡tI of A a 25-38 LO-12
"unknown" 3.4 pM CT

=0.54 pC S?ngof B a 35.5 -8Dyn-A CPD-Y in 5.2 ¡lL

31¡rM 0.55 [M C b <45 10,20,30,Dyn-A CPD-Y 40,50,60**

=0.54 pC 26 ng of D a =37 12Dyn-A CPD-P in 5.2 ¡rL

0.1-0.5 pg 160-300 ng A,E a 25-40 LZ-35Dyn-A of V8 in5 ¡rL

rB-ased o¡ the assumption that 1.5 pg of "unknown" was supplied.**Six I ¡rL aliquots were rcmoved at 10 min inærvals and pui õn the tå¡ger.
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2.4 Solution Conditions for the Alamethicins

recrystallized 21.34 minuæ fraction: -l,mgt lr ml .1zo TFA; ultrasonic shaking used to

dissolve the peptide; nor totally dissolved

21.34mi¡uæ fraction lno crystallization): <.1 mg, dissolved in 200 pl .l{zoTFA; l.hr
ulEasonic shaking; not totally dissolved

23.33 minute fraction : -.lmgl 100 pl; dissolved more easily than the 21.34 minute fraction
23.33a minute fraction ): could not see sample; added 50 ¡tl .l%o -fF A
23.33b minute fraction : could not see sample; added 50 þ1 .1Vo TFA
24.53 minuæ fraction : <.lmg / 100 ¡tl .lVo TFA; ultræonic shaking

25.57 minute fraction : sample was a spheroid , 2mm diameær; added 100 ¡rl .IVo TFA:
ultrâsonic shaking; not totally dissolved

22.56 minuæ fraction : vial contained yellow spots and a bit of white fluff; added 100 pl
.77o TFA; ultræonic shaking

ala,/aib alameùicin : -.5mg / 1.5 ml .lToTFA; ultrasonic shaking for t hr; seemed totally
dissolved (added so much rFA because this peptide was said to be especially insoluble)

2.5 Positions of daughter ions and parent ions in reflected
spectra

As Figure 2.10 shows, the reflected spectrum of alamethicin contains many

overlapping peaks, some of which are daughter ions and some of which are parent ions.

Ofæn severa-l peaks which represent the same mâss occur at different flight times.

Case 1: A parent of mass mn and its own daughter, mass md [Tang '91].

The parent flight time te is h = 2Uv", where L is the length of the field free region

of the flight tube, and vo is the parent velocity for the optimum acceleration voltage for a
given mirror field.

The daughær flight time, td, is to= ¡/uo + 2movo/qE =(l+mo/mo)l/vo, where E is the

rlveighs 
of aìamettricin peptides were estimated from the amount of powder visible in t[e vial
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mirror field [Tang '91].

Then tolç = (mo+mo/2m'.

If mo-mo, then to-ç, and if mo<<mo, then td-te/2. In other words, daughûer ions

of a parent ion arrive at the detector between çi2 and ç.

Case 2: A daughter of mass mo and a parent ion of the san¿ mass md [Tang '91].. Noæ

that this daughær ion is the daughter of a larger parent of mæs r\, and is unrelated to the

pffent ion it is being compared with.

The flight time of the parent, mn, is ç, as given above.

The flight time of the daughter, mo, is to, as given above.

The flight time of ttre unrelated parent of mæs mo is Ç+ = 2uvo* =
(ZUv.){(mo/mn) because the velocity of this parent ion is vo +=vo{(mo/¡¡o¡ .

Then tol ç* = (mn+mo)/[2rnn./1mo/mo)J.

If mo-mo, then to- ç+, and if mo<<mo, then td>> b*. In other words, daughter

ions of mass md appear at higher flight times than parent ions of the same mass.

Case 3: Daughter ions of the same mass but from two dffire¿t parent ions.

Flight time of daughær of parent #1 is to,= L7y", + 2mo,vo,/qE =(l+mn/mo,)[/vo,.

Flight time of daughter of parent #2 ß To.. = Uv ." + 2morv .rlqB =(l+mr2lmaz)Uv oz.

Here mo,=mo, = m¿, and vo, is related to voz by vor = v"r{(mpr/mp), so that

&j=Ío{r$JGqsr)
t¿z lmo+mo){(mn)

If mn1>)moz, then mpr>>md as well, and tdtltdz - (metnmpJ{(mnr/rnn r)

or td r/td2 -./1m0,/moz), as expected, and the daughter with the heavier parent will arrive

later.

These th¡ee cæes explain the complexity of the reflected spectrum as shown in Fig. 2.10.

Some ofthe peaks at a shorær flight time than the peak conesponding to the parent B,o are

daughters of B,o; others are daughærs of higher mæs ions. The peaks ata longer flight
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time fhan B,o are the B,o daughærs of higher mass parent ions; the heavier parent ion has

daughter B,o ions at a longer flight time than the lighter parent does (e-g. [M+H]. vs B,r).

2.6 Decay In The Acceleration Region

In the simplest case, a pârent ion P+ is produced at the t¡_rget and is accelerated

across a potential difference v applied between the ta¡get and a grounded grid at a distânce

L from the ta¡get, reaching a kinetic energy T'o=l/2(n\vÍ) - qoV. The parent ion p+ then

decays in free flight betwe€n the grid and the ion mirror to give charged and neutral

daughters (P*+ D* + N). For simplicity assume zero energy release in the disinægration;

then both daughters retain the velocity of the parent ion, and the time of arrival of the

neutral daughter at detector I dehnes the parent ion mass mp.

If the decay occurs in the acceleration region instead of in free flight, the neutral

daughter will have a velocity different from the reference value above, so it will simply
produce background beween the peaks corresponding to various parent ions. However,

these peaks have an appreciable breadttr resulting from ttre energy release in the decay ( and

from the effect considered here ), so some neutral daughters from decays in the acceleration

region will still be included. Two cases are of particular interest:

1. lvhere the decay of PÉ occurs just inside the grid i.e. at dista¡ce x from the target wherc

(Lx/L<<l.

In this cæe, To=mvr2l2=qrYxlI-

L'lnlT, = (1 
o - T rlT, = ¡Y - 1

Time spread Át /t = -LTJZT| = G-xll)lz

2. where the parent ion P* is itself produced by the decay of a predecessor cr,* close !o the

tffget, i.e. at distânce x, where x/L <<1.
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In this case, Tp = mvp2lz = qoV [(L-x)/L + x mo/@m)]

LTrlTo =- x (1 - mo/m/L

Time spread Âr/r = x (1 - mrlm)l2L

ln the present experimental conf,rguration the acceleration distrnce L is 0.9 cm, the

distance between grid and minor is 50 cm, and the acceleration voltage V is 10 kV. The

flight time of the (M+H)* ion is then = 16 Us between grid and minor, and = 570 ns in the

acceleration region.

For case 1 if we assume an acceptable time spread 
^t/t 

= .01, decays in the distance

from x/L=.98 ro IILFI will give neutrals in the defining peak. This conesponds to a time

inærval for the decay of only 6 ns (time inærval = 570 - 570(.98)t,, = 6 ns), so rhe

contribution of this process to the peak is unlikely ûo be significant.

Case 2 gives a much larger effect. Again assumin g Ltlt = .01, neutrals appear in
the defining peak if the first decay takes place within a distance x from the rarget, where

xlI-F .02 I [l-mo/mJ, which is larger than the value for case l. More important, the ion is

just sarting its motion, so the conesponding time interval for the decay (if the neutrals are

to appeff in the defining peak) is much longer. Also, any ion which decays close to the

target has a very high decay raæ (assuming exponentiat decay) so many ions are involved

and the effect is magnified.

e.g. for a* - [M+H]. and P* = Brs

xlL = .021[l-12120] =.95
Time intervaì = 570(.05)t/2 = I27 ns

e.g. for a* = [M+H]. and P* =Yz+2
xlL = .021[1-7 120] - .4113 = .03

Time inûerval =570(.4/13)u'z - 100 ns

Although these times a¡e small compared to the overall flight time, the contribution from

this process (case 2) may be large when the precursor ion ø* has a short lifetime, as

appeffs fo be the situation in alamethicin. The resulting peak is broadened towards longer
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flight time, giving a possible systematic enor in mass determination, i.e. a mass Iarger rhan
it should be.

There will be corresponding changes in the energy of the charged fragment arso,

but these will be correcûed by the mirror, at least partially, so normally they are less

significant
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3.1 Sources of Uncertainty in Monolayer preparation

Uncertainties in the pressure determination:

-reading tensiometer (t .10 to + .20 divisions )
+hickness of filær paper (.18 + .03 mm)

-contact angle vâIue (t 0o; this is because clea¡ filter paper cannot have a different
contact angle, as verif,red by hundreds of hours of measurements)

-tensiometer calibration, linear regression coefficient = 0.99994, very low
uncertainties

-n (l .9 to t 1.4 mN/m, depending on the width of ttre f,rlter paper, the actual

reading of the ænsiometer and the direction of the barrier movement)

-the value of r¡ considered adequate úo indicate a clean surface (deærmining % from
the barrier far position and y from the barrier near position) was 0 + _.5

mN/m' (Ihe enor is less than nonnal largery because the film is stâtionary,

allowing the reading to be taken several times without time constraints.)

- fundamental problem:

-the pressure at the barrier and at the tensiometer slide are not necessarily

identical due to filrn viscosity and pressure gradients

-there is also barrier feedback time lag (not present if a piston oit is used)

-therefore the pressure at ûle dipping sride is not expected to be the same as

that set by the feedback system; the magnitude of this effect is not

known

-however, all experiments suffer from this problem so if the trough design,

dipping ratios and counter ion concentrations aæ not unusual the

effect, though unknown, is accounted for in the procedures reporæd

in the literaru¡e

Uncertainties in the total area determination:

-shape of the meniscus (affected by the surface pressure)

-barrier may not be perpendicular to the trough sides
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-for manual recording of barrier position:

-parallax enor in the reading of the barrier position (usually small)
-the time lag beween reading the barrier and the tensiometer (approximaæly

constant)

-this leads to an total uncefainty of +.3 mm (but see below)
-for automated recording of the barder position:

-nonlineafity in the barrier sysæm which gives an average error compa¡ed to

the manual system of .25 mm; this is an overestimation because the

magnitudes of the deviations follow a wave pattern

-thus the difference in the deviations from the manual readings for nearby

barrier positions (such as those used in the calculations oft) are

much less, averaging around .08 mm for a double layer LB hlm
deposition. (This also indicates that the actual e or in the manual

recording of the barrier position <.3 mm)

- (planimeter area determinations had an error of -2To, not ncludng the parallax

effor and the t¡acing errors involved in deærmining ald drawing the

thread's position)

Uncertainties in t:

-uncertainties in the a¡ea of the slide covered

-difhculties in determining the value of h (the distance between tlle top of
the meniscus and the top of the slide - +.5 mm)

-uncertainties in the area of monolayer removed from the subphase

-ttre uncertainties a¡e simila¡ to those for the total area determination

-some uncertainty in the base slope of the barrier position versus time graph

(see Appendix 3.5 and Fig. 3.6)

' uncertainties in the barrier position at the time tlìe slide entered the water

and exact time at which this occurred

'the values oft average -.93 + .10; perhaps they are low because ofa systematic

underestimation of h, which would lead to an overestimation of the slide
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ârea coated

-the errors in c were considerable. Note that "...transfer ratios significantly outside
the range 0.95 to 1.05 a¡e in fact usually indicative of poor frrm homogeneity..." [peterson
'901 which again brings the quality of some of our LB films into question (g3.5). (For our
decay pattem studies a¡ld for deærmining generaì trends in yield versus fil¡n thickness, the
quality is not crucial. on the other hand, in LB film studies purporting to determine
i¡formation about the fdm structure, it is of the utmost importance. compare to commercial

instruments that give errors as low as * .01.)

Other uncertainties:

The amplitude and frequency of the water vibrations were difficult to quantitate

because they were too small to be meæured by eye, especialry if a compressed monolayer
was prcsent. Because it seemed adequate to know that during dipping such values were not
large, no atæmpt was made ûo measure these carefully.

The glass microscope slides (r2 mm diameter) used were smal and might have

exhibited edge effects [Peterson '83, Hæmonay 'g0]. others have used similar slides

fGalera'91].

The transfer rate of the monolayer from the subphase to the substrate was - 4
mnr/min. There is some disagreement as to what rate is suitable for coating (e.g. at velocities
less than 24 mm/min, others have observed horizontal striations on the ML surface, relaæd

to instability of the meniscus [Peterson '83], but at velocities as high as 10 mm/min,
nonequilibrium deposition was noticed [Hasmonay '80]); many workers use velocities
around 1-5 mm/min and others have used values ranging from less thân 1 to 60 mm/min

[Roberts '85, Kuhn '72]. we very occasionally noticed mensicus instabilities during
coating.

The pH value was very difficult to determine, but was usually - 5 after I min, and

- 5.6 after 20 min, with the change being due ro the elecrrode itself (see g3.3.3.3). Noæ
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that the electrode was soaked in nanopure water for after calibrating with the buffers to
prevent buffer effects on the pH readings ($3.3.3.3). Because the fiìm character does nor
change in this pH range [Hasmonay'80], the uncertainty is not very serious. In fact, even

the very act of coating causes pH fluctuations in the meniscus due to the ce in the air

[Riegler '88]. The pH was not adjusæd except by co, in the air, which gave rhe desired

value of -5.5.

The amount of solution deposited is also diff,rcult to record exactly using our
micrometer syringe. This is important for the pressurc-area measurements where it shifts
the horizontal zero position. The actual amount ofsolution deposiæd was deærmined solely
by the behavior of the stea¡ic acid / hexane droplets on the subphase.

Subphase cleanliness and contamination throughout the experiment are so difficult
to measure that they represent unknowns in any result in which there is no obvious

contamination; the difference between the two pressure area curves shown in Fig. 3.1 and

Fig. 43.1 is probably due to these effecs [peterson '90]. The surface cleanliness at the

beginning of the experiments is easy to verify by checking the ænsiometer settings with the

barrier far from and close to the tensiometer; if the difference is 0, the surface is clean.
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3.2 Cleaning Gtass Slides

In this procedure as in arl others involving monorayers, clean and washed groves

must be wom. (fo see how much contamination is on even a freshly washed finger, sweep

a surface clean (Appendix 3.4), coat it with crea¡ tarcum powder, brow on it to verify
cleanliness ($3.3.3.1), and dip in a "clean" finger. The oils will spread from the finger
immediately and push the talcum powder back)

1) put slides into holder (see Fig. 43.2)

2) sonicaæ in a boiling water/detergent mixture (-102o) for about 7 minutes

3) rinse with nanopure water:

a) pour some water over the whole slide-holder assembly

b) put holder assembly into a beaker full of water

c) rinse it with this water and dip it into ånother beakerful of waær(this srep may be

omitted for rhe rinsing after sæp 2 md 4, but in that case fiesh cleaning

solutions may need to be prepared more ofæn)

d) use a Pæteur pipette to rinse each slide with copious amounts of nanopure water
4) sonicate in concenuated HNo, solution for 5 min at room temperature, and rinse as

above

5) sonicaæ in 5x10¡ M NaoH for 7 minutes at room temperature, and rinse as above

6) shake excess waær off gently and put back into an empty beaker for air drying and

storage. Protect from dust.

7) use within the next day or two ifcoating monolayers directly onto glass and within up to

ten days (preferably less) if evaporating silver directly onto slides.

Note:

After this treament the slides should exhibit nice hydrophilic behavior; if not, contamination

is still present and they must be cleaned again, probably with fiesh solutions.

The extravagant rinsing after steps 2 and 4 allow the HNo, and NaoH solutions to be

reused. (This procedure is similar to one reported by Sagiv.)
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ffi ghss slides

ffi grooved rods in which the slides sit

Fig. 43.2 Slide cleaning holder (teflon).
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3.3 Preparing Wilhelmy Filter paper Slides

To prepare the slides, Schleicher and Schuell filter paper (5g9 black) was put
between clean sheets of ofFrce paper (from the middle of a fresh package) in preparation for
cutting into -2.5 by 5 cm rectangles. Each fîlær paper piece was removed from the
proæcting paper and stored in the original plætic bag. pieces were removed from the bag

using a freshly washed (107o detergent, tâp water rinse and nanopure water rinse) and
air-dried pair of tweezers. They were then put onto a freshly cleaned block of æflon with a
small hole in it. The fîlter paper holder, a stainless steel rod bent at 90 degrees, was

inseræd through the paper into the hole in the teflon. The paper could then be lifæd off the

block and rinsed well with nanopure water. The holder was then inseræd into the tensiometer,

and any water droplets remaining on the holder were drained off using the edge of a clean

kimwipe. If the filter paper rotated slightly and hung at an angle, it was adjusted by
tapping its edge with a frestùy cleaned piece of æflon. After each experiment, the width of
the wet filter paper was measured.

This elaborate attention to cleanliness was found to be importa¡t. Any substance on

the fi.lter paper will contaminate the subphase and / or the monolayer (depending on whether

the contamination is a surfactrnt or not). For example, several pressure area measurements

showed anomalous results; closer inspection showed that, upon drying, the upper comers

of the paper used were yellowed; clean filter paper dries white. The source of contamination

was not determined.

The thickness of the wet frlter paper was measured with calipers and the filter paper

did not seem to compress. The same thickness value was used for an entire set of filter
paper plates cut from one large sheet of fdter paper.
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3.4 Detailed Monolayer Spreading and Dipping procedures, Used
in Our Work

@ at the beginning of a line denotes an instruction that pertains only to dipping slides)

D -plan and prepare for SIMS experiments immediaæly after dipping (reserve and

optimize spectrometer)

-ensure that the barrier position is back far enough in the trough; if not, set the drive

to run the bâ¡rier backwa¡ds (turn the feedback light on and let the light

reach the photoresistor) and continue, checking on the barrier periodically to

make sure it does not run into the end of the drive shaft

-ensure have enough CdCl, stearic acid solution, deuterated stearic acid solution,

fresh nanopure water, gloves and good filær paper pieces

D -set up temporary storage for dipped slides, if necessary

D -clean slides (Appendix 3.2)

D -vapor coat with Ag and do glow discharge

D -ensure dipping system is ready to set up

- dust-frce, pulleys freely tuming

- position on dipping cylinder is suitable for dipping [so don't run out of

cylinder when the slide is half in the waærl

D -ensu¡e that it will be possible to obtain meniscus information for åo¡l¡ sides of the

dipping slide [we put a minor behind the trough]

-check that the Atari-driveshaft connection is OK

-set trough antivibration mounts up properly so that the spacing and alignment of

rough, barrier drive and tensiometer will be appropriate

D -ensure that the feedback zero point and the tensiometer visual zero point coincide

-check apparatus voltages (V¡no,o., V,¡ø, md V¿¡nni", )

-record the æmperature
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-put on a new pair of gloves ând wash hands

-clean trough, water containers, filter paper hoider, tweezer and teflon block with

soap and water, rinse with tap water and then with nanopure water

Jet trough drip dry a bit and wipe the bonom and the sides so that it cannot drip on

the barrier electronics

-put the trough in place and add 500 ml nanopure water

-add 270 pl CdCl, (3.6 x 10-4 M) using a 5 to 40 ¡rl digital pipette

-add 850 ml water

+ -prepare the ænsiomeær f,rlær paper (Appendix 3.3), making sure to rinse it well,

and put onto tensiometer

-close plexiglass box after ensuring everything is within reach of the sliding doors

-sweep the surface 4 times with 4 clean ba¡riers (freshly washed with soap, rinsed

with tap water and then with na¡ropure water)

-position the tensiometer and insert the tensiometer slide

-sweep again, and read the tensiometer with the ba¡rier far and the barrier close;

record values

-if these values are not the same, repeat the sweeping with a freshly cleaned barrier

each time, until the values a¡e the same

-put the compression barrier into place and sweep it toward the filær paper slide; if
the reading changes, remove a¡d reclean the compression barrier and rcpeat

-record the compression banier position

-adjust the tensiometer setting so that spreading the monolayer will allow it to leave

the water

-add sæa¡ic acid and hexane, estimating the amount from the rclationship between

film area and the amount of ste¿¡ic acid that will sprcad [after many experiments

we made a plotl

- stop adding sæaric acid when the drops no longer spread and vanish quickly (this
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takes some experience)

-begin the stopwatch

D -set tensiometer to the 30mN/m value (y" - 15.3 tensiometer divisions, in our case)

-let the hexane evaporate and the monolayer stabilizn, - 20 mn
-while waiting:

-set up the automatic banier position recording program

D -set up the dipping system, avoiding vibrations:

D -make sure drive, pulleys and string are arranged conectly

(i.e. two pulleys are in line and parallel -- system l, Fig. 3.5)

D -double check the dipping area ofthe monolayer for dust and other

problems

D -put the slide on the sning and position it 0.5 to I cm above the

monolayer

D +o adjust slide height (sysæm l, Fig. 3.5)

i) move the rod for pulley A, either vertically or horizontally, very

carefully after the slide is in position above the water

ü) for very fine adjusünenrs, pulley B,s holder may be moved slightly

D -to adjust slide height (system 2, Fig. 3.5)

i) Ioop or unloop string around dipping drive pulley Qarge adjusEnents)

ü) move dipping drive itself close to or away from pulleys at the

box's end (fine adjustments)

-set up data table in logbook, and record the clock time (in case something happens

to the stopwatch or computer)

D -switch V,,rn, on and check that the light works

-switch \o,o. on

D -record Vno,o,, Yirn, and Vaippiog approximately every l0 min

D -record feedback barrier position with respect to time using either the âutomatic or

the manual system; a¡rd record ttre time at which the film reaches equilibrium

compression
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'if performing a pressure-area run, record tensiometer values every minuæ until the

readings begin to change significantly; then record at least twice a minute

and continue until after collapse

-keep an eye on the f,rlter paper meniscus

D -proceed to dipping IF THE MONOLAYER IS FREE FROM OBVIOUS DEFECTS

D+* -record which way the slide is facing, and ensure that the meniscus will be

visible on both sides

D**;t -dip the slide and record time, barrier position, meniscus information, any

information on wet spots, and the distance of the meniscus

from the top of the slide

D -record the times the slide enters, begins to exit and exits the water

D -make su¡e that the clip does not enter the water; be prepared for the meniscus

to 'lu¡np', up if it gets too close

D Jet the slide dry; the time may be quite long after the coating the first

monolayer; in other cases allow at least 2 or 10 min (for the automatic

or manual system respectively), while still recording the barrier

position and time, to be able to determine î (Eqn. 3.1, and Fig 3.6)

D -repeat from *** for as many coats as needed

D -set up the next slide (either system 1 or 2, Fig 3.5)

D -open sliding door of box, move slide away from trough, remove from

dipping sysæm and store for Iater dipping or analysis

D -put second slide on dipping sysæm and carefully position it over rhe trough

D -repeat from ** for as many slides as desired

-tum off motor power supply, hnalize computerized barrier position recording

-rcmove tensiometer, measure and record the filter paper width

D -if making alæmating f,rlm layers, turn motor supply back on and n¡m feedback
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light on so that the barrier runs backwards

D -repeat from + using a different fatty acid (e.g. deuteraæd stearic acid), keeping the

box closed

D -note that swe€ping away an old film is tricþ because the water may go onto the

trough wall; if it does, move the sweeping ba¡rier back a bit and try again;

this may take several tries

D lifting a baffier from the end of the trough in the presence of an old collapsed frlm

causes large ripples and care must be taken that the water does not slop out

of the trough onto the feedback system electronics

+urn off all power supplies

-record the temperah:re

-check the pH (optional unless coating LB hlrns)
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